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N
EARLY 1,000 days remain until the
2016 presidential election. Yet al
ready it is impossible to escape the
maneuvers, machinations, and me

dia coverage of men and women so consumed
with winning the highest office in the land
that the lust for power all but oozes from their
pores. For as long as most of us can remem
ber, the obsessive quest for the presidency has
been an indelible feature of American politics.
Try to envision successful candidates for the
White House who don’t have that “fire in the
belly,” candidates prepared to accept the job if
it seeks them out, but not driven by such insa
tiable ambition for it that everything else
pales by comparison. It would be easier to en
vision a team of unicorns.

And yet America once had such a presi
dent. He was James A. Garfield of Ohio, a re
markable individual who rose from grinding
poverty to the presidency of the United States
without ever thrusting himself forward as a
candidate for election to anything. It is a
shame that Americans don’t know more about
this gifted yet modest leader, as they doubtless
would had he not been shot by an assassin
just four months after becoming president.

On the eve of Garfield’s inauguration as the
nation’s 20th chief executive, he told a group
of old friends: “This honor comes to me un
sought. I have never had the presidential fe
ver, not even for a day.”

It was true. At every step of his political ca
reer, Garfield had to be urged to serve for the
good of the country. He was first elected to
Congress during the Civil War in 1862, while

he was on active duty as a major
general in the Union Army. The

31yearold Garfield, a Republican
and ardent abolitionist, “receiv[ed] nearly

twice as many votes as his opponent, although
he had done nothing to promote his candida
cy,” writes Candice Millard in “Destiny of the

Republic,” her 2011 history of Garfield’s elec
tion and tragic death. He didn’t take his con
gressional seat for another year — and then
only because President Lincoln pressed him to
do so. “I have resigned my place in the army
and have taken my seat in Congress,” Garfield
wrote in a letter home. “I did this with regret
. . . [b]ut the President told me he dared not
risk a single vote in the House.”

A competent lawmaker with a reputation
for conciliation, Garfield served nine terms in
the House, before being elected to the US Sen
ate in 1880. It was as Ohio’s senatorelect that

he arrived that June at the Republican Nation
al Convention in Chicago. He had come to
serve as floor manager for Treasury Secretary
(and fellow Ohioan) John Sherman in what
was expected to be a threeway fight for the
GOP nomination. The other leading contend
ers were former president Ulysses S. Grant
and US Senator James G. Blaine of Maine.

But none of the three could win the 379
votes needed for nomination. As the conven
tion remained deadlocked through ballot after
ballot, some delegates began floating Gar
field’s name as a compromise. On the 34th

ballot, after a day and a half of voting, 17
votes were unexpectedly cast for Garfield.
Dumbfounded, he rose to protest, objecting
vehemently to any effort to nominate him.

“The announcement contains votes for
me,” said Garfield, who had remained loyal to
Sherman. “No man has a right, without the
consent of the person voted for, to announce
that person’s name and vote for him in this
convention. Such consent I have not given—”

Before he could finish, the convention
chairman gaveled him out of order. The poll
ing continued. On the 35th ballot, there were
50 votes for Garfield. By the 36th, with even
Sherman throwing his support to his ally, it
was all over. Garfield was nominated with 399
votes. As the convention erupted in cheers
and song, a “shocked and sickened” Garfield
was beset by wellwishers. To one delegate’s
congratulations, he replied: “I am very sorry
that this has become necessary.”

Five months later, he was elected presi
dent. On March 4, 1881, he was sworn in, and
delivered an inaugural address passionate in
its emphasis on the rights of freed blacks.
“Former slaves in the crowd openly wept,”
Millard recounts. Many more Americans wept
six months later, when Garfield died of the
gunshot wound he had received on July 2,
1881.

“I suppose I am morbidly sensitive about
any reference to my own achievements,” Gar
field once acknowledged. “I so much despise a
man who blows his own horn, that I go to the
other extreme.”

Not many presidents have been more suit
ed for high office than this admirable man
who never lusted for power. Would that his
like were in the mix for 2016.

Jeff Jacoby can be reached at
jacoby@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@jeff_jacoby.

JEFF JACOBY

The man who didn’t want to be president
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James A. Garfield, a compromise Republican nominee, was elected president in 1880.

I
T’S EASY to recognize a former res
taurant dishwasher. Long, deep
scars often line their forearms —
the result of nights when, as the
lowest on the chain of kitchen
workers, they must plunge their

hands into boiling hot water to unclog in
dustrialsize dishwashing machines. An
other requirement is hauling heavy dish
tubs across slippery kitchens. For this
backbreaking work, the hourly pay fre
quently doesn’t exceed the state minimum
wage of $8. Undocumented workers often
make significantly less. If a dishwasher
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in
the kitchen, usually prepping salads, for
no extra pay. “Paying your dues quietly is
how to move up in a kitchen,” says Jonny
Arévalo, who worked at several Boston
restaurants, including Bennigan’s, for nine
years. “Then some other poor guy takes
your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United
States is exploding, just as the income gap
is widening. The trends are related: While
expansion of other industries often leads
to higher wages and greater opportunities,
growth in the restaurant business does
not. Shielded by a powerful lobby and a
franchise system that makes union orga
nizing difficult and impractical, it provides
the scraps at the bottom of the income lad
der. The food service industry is the prov
ince of kitchen workers
who must enlist govern
ment investigators to col
lect the bare minimum
that the law entitles them
to receive; wait staff who
earn a punishingly low
$2.13 per hour nationally
in exchange for tips whose
distribution is often con
trolled by management;
and fastfood employees
who work for chains that
explicitly advise them to
apply for food stamps and
other government aid to
supplement their unlivable
pay.

These low wages do not
represent an efficient,
marketdriven distribution
of labor. Because waiters
making poverty wages
turn to public aid, Ameri
can taxpayers effectively
subsidize the restaurant industry to the
tune of $7 billion per year. All this for an
industry that isn’t beset by global competi
tion — as industrial manufacturers are —
and doesn’t represent a vital national in
terest, like energy or utilities. In fact, the
economic arguments against policies that
would raise the wages of restaurant work
ers are distinctly unimpressive. Claims
that higher wages would result in fewer
jobs aren’t borne out by the experience of
California, which bolted ahead of Massa
chusetts and other states years ago by pro
hibiting the practice of giving submini
mum paychecks to workers in jobs with
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 de
spite workers having higher guaranteed
pay, outpacing Massachusetts’ projected
jobs growth of 5.7 percent over the same
period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con
certed effort to remove the loopholes that
allow many restaurants to keep their
workers in dire circumstances. Concern
for the children of such workers ought to
be enough of an incentive to mount an ef
fort to raise salaries. But there is a larger
reason to elevate the status of restaurant
employees: It would be the single most ef
fective way to combat income inequality in
a country where the gap between rich and
poor is soaring to levels not seen since be
fore the stock market crash of 1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a
vastly disproportionate share of lowwage
workers. By changing a few policies and
adjusting some industry practices, the na
tion could sharply reduce the numbers of
families in poverty and enhance the mid

dle class while actually saving taxpayer
dollars. It’s time to start moving in this
sensible direction, both in Massachusetts
and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintessen
tial industry of a challenging 21stcentury
economy. Timepressed Americans eat out
for at least five meals a week, and the aver
age household spent $2,620 on food away
from home in 2011, according to the Na
tional Restaurant Association. A thriving
restaurant scene like Boston’s, with its fine
dining and food trucks, is an integral part
of a modern city. Massachusetts’ restau
rants alone are projected to ring up $13.5
billion in sales for 2014. Yet as fine diners
increasingly seek out organic, farmtota
ble cuisine, few think much of the work
force making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors
is grim. The 13 millionplus restaurant
workers in the United States face a poverty
rate that is nearly three times that of the
rest of the country’s workforce, and the in
dustry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying
American jobs, according to federal labor
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts,
for instance, made $10.29 per hour on av
erage in 2012. (That figure is telling in it
self, as it includes dishwashers at hotels,
universities, and health care facilities, who
are usually union workers and nationally

earn on average nearly $3
more per hour than restau
rant dishwashers.) Re
search done by MIT puts a
livable wage for Boston —
the minimum income
someone needs to live ade
quately given local costs of
living — at $12.65 for a sin
gle adult and $22.40 for a
family of four.

Moreover, these jobs
come with few of the bene
fits that workers in other
industries take for granted.
Health coverage is rarely
offered; paid sick leave, va
cation time, and 401(k)s
are virtually unheard of.
Schedules often change on
a weekly or even daily ba
sis, making child care a
nightmare to arrange. And
forget about job security.
Restaurant analyst Victor

Fernandez says annual turnover is above
95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consumers
begin to pressure the industry. While din
ers feel empowered to ask whether pro
duce was purchased locally or if chickens
were given free range to lay their eggs,
they don’t feel comfortable questioning
the treatment of employees, despite
mounting evidence of violations of labor
laws and poor conditions for workers. Din
ers, either through their political represen
tatives or their own complaints to manag
ers, should argue that workers be given:
RHourly wages at or above a living

wage for individuals.
R Payment for all the time they work,

including overtime.
ROpportunities to organize if they

choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should summon
the courage to reject the demands of the
National Restaurant Association, which is
largely responsible for Massachusetts’
“tipped minimum wage” — under which
restaurants are allowed to pay workers
just $2.63 with the hardtoenforce under
standing that tips will make up the rest of
the way to at least $8 per hour. California,
for its part, has guaranteed that all restau
rant workers will earn at least $10 per
hour by 2016, through a straightforward
paycheck, with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low
wages and poor working conditions on
slim profit margins amid intense competi
tion. But raising wages across the board
wouldn’t change the competition; every
outlet would have to play under the same
rules and demands. And while consumers
should expect somewhat higher prices to

cover higher la
bor costs, some
restaurants in
sist that better
paid workers are
more reliable and
stay in their jobs long
enough to make up in
efficiency for what
they’re costing in extra wag
es.

In reality, employers get
away with paying little and
treating workers badly simply
because they can. There ar
en’t many other opportuni
ties in Massachusetts for
workers with few or no skills,
especially if they are undocu
mented. In 2012, there were
1.8 job seekers for every
opening in the restau
rant sector state
wide, a relatively
low figure com
pared to other in
dustries. Yet the data
suggest more than two
thirds of those openings
were for parttime work,
while the vast majority of
the unemployed want full
time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from
Latin America — most often from
Colombia, El Salvador, or Brazil — fill res
taurant kitchens. Many, because they have
limited English or are in the country ille
gally, are simply glad for paying work.
Supporting family here and back home,
they often string together two or three jobs
to make ends meet. “They start at 7 a.m. in
one kitchen doing prep, then leave for a
second shift, working until midnight or 1
a.m.,” says Arévalo, who was a pilot in his
native Colombia and now runs the worker
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For
Occupational Safety and Health (Mass
COSH).

Filiberto Lopez moved to Boston from
El Salvador seven years ago in hopes of
finding the American Dream, and ended
up sleeping in the kitchen of a East Boston
Peruvian restaurant. He worked more
than 80 hours a week there, schlepping
200pound sacks of flour from the kitch
en’s basement storage area, cleaning the
restaurant after hours, even maintaining
its air filters and electrical system. His
boss, himself an immigrant, was verbally
abusive, regularly referring to Lopez as
“Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak Eng
lish and didn’t have legal documents,” Lo
pez says. “I assumed I had no rights at all.”
Lopez has moved on to work at other Bos
ton restaurants, and has helped Mass
COSH identify other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the in
dustry, and not just at struggling ethnic
outlets in distant neighborhoods. It starts
with failure to pay overtime. State law ex
empts eateries from paying timeanda
half for more than 40 hours of work in one
week. However, federal laws do not — and
if a restaurant makes more than $500,000
in gross annual sales, it is compelled to fol
low the federal law. Local establishments
have also been found to be breaking child
labor laws, failing to pay minimum wage,
or failing to pay workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under
more scrutiny than most. The Boston of
fice of the US Department of Labor con
ducted 165 investigations in the restau
rant industry in fiscal year 2013, collecting
more than $1.7 million in back wages
from employers who violated wageand

hour laws. Among those cited for various
violations since 2009 by the Labor Depart
ment, state Attorney General’s Office, and
other enforcement agencies are some of
the Boston area’s most popular dining es
tablishments: Not Your Average Joes; the
Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap;
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Mira
cle of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory
Row; and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat
rick Lyons and Ed Sparks agreed to pay
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the
restaurants they own, including Towne,
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In
what is a common practice, Lyons and
Sparks had contracted out their labor to
an agency that not only failed to pay em
ployees but also disappeared. At the end of
the day, though, the law rightly holds the
restaurants responsible for ensuring their
workers are fully paid. “Know who you’re
doing business with,” Lyons warns. “Or
you’ll end up paying at least twice what
you owed in the first place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could
help. During his campaign, Walsh pledged
his support for a livable wage. A first step
for his administration toward achieving
that would be to streamline the permitting
process. By allowing restaurants to open
and operate with less red tape, overhead
could be reduced, and capital freed up for
owners to pay their workers a higher
wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone.
Last summer Curtatone championed and
passed a citywide ordinance put forward
by local activists that now prevents em
ployers who are guilty of wage theft from
getting or renewing permits. This law
should be replicated across Massachusetts.
“If you break the law and don’t pay your
workers what they’re owed, you won’t do
business in Somerville,” Curtatone says.

That’s a message any business owner
will understand.

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED

In this series

TODAY: IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of de
portation, and outright wage
theft plague the restaurant
industry.

MONDAY: TIPPING
Meant as a reward, tips in
stead make up much of a
worker’s pay— if the money
even gets to them.

TUESDAY: FAST FOOD
Higher wages for fastfood
jobs would benefit workers,
business, and government.

WEDNESDAY: UNIONS
Restaurant workers need to
fight for their rights. So why
aren’t they organizing?
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GUARANTEED INCOME
FOR ALL AMERICANS?

THE GLOBE deserves congratula
tions for running Leon Neyfakh’s
piece on guaranteed income (”Money
for all,” Ideas, Feb. 9). As the global
economy churns out epic levels of in
equality, our greatest challenge will
be to craft an alternative system that
will be both sensible and moral. As
Neyfakh expresses it, we’ll need to de
couple people’s “value in society from
their ability to do a job.”

The recession is so stubborn be
cause it’s not really a recession at all.
Rather, we’re in a historic shift, in
which technology and economy are
permanently diminishing the value of
human labor. The longer we deny this

reality, by scolding the swelling num
bers of unemployed and underem
ployed as moral failures, the harder it
will be to embrace potential solutions
like the guaranteed income. Our
longterm future will veer in one of
two directions: largescale redistribu
tion of the fruits of economic produc
tivity, or fullblown collapse. And if it
turns out to be the latter, we can be
sure that the overmoralizing about
labor, to defend unsustainable levels
of inequality, will have played a major
part.

JEREMY RAYMONDJACK
Roslindale

Linking job status,
moral worthmust end

I AM responding to the article “Mon
ey for all” (Ideas, Feb. 9), about a
guaranteed income for every Ameri

can. As a mature person who grew up
surrounded by immigrant families
who successfully achieved the Ameri
can dream, I believe that cash hand
outs would often discourage work. In
stead, our society could fund credit
cards for all citizens — one for hous
ing, one for electricity and heat, and
one for nutritious foods only. Basic
health care would be provided to all.

With essential needs met, and no
threat of losing those supports, fami
lies would benefit from even low
wage jobs. They would be motivated
to make the most of what they had.
People could combine their housing
credits to upgrade where they would
live. Families could share child care
(and housing) while the adults
worked varying shifts. The guaran
teed basic benefits would also encour
age artists, musicians, and people
with startup ideas to pursue their en

deavors even though they would earn
little at first.

Most of us would probably pay
more taxes, but we’d all receive the
credits to apply to our essential ex
penses. Our society can only benefit
when more people become motivated
towork and to improve their lives.

JOSÉE KLENTAK
Medfield

Give credits
not cash

WHILE THE future of Roman Catho
lic teaching on subjects such as mar
riage and divorce may be uncertain, I
hope for a day when Catholic clergy
no longer purport to explain it simply
by stating that “the church needs to
be faithful to the Gospel and to
Christ’s teaching,” as Cardinal Sean
O’Malley did in the interview pub
lished last Sunday. (“Pope softening
tone, not stance, O’Malley says,” Page
A1, Feb. 9). Such remarks deeply of
fend members of other churches (and
many Catholics) who would make the
very same statement but have
reached different theological and
moral conclusions.

F. DAVIS DASSORI
Hingham

O’Malley’s certainty
offensive to many

THE GLOBE and academics seem to
be missing the point of gun buyback
programs (“A statement, not a strate
gy,” Editorial, Feb. 11; “Success of gun
buyback programs is debated,” Metro,
Feb. 13).

With the number of guns in circu
lation in America (at least 300 million)
it is unlikely that taking 1,000 or 2,000
off the streets would make an immedi
ate difference in the crime rate. But
that is not what should be measured.

As public health leaders have point
ed out, guns are a leading cause of
death for children and teens, second
only to car accidents. Gun buybacks
are catalysts bringing clergy, youth,
parents, and police together to talk
about the impact of guns, and provide
a safe avenue to get rid of guns that
may have been obtained in fear, anger,
or for purposes of retaliation.

We have to address why young peo
ple might not feel safe in their neigh
borhood or in their school; and that’s
another reason to be at the same table
to devise and implement comprehen
sive strategies. Prevention, interven
tion, and enforcement are all needed.

KATHERINE MAINZER
Boston

The writer is cofounder of Citizens
for Safety.

Buying guns,
promoting talk

JORGE MARTINEZ’S comments are
spoton “that every gun you get off the
street is a small victory” (“Success of
gun buyback programs is debated,”
Metro, Feb 13).

It may be public relations, and it
may make people feel good, but it also
does more. I was involved in a buyback
in the 1990s in Hyde Square where we
used it as an organizing tool to involve
the community.

BILL ALLAN
Roslindale

More than P.R.

NOT JUST
ABOUT GUNS
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Guns from a buyback program.
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Cardinal Sean P. O’Malley, right, with the future Pope Francis in 2013.

THE POPE
AND THE CARDINAL

THE RECENT interview with Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley (“Pope softening
tone, not substance, O’Malley says,”
Page A1, Feb. 9) avoided the most
pressing question — “Is the pope pro
choice?” A careful listening to Francis
suggests the answer is “Yes.” He has
instructed his 4,000 or so bishops to
minimize their antiabortion preach
ing, and that will probably mean a
cutback in classic prolife activity, i.e.
efforts to create civil law that would
prohibit or greatly reduce the avail
ability of abortion.

O’Malley’s spin that the pope is
only changing emphasis and the
pope’s statment that abortion is hor

rific are boundtofail efforts to main
tain an illusion of orthodoxy. Francis
is what he is, another Jesuit in the

traditon of the late congressman and
Jesuit priest Robert Drinan, and he is
unlikely to change.

The real question for Catholics is
what the next conclave to elect a pope
will bring — an affirmation of Francis’
new direction or a return to the hard
line.

TOM TIERNEY
Framingham

A prochoice
pontiff?

IN THE Sunday Globe article ”Pope
softening tone, not stance, says
O’Malley” (Page A1, Feb. 9), Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley says the Vatican
needs national bishops’ conferences
to provide “some clarity about what
the expectations are around the
world” with regard to allegations of
child sexual abuse by priests.

How can Cardinal O’Malley seri
ously believe that human decency,
moral principles, and legal statutes
are not enough guidance for church
leaders when dealing with child
abuse?

Does he not believe the molesta
tion and rape of children are inher
ently wrong, even in the absence of
clarity in church policies? If the
bishops of the church need clarity
on these issues, they need to read
the 2,000year record of Christian
writings on ethics and morals.

ROBERT DUNCAN
Scituate

If Vatican needs
clarity on abuse,
it should consult
Christianmoral texts

For many restaurant workers,
fair conditions not on menu

I
t’s easy to recognize a former restau-
rant dishwasher. Long, deep scars 
often line their forearms — the result 
of nights when, as the lowest on the 
chain of kitchen workers, they must 
plunge their hands into boiling hot 

water to unclog industrial-size dish-washing 
machines. Another requirement is hauling 
heavy dish tubs across slippery kitchens. 
For this backbreaking work, the hourly pay 
frequently doesn’t exceed the state mini-
mum wage of $8. Undocumented workers 
often make significantly less. If a dishwasher 
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in the 
kitchen, usually prepping salads, for no extra 
pay. “Paying your dues quietly is how to move 
up in a kitchen,” says Jonny Arevalo, who 
worked at several Boston restaurants, includ-
ing Bennigan’s, for nine years. “Then some 
other poor guy takes your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United 
States is exploding, just as the income gap 
is widening. The trends are related: While 
expansion of other industries often leads 
to higher wages and greater opportunities, 
growth in the restaurant business does not. 
Shielded by a powerful lobby and a franchise 
system that makes union organizing difficult 
and impractical, it provides the scraps at the 
bottom of the income ladder. The food ser-
vice industry is the province of kitchen work-
ers who must enlist government investigators 
to collect the bare minimum that the law 
entitles them to receive; wait staff who earn a 
punishingly low $2.13 per hour nationally in 
exchange for tips whose distribution is often 
controlled by management; and fast-food 
employees who work for chains that explicit-
ly advise them to apply for food stamps and 
other government aid to supplement their 
unlivable pay.

These low wages do not represent an 
efficient, market-driven distribution of labor. 
Because waiters making poverty wages turn 
to public aid, American taxpayers effectively 
subsidize the restaurant industry to the tune 
of $7 billion per year. All this for an industry 
that isn’t beset by global competition — as 

industrial manufacturers are — and doesn’t 
represent a vital national interest, like energy 
or utilities. In fact, the economic arguments 
against policies that would raise the wages 
of restaurant workers are distinctly unim-
pressive. Claims that higher wages would 
result in fewer jobs aren’t borne out by the 
experience of California, which bolted ahead 
of Massachusetts and other states years ago 
by prohibiting the practice of giving sub-min-
imum paychecks to workers in jobs with 
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant 
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise 
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 despite 
workers having higher guaranteed pay, out-
pacing Massachusetts’ projected jobs growth 
of 5.7 percent over the same period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con-
certed effort to remove the loopholes that 
allow many restaurants to keep their workers 
in dire circumstances. Concern for the chil-
dren of such workers ought to be enough of 
an incentive to mount an effort to raise sal-
aries. But there is a larger reason to elevate 
the status of restaurant employees: It would 
be the single most effective way to combat 
income inequality in a country where the gap 
between rich and poor is soaring to levels not 
seen since before the stock market crash of 
1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop-
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a vast-
ly disproportionate share of low-wage work-
ers. By changing a few policies and adjusting 
some industry practices, the nation could 
sharply reduce the numbers of families in 
poverty and enhance the middle class while 
actually saving taxpayer dollars. It’s time to 
start moving in this sensible direction, both 
in Massachusetts and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintes-
sential industry of a challenging 21st-century 
economy. Time-pressed Americans eat out for 
at least five meals a week, and the average 
household spent $2,620 on food away from 
home in 2011, according to the National 
Restaurant Association. A thriving restaurant 
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N
EARLY 1,000 days remain until the
2016 presidential election. Yet al
ready it is impossible to escape the
maneuvers, machinations, and me

dia coverage of men and women so consumed
with winning the highest office in the land
that the lust for power all but oozes from their
pores. For as long as most of us can remem
ber, the obsessive quest for the presidency has
been an indelible feature of American politics.
Try to envision successful candidates for the
White House who don’t have that “fire in the
belly,” candidates prepared to accept the job if
it seeks them out, but not driven by such insa
tiable ambition for it that everything else
pales by comparison. It would be easier to en
vision a team of unicorns.

And yet America once had such a presi
dent. He was James A. Garfield of Ohio, a re
markable individual who rose from grinding
poverty to the presidency of the United States
without ever thrusting himself forward as a
candidate for election to anything. It is a
shame that Americans don’t know more about
this gifted yet modest leader, as they doubtless
would had he not been shot by an assassin
just four months after becoming president.

On the eve of Garfield’s inauguration as the
nation’s 20th chief executive, he told a group
of old friends: “This honor comes to me un
sought. I have never had the presidential fe
ver, not even for a day.”

It was true. At every step of his political ca
reer, Garfield had to be urged to serve for the
good of the country. He was first elected to
Congress during the Civil War in 1862, while

he was on active duty as a major
general in the Union Army. The

31yearold Garfield, a Republican
and ardent abolitionist, “receiv[ed] nearly

twice as many votes as his opponent, although
he had done nothing to promote his candida
cy,” writes Candice Millard in “Destiny of the

Republic,” her 2011 history of Garfield’s elec
tion and tragic death. He didn’t take his con
gressional seat for another year — and then
only because President Lincoln pressed him to
do so. “I have resigned my place in the army
and have taken my seat in Congress,” Garfield
wrote in a letter home. “I did this with regret
. . . [b]ut the President told me he dared not
risk a single vote in the House.”

A competent lawmaker with a reputation
for conciliation, Garfield served nine terms in
the House, before being elected to the US Sen
ate in 1880. It was as Ohio’s senatorelect that

he arrived that June at the Republican Nation
al Convention in Chicago. He had come to
serve as floor manager for Treasury Secretary
(and fellow Ohioan) John Sherman in what
was expected to be a threeway fight for the
GOP nomination. The other leading contend
ers were former president Ulysses S. Grant
and US Senator James G. Blaine of Maine.

But none of the three could win the 379
votes needed for nomination. As the conven
tion remained deadlocked through ballot after
ballot, some delegates began floating Gar
field’s name as a compromise. On the 34th

ballot, after a day and a half of voting, 17
votes were unexpectedly cast for Garfield.
Dumbfounded, he rose to protest, objecting
vehemently to any effort to nominate him.

“The announcement contains votes for
me,” said Garfield, who had remained loyal to
Sherman. “No man has a right, without the
consent of the person voted for, to announce
that person’s name and vote for him in this
convention. Such consent I have not given—”

Before he could finish, the convention
chairman gaveled him out of order. The poll
ing continued. On the 35th ballot, there were
50 votes for Garfield. By the 36th, with even
Sherman throwing his support to his ally, it
was all over. Garfield was nominated with 399
votes. As the convention erupted in cheers
and song, a “shocked and sickened” Garfield
was beset by wellwishers. To one delegate’s
congratulations, he replied: “I am very sorry
that this has become necessary.”

Five months later, he was elected presi
dent. On March 4, 1881, he was sworn in, and
delivered an inaugural address passionate in
its emphasis on the rights of freed blacks.
“Former slaves in the crowd openly wept,”
Millard recounts. Many more Americans wept
six months later, when Garfield died of the
gunshot wound he had received on July 2,
1881.

“I suppose I am morbidly sensitive about
any reference to my own achievements,” Gar
field once acknowledged. “I so much despise a
man who blows his own horn, that I go to the
other extreme.”

Not many presidents have been more suit
ed for high office than this admirable man
who never lusted for power. Would that his
like were in the mix for 2016.

Jeff Jacoby can be reached at
jacoby@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@jeff_jacoby.
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James A. Garfield, a compromise Republican nominee, was elected president in 1880.

I
T’S EASY to recognize a former res
taurant dishwasher. Long, deep
scars often line their forearms —
the result of nights when, as the
lowest on the chain of kitchen
workers, they must plunge their

hands into boiling hot water to unclog in
dustrialsize dishwashing machines. An
other requirement is hauling heavy dish
tubs across slippery kitchens. For this
backbreaking work, the hourly pay fre
quently doesn’t exceed the state minimum
wage of $8. Undocumented workers often
make significantly less. If a dishwasher
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in
the kitchen, usually prepping salads, for
no extra pay. “Paying your dues quietly is
how to move up in a kitchen,” says Jonny
Arévalo, who worked at several Boston
restaurants, including Bennigan’s, for nine
years. “Then some other poor guy takes
your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United
States is exploding, just as the income gap
is widening. The trends are related: While
expansion of other industries often leads
to higher wages and greater opportunities,
growth in the restaurant business does
not. Shielded by a powerful lobby and a
franchise system that makes union orga
nizing difficult and impractical, it provides
the scraps at the bottom of the income lad
der. The food service industry is the prov
ince of kitchen workers
who must enlist govern
ment investigators to col
lect the bare minimum
that the law entitles them
to receive; wait staff who
earn a punishingly low
$2.13 per hour nationally
in exchange for tips whose
distribution is often con
trolled by management;
and fastfood employees
who work for chains that
explicitly advise them to
apply for food stamps and
other government aid to
supplement their unlivable
pay.

These low wages do not
represent an efficient,
marketdriven distribution
of labor. Because waiters
making poverty wages
turn to public aid, Ameri
can taxpayers effectively
subsidize the restaurant industry to the
tune of $7 billion per year. All this for an
industry that isn’t beset by global competi
tion — as industrial manufacturers are —
and doesn’t represent a vital national in
terest, like energy or utilities. In fact, the
economic arguments against policies that
would raise the wages of restaurant work
ers are distinctly unimpressive. Claims
that higher wages would result in fewer
jobs aren’t borne out by the experience of
California, which bolted ahead of Massa
chusetts and other states years ago by pro
hibiting the practice of giving submini
mum paychecks to workers in jobs with
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 de
spite workers having higher guaranteed
pay, outpacing Massachusetts’ projected
jobs growth of 5.7 percent over the same
period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con
certed effort to remove the loopholes that
allow many restaurants to keep their
workers in dire circumstances. Concern
for the children of such workers ought to
be enough of an incentive to mount an ef
fort to raise salaries. But there is a larger
reason to elevate the status of restaurant
employees: It would be the single most ef
fective way to combat income inequality in
a country where the gap between rich and
poor is soaring to levels not seen since be
fore the stock market crash of 1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a
vastly disproportionate share of lowwage
workers. By changing a few policies and
adjusting some industry practices, the na
tion could sharply reduce the numbers of
families in poverty and enhance the mid

dle class while actually saving taxpayer
dollars. It’s time to start moving in this
sensible direction, both in Massachusetts
and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintessen
tial industry of a challenging 21stcentury
economy. Timepressed Americans eat out
for at least five meals a week, and the aver
age household spent $2,620 on food away
from home in 2011, according to the Na
tional Restaurant Association. A thriving
restaurant scene like Boston’s, with its fine
dining and food trucks, is an integral part
of a modern city. Massachusetts’ restau
rants alone are projected to ring up $13.5
billion in sales for 2014. Yet as fine diners
increasingly seek out organic, farmtota
ble cuisine, few think much of the work
force making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors
is grim. The 13 millionplus restaurant
workers in the United States face a poverty
rate that is nearly three times that of the
rest of the country’s workforce, and the in
dustry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying
American jobs, according to federal labor
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts,
for instance, made $10.29 per hour on av
erage in 2012. (That figure is telling in it
self, as it includes dishwashers at hotels,
universities, and health care facilities, who
are usually union workers and nationally

earn on average nearly $3
more per hour than restau
rant dishwashers.) Re
search done by MIT puts a
livable wage for Boston —
the minimum income
someone needs to live ade
quately given local costs of
living — at $12.65 for a sin
gle adult and $22.40 for a
family of four.

Moreover, these jobs
come with few of the bene
fits that workers in other
industries take for granted.
Health coverage is rarely
offered; paid sick leave, va
cation time, and 401(k)s
are virtually unheard of.
Schedules often change on
a weekly or even daily ba
sis, making child care a
nightmare to arrange. And
forget about job security.
Restaurant analyst Victor

Fernandez says annual turnover is above
95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consumers
begin to pressure the industry. While din
ers feel empowered to ask whether pro
duce was purchased locally or if chickens
were given free range to lay their eggs,
they don’t feel comfortable questioning
the treatment of employees, despite
mounting evidence of violations of labor
laws and poor conditions for workers. Din
ers, either through their political represen
tatives or their own complaints to manag
ers, should argue that workers be given:
RHourly wages at or above a living

wage for individuals.
R Payment for all the time they work,

including overtime.
ROpportunities to organize if they

choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should summon
the courage to reject the demands of the
National Restaurant Association, which is
largely responsible for Massachusetts’
“tipped minimum wage” — under which
restaurants are allowed to pay workers
just $2.63 with the hardtoenforce under
standing that tips will make up the rest of
the way to at least $8 per hour. California,
for its part, has guaranteed that all restau
rant workers will earn at least $10 per
hour by 2016, through a straightforward
paycheck, with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low
wages and poor working conditions on
slim profit margins amid intense competi
tion. But raising wages across the board
wouldn’t change the competition; every
outlet would have to play under the same
rules and demands. And while consumers
should expect somewhat higher prices to

cover higher la
bor costs, some
restaurants in
sist that better
paid workers are
more reliable and
stay in their jobs long
enough to make up in
efficiency for what
they’re costing in extra wag
es.

In reality, employers get
away with paying little and
treating workers badly simply
because they can. There ar
en’t many other opportuni
ties in Massachusetts for
workers with few or no skills,
especially if they are undocu
mented. In 2012, there were
1.8 job seekers for every
opening in the restau
rant sector state
wide, a relatively
low figure com
pared to other in
dustries. Yet the data
suggest more than two
thirds of those openings
were for parttime work,
while the vast majority of
the unemployed want full
time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from
Latin America — most often from
Colombia, El Salvador, or Brazil — fill res
taurant kitchens. Many, because they have
limited English or are in the country ille
gally, are simply glad for paying work.
Supporting family here and back home,
they often string together two or three jobs
to make ends meet. “They start at 7 a.m. in
one kitchen doing prep, then leave for a
second shift, working until midnight or 1
a.m.,” says Arévalo, who was a pilot in his
native Colombia and now runs the worker
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For
Occupational Safety and Health (Mass
COSH).

Filiberto Lopez moved to Boston from
El Salvador seven years ago in hopes of
finding the American Dream, and ended
up sleeping in the kitchen of a East Boston
Peruvian restaurant. He worked more
than 80 hours a week there, schlepping
200pound sacks of flour from the kitch
en’s basement storage area, cleaning the
restaurant after hours, even maintaining
its air filters and electrical system. His
boss, himself an immigrant, was verbally
abusive, regularly referring to Lopez as
“Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak Eng
lish and didn’t have legal documents,” Lo
pez says. “I assumed I had no rights at all.”
Lopez has moved on to work at other Bos
ton restaurants, and has helped Mass
COSH identify other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the in
dustry, and not just at struggling ethnic
outlets in distant neighborhoods. It starts
with failure to pay overtime. State law ex
empts eateries from paying timeanda
half for more than 40 hours of work in one
week. However, federal laws do not — and
if a restaurant makes more than $500,000
in gross annual sales, it is compelled to fol
low the federal law. Local establishments
have also been found to be breaking child
labor laws, failing to pay minimum wage,
or failing to pay workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under
more scrutiny than most. The Boston of
fice of the US Department of Labor con
ducted 165 investigations in the restau
rant industry in fiscal year 2013, collecting
more than $1.7 million in back wages
from employers who violated wageand

hour laws. Among those cited for various
violations since 2009 by the Labor Depart
ment, state Attorney General’s Office, and
other enforcement agencies are some of
the Boston area’s most popular dining es
tablishments: Not Your Average Joes; the
Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap;
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Mira
cle of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory
Row; and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat
rick Lyons and Ed Sparks agreed to pay
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the
restaurants they own, including Towne,
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In
what is a common practice, Lyons and
Sparks had contracted out their labor to
an agency that not only failed to pay em
ployees but also disappeared. At the end of
the day, though, the law rightly holds the
restaurants responsible for ensuring their
workers are fully paid. “Know who you’re
doing business with,” Lyons warns. “Or
you’ll end up paying at least twice what
you owed in the first place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could
help. During his campaign, Walsh pledged
his support for a livable wage. A first step
for his administration toward achieving
that would be to streamline the permitting
process. By allowing restaurants to open
and operate with less red tape, overhead
could be reduced, and capital freed up for
owners to pay their workers a higher
wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone.
Last summer Curtatone championed and
passed a citywide ordinance put forward
by local activists that now prevents em
ployers who are guilty of wage theft from
getting or renewing permits. This law
should be replicated across Massachusetts.
“If you break the law and don’t pay your
workers what they’re owed, you won’t do
business in Somerville,” Curtatone says.

That’s a message any business owner
will understand.

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED

In this series

TODAY: IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of de
portation, and outright wage
theft plague the restaurant
industry.

MONDAY: TIPPING
Meant as a reward, tips in
stead make up much of a
worker’s pay— if the money
even gets to them.

TUESDAY: FAST FOOD
Higher wages for fastfood
jobs would benefit workers,
business, and government.

WEDNESDAY: UNIONS
Restaurant workers need to
fight for their rights. So why
aren’t they organizing?
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GUARANTEED INCOME
FOR ALL AMERICANS?

THE GLOBE deserves congratula
tions for running Leon Neyfakh’s
piece on guaranteed income (”Money
for all,” Ideas, Feb. 9). As the global
economy churns out epic levels of in
equality, our greatest challenge will
be to craft an alternative system that
will be both sensible and moral. As
Neyfakh expresses it, we’ll need to de
couple people’s “value in society from
their ability to do a job.”

The recession is so stubborn be
cause it’s not really a recession at all.
Rather, we’re in a historic shift, in
which technology and economy are
permanently diminishing the value of
human labor. The longer we deny this

reality, by scolding the swelling num
bers of unemployed and underem
ployed as moral failures, the harder it
will be to embrace potential solutions
like the guaranteed income. Our
longterm future will veer in one of
two directions: largescale redistribu
tion of the fruits of economic produc
tivity, or fullblown collapse. And if it
turns out to be the latter, we can be
sure that the overmoralizing about
labor, to defend unsustainable levels
of inequality, will have played a major
part.

JEREMY RAYMONDJACK
Roslindale

Linking job status,
moral worthmust end

I AM responding to the article “Mon
ey for all” (Ideas, Feb. 9), about a
guaranteed income for every Ameri

can. As a mature person who grew up
surrounded by immigrant families
who successfully achieved the Ameri
can dream, I believe that cash hand
outs would often discourage work. In
stead, our society could fund credit
cards for all citizens — one for hous
ing, one for electricity and heat, and
one for nutritious foods only. Basic
health care would be provided to all.

With essential needs met, and no
threat of losing those supports, fami
lies would benefit from even low
wage jobs. They would be motivated
to make the most of what they had.
People could combine their housing
credits to upgrade where they would
live. Families could share child care
(and housing) while the adults
worked varying shifts. The guaran
teed basic benefits would also encour
age artists, musicians, and people
with startup ideas to pursue their en

deavors even though they would earn
little at first.

Most of us would probably pay
more taxes, but we’d all receive the
credits to apply to our essential ex
penses. Our society can only benefit
when more people become motivated
towork and to improve their lives.

JOSÉE KLENTAK
Medfield

Give credits
not cash

WHILE THE future of Roman Catho
lic teaching on subjects such as mar
riage and divorce may be uncertain, I
hope for a day when Catholic clergy
no longer purport to explain it simply
by stating that “the church needs to
be faithful to the Gospel and to
Christ’s teaching,” as Cardinal Sean
O’Malley did in the interview pub
lished last Sunday. (“Pope softening
tone, not stance, O’Malley says,” Page
A1, Feb. 9). Such remarks deeply of
fend members of other churches (and
many Catholics) who would make the
very same statement but have
reached different theological and
moral conclusions.

F. DAVIS DASSORI
Hingham

O’Malley’s certainty
offensive to many

THE GLOBE and academics seem to
be missing the point of gun buyback
programs (“A statement, not a strate
gy,” Editorial, Feb. 11; “Success of gun
buyback programs is debated,” Metro,
Feb. 13).

With the number of guns in circu
lation in America (at least 300 million)
it is unlikely that taking 1,000 or 2,000
off the streets would make an immedi
ate difference in the crime rate. But
that is not what should be measured.

As public health leaders have point
ed out, guns are a leading cause of
death for children and teens, second
only to car accidents. Gun buybacks
are catalysts bringing clergy, youth,
parents, and police together to talk
about the impact of guns, and provide
a safe avenue to get rid of guns that
may have been obtained in fear, anger,
or for purposes of retaliation.

We have to address why young peo
ple might not feel safe in their neigh
borhood or in their school; and that’s
another reason to be at the same table
to devise and implement comprehen
sive strategies. Prevention, interven
tion, and enforcement are all needed.

KATHERINE MAINZER
Boston

The writer is cofounder of Citizens
for Safety.

Buying guns,
promoting talk

JORGE MARTINEZ’S comments are
spoton “that every gun you get off the
street is a small victory” (“Success of
gun buyback programs is debated,”
Metro, Feb 13).

It may be public relations, and it
may make people feel good, but it also
does more. I was involved in a buyback
in the 1990s in Hyde Square where we
used it as an organizing tool to involve
the community.

BILL ALLAN
Roslindale

More than P.R.

NOT JUST
ABOUT GUNS

GLOBE FILE

Guns from a buyback program.
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Cardinal Sean P. O’Malley, right, with the future Pope Francis in 2013.

THE POPE
AND THE CARDINAL

THE RECENT interview with Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley (“Pope softening
tone, not substance, O’Malley says,”
Page A1, Feb. 9) avoided the most
pressing question — “Is the pope pro
choice?” A careful listening to Francis
suggests the answer is “Yes.” He has
instructed his 4,000 or so bishops to
minimize their antiabortion preach
ing, and that will probably mean a
cutback in classic prolife activity, i.e.
efforts to create civil law that would
prohibit or greatly reduce the avail
ability of abortion.

O’Malley’s spin that the pope is
only changing emphasis and the
pope’s statment that abortion is hor

rific are boundtofail efforts to main
tain an illusion of orthodoxy. Francis
is what he is, another Jesuit in the

traditon of the late congressman and
Jesuit priest Robert Drinan, and he is
unlikely to change.

The real question for Catholics is
what the next conclave to elect a pope
will bring — an affirmation of Francis’
new direction or a return to the hard
line.

TOM TIERNEY
Framingham

A prochoice
pontiff?

IN THE Sunday Globe article ”Pope
softening tone, not stance, says
O’Malley” (Page A1, Feb. 9), Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley says the Vatican
needs national bishops’ conferences
to provide “some clarity about what
the expectations are around the
world” with regard to allegations of
child sexual abuse by priests.

How can Cardinal O’Malley seri
ously believe that human decency,
moral principles, and legal statutes
are not enough guidance for church
leaders when dealing with child
abuse?

Does he not believe the molesta
tion and rape of children are inher
ently wrong, even in the absence of
clarity in church policies? If the
bishops of the church need clarity
on these issues, they need to read
the 2,000year record of Christian
writings on ethics and morals.

ROBERT DUNCAN
Scituate

If Vatican needs
clarity on abuse,
it should consult
Christianmoral texts

For many restaurant workers,
fair conditions not on menu
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N
EARLY 1,000 days remain until the
2016 presidential election. Yet al
ready it is impossible to escape the
maneuvers, machinations, and me

dia coverage of men and women so consumed
with winning the highest office in the land
that the lust for power all but oozes from their
pores. For as long as most of us can remem
ber, the obsessive quest for the presidency has
been an indelible feature of American politics.
Try to envision successful candidates for the
White House who don’t have that “fire in the
belly,” candidates prepared to accept the job if
it seeks them out, but not driven by such insa
tiable ambition for it that everything else
pales by comparison. It would be easier to en
vision a team of unicorns.

And yet America once had such a presi
dent. He was James A. Garfield of Ohio, a re
markable individual who rose from grinding
poverty to the presidency of the United States
without ever thrusting himself forward as a
candidate for election to anything. It is a
shame that Americans don’t know more about
this gifted yet modest leader, as they doubtless
would had he not been shot by an assassin
just four months after becoming president.

On the eve of Garfield’s inauguration as the
nation’s 20th chief executive, he told a group
of old friends: “This honor comes to me un
sought. I have never had the presidential fe
ver, not even for a day.”

It was true. At every step of his political ca
reer, Garfield had to be urged to serve for the
good of the country. He was first elected to
Congress during the Civil War in 1862, while

he was on active duty as a major
general in the Union Army. The

31yearold Garfield, a Republican
and ardent abolitionist, “receiv[ed] nearly

twice as many votes as his opponent, although
he had done nothing to promote his candida
cy,” writes Candice Millard in “Destiny of the

Republic,” her 2011 history of Garfield’s elec
tion and tragic death. He didn’t take his con
gressional seat for another year — and then
only because President Lincoln pressed him to
do so. “I have resigned my place in the army
and have taken my seat in Congress,” Garfield
wrote in a letter home. “I did this with regret
. . . [b]ut the President told me he dared not
risk a single vote in the House.”

A competent lawmaker with a reputation
for conciliation, Garfield served nine terms in
the House, before being elected to the US Sen
ate in 1880. It was as Ohio’s senatorelect that

he arrived that June at the Republican Nation
al Convention in Chicago. He had come to
serve as floor manager for Treasury Secretary
(and fellow Ohioan) John Sherman in what
was expected to be a threeway fight for the
GOP nomination. The other leading contend
ers were former president Ulysses S. Grant
and US Senator James G. Blaine of Maine.

But none of the three could win the 379
votes needed for nomination. As the conven
tion remained deadlocked through ballot after
ballot, some delegates began floating Gar
field’s name as a compromise. On the 34th

ballot, after a day and a half of voting, 17
votes were unexpectedly cast for Garfield.
Dumbfounded, he rose to protest, objecting
vehemently to any effort to nominate him.

“The announcement contains votes for
me,” said Garfield, who had remained loyal to
Sherman. “No man has a right, without the
consent of the person voted for, to announce
that person’s name and vote for him in this
convention. Such consent I have not given—”

Before he could finish, the convention
chairman gaveled him out of order. The poll
ing continued. On the 35th ballot, there were
50 votes for Garfield. By the 36th, with even
Sherman throwing his support to his ally, it
was all over. Garfield was nominated with 399
votes. As the convention erupted in cheers
and song, a “shocked and sickened” Garfield
was beset by wellwishers. To one delegate’s
congratulations, he replied: “I am very sorry
that this has become necessary.”

Five months later, he was elected presi
dent. On March 4, 1881, he was sworn in, and
delivered an inaugural address passionate in
its emphasis on the rights of freed blacks.
“Former slaves in the crowd openly wept,”
Millard recounts. Many more Americans wept
six months later, when Garfield died of the
gunshot wound he had received on July 2,
1881.

“I suppose I am morbidly sensitive about
any reference to my own achievements,” Gar
field once acknowledged. “I so much despise a
man who blows his own horn, that I go to the
other extreme.”

Not many presidents have been more suit
ed for high office than this admirable man
who never lusted for power. Would that his
like were in the mix for 2016.

Jeff Jacoby can be reached at
jacoby@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@jeff_jacoby.
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James A. Garfield, a compromise Republican nominee, was elected president in 1880.

I
T’S EASY to recognize a former res
taurant dishwasher. Long, deep
scars often line their forearms —
the result of nights when, as the
lowest on the chain of kitchen
workers, they must plunge their

hands into boiling hot water to unclog in
dustrialsize dishwashing machines. An
other requirement is hauling heavy dish
tubs across slippery kitchens. For this
backbreaking work, the hourly pay fre
quently doesn’t exceed the state minimum
wage of $8. Undocumented workers often
make significantly less. If a dishwasher
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in
the kitchen, usually prepping salads, for
no extra pay. “Paying your dues quietly is
how to move up in a kitchen,” says Jonny
Arévalo, who worked at several Boston
restaurants, including Bennigan’s, for nine
years. “Then some other poor guy takes
your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United
States is exploding, just as the income gap
is widening. The trends are related: While
expansion of other industries often leads
to higher wages and greater opportunities,
growth in the restaurant business does
not. Shielded by a powerful lobby and a
franchise system that makes union orga
nizing difficult and impractical, it provides
the scraps at the bottom of the income lad
der. The food service industry is the prov
ince of kitchen workers
who must enlist govern
ment investigators to col
lect the bare minimum
that the law entitles them
to receive; wait staff who
earn a punishingly low
$2.13 per hour nationally
in exchange for tips whose
distribution is often con
trolled by management;
and fastfood employees
who work for chains that
explicitly advise them to
apply for food stamps and
other government aid to
supplement their unlivable
pay.

These low wages do not
represent an efficient,
marketdriven distribution
of labor. Because waiters
making poverty wages
turn to public aid, Ameri
can taxpayers effectively
subsidize the restaurant industry to the
tune of $7 billion per year. All this for an
industry that isn’t beset by global competi
tion — as industrial manufacturers are —
and doesn’t represent a vital national in
terest, like energy or utilities. In fact, the
economic arguments against policies that
would raise the wages of restaurant work
ers are distinctly unimpressive. Claims
that higher wages would result in fewer
jobs aren’t borne out by the experience of
California, which bolted ahead of Massa
chusetts and other states years ago by pro
hibiting the practice of giving submini
mum paychecks to workers in jobs with
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 de
spite workers having higher guaranteed
pay, outpacing Massachusetts’ projected
jobs growth of 5.7 percent over the same
period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con
certed effort to remove the loopholes that
allow many restaurants to keep their
workers in dire circumstances. Concern
for the children of such workers ought to
be enough of an incentive to mount an ef
fort to raise salaries. But there is a larger
reason to elevate the status of restaurant
employees: It would be the single most ef
fective way to combat income inequality in
a country where the gap between rich and
poor is soaring to levels not seen since be
fore the stock market crash of 1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a
vastly disproportionate share of lowwage
workers. By changing a few policies and
adjusting some industry practices, the na
tion could sharply reduce the numbers of
families in poverty and enhance the mid

dle class while actually saving taxpayer
dollars. It’s time to start moving in this
sensible direction, both in Massachusetts
and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintessen
tial industry of a challenging 21stcentury
economy. Timepressed Americans eat out
for at least five meals a week, and the aver
age household spent $2,620 on food away
from home in 2011, according to the Na
tional Restaurant Association. A thriving
restaurant scene like Boston’s, with its fine
dining and food trucks, is an integral part
of a modern city. Massachusetts’ restau
rants alone are projected to ring up $13.5
billion in sales for 2014. Yet as fine diners
increasingly seek out organic, farmtota
ble cuisine, few think much of the work
force making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors
is grim. The 13 millionplus restaurant
workers in the United States face a poverty
rate that is nearly three times that of the
rest of the country’s workforce, and the in
dustry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying
American jobs, according to federal labor
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts,
for instance, made $10.29 per hour on av
erage in 2012. (That figure is telling in it
self, as it includes dishwashers at hotels,
universities, and health care facilities, who
are usually union workers and nationally

earn on average nearly $3
more per hour than restau
rant dishwashers.) Re
search done by MIT puts a
livable wage for Boston —
the minimum income
someone needs to live ade
quately given local costs of
living — at $12.65 for a sin
gle adult and $22.40 for a
family of four.

Moreover, these jobs
come with few of the bene
fits that workers in other
industries take for granted.
Health coverage is rarely
offered; paid sick leave, va
cation time, and 401(k)s
are virtually unheard of.
Schedules often change on
a weekly or even daily ba
sis, making child care a
nightmare to arrange. And
forget about job security.
Restaurant analyst Victor

Fernandez says annual turnover is above
95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consumers
begin to pressure the industry. While din
ers feel empowered to ask whether pro
duce was purchased locally or if chickens
were given free range to lay their eggs,
they don’t feel comfortable questioning
the treatment of employees, despite
mounting evidence of violations of labor
laws and poor conditions for workers. Din
ers, either through their political represen
tatives or their own complaints to manag
ers, should argue that workers be given:
RHourly wages at or above a living

wage for individuals.
R Payment for all the time they work,

including overtime.
ROpportunities to organize if they

choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should summon
the courage to reject the demands of the
National Restaurant Association, which is
largely responsible for Massachusetts’
“tipped minimum wage” — under which
restaurants are allowed to pay workers
just $2.63 with the hardtoenforce under
standing that tips will make up the rest of
the way to at least $8 per hour. California,
for its part, has guaranteed that all restau
rant workers will earn at least $10 per
hour by 2016, through a straightforward
paycheck, with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low
wages and poor working conditions on
slim profit margins amid intense competi
tion. But raising wages across the board
wouldn’t change the competition; every
outlet would have to play under the same
rules and demands. And while consumers
should expect somewhat higher prices to

cover higher la
bor costs, some
restaurants in
sist that better
paid workers are
more reliable and
stay in their jobs long
enough to make up in
efficiency for what
they’re costing in extra wag
es.

In reality, employers get
away with paying little and
treating workers badly simply
because they can. There ar
en’t many other opportuni
ties in Massachusetts for
workers with few or no skills,
especially if they are undocu
mented. In 2012, there were
1.8 job seekers for every
opening in the restau
rant sector state
wide, a relatively
low figure com
pared to other in
dustries. Yet the data
suggest more than two
thirds of those openings
were for parttime work,
while the vast majority of
the unemployed want full
time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from
Latin America — most often from
Colombia, El Salvador, or Brazil — fill res
taurant kitchens. Many, because they have
limited English or are in the country ille
gally, are simply glad for paying work.
Supporting family here and back home,
they often string together two or three jobs
to make ends meet. “They start at 7 a.m. in
one kitchen doing prep, then leave for a
second shift, working until midnight or 1
a.m.,” says Arévalo, who was a pilot in his
native Colombia and now runs the worker
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For
Occupational Safety and Health (Mass
COSH).

Filiberto Lopez moved to Boston from
El Salvador seven years ago in hopes of
finding the American Dream, and ended
up sleeping in the kitchen of a East Boston
Peruvian restaurant. He worked more
than 80 hours a week there, schlepping
200pound sacks of flour from the kitch
en’s basement storage area, cleaning the
restaurant after hours, even maintaining
its air filters and electrical system. His
boss, himself an immigrant, was verbally
abusive, regularly referring to Lopez as
“Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak Eng
lish and didn’t have legal documents,” Lo
pez says. “I assumed I had no rights at all.”
Lopez has moved on to work at other Bos
ton restaurants, and has helped Mass
COSH identify other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the in
dustry, and not just at struggling ethnic
outlets in distant neighborhoods. It starts
with failure to pay overtime. State law ex
empts eateries from paying timeanda
half for more than 40 hours of work in one
week. However, federal laws do not — and
if a restaurant makes more than $500,000
in gross annual sales, it is compelled to fol
low the federal law. Local establishments
have also been found to be breaking child
labor laws, failing to pay minimum wage,
or failing to pay workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under
more scrutiny than most. The Boston of
fice of the US Department of Labor con
ducted 165 investigations in the restau
rant industry in fiscal year 2013, collecting
more than $1.7 million in back wages
from employers who violated wageand

hour laws. Among those cited for various
violations since 2009 by the Labor Depart
ment, state Attorney General’s Office, and
other enforcement agencies are some of
the Boston area’s most popular dining es
tablishments: Not Your Average Joes; the
Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap;
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Mira
cle of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory
Row; and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat
rick Lyons and Ed Sparks agreed to pay
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the
restaurants they own, including Towne,
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In
what is a common practice, Lyons and
Sparks had contracted out their labor to
an agency that not only failed to pay em
ployees but also disappeared. At the end of
the day, though, the law rightly holds the
restaurants responsible for ensuring their
workers are fully paid. “Know who you’re
doing business with,” Lyons warns. “Or
you’ll end up paying at least twice what
you owed in the first place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could
help. During his campaign, Walsh pledged
his support for a livable wage. A first step
for his administration toward achieving
that would be to streamline the permitting
process. By allowing restaurants to open
and operate with less red tape, overhead
could be reduced, and capital freed up for
owners to pay their workers a higher
wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone.
Last summer Curtatone championed and
passed a citywide ordinance put forward
by local activists that now prevents em
ployers who are guilty of wage theft from
getting or renewing permits. This law
should be replicated across Massachusetts.
“If you break the law and don’t pay your
workers what they’re owed, you won’t do
business in Somerville,” Curtatone says.

That’s a message any business owner
will understand.

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED
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TODAY: IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of de
portation, and outright wage
theft plague the restaurant
industry.
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Meant as a reward, tips in
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even gets to them.
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aren’t they organizing?
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GUARANTEED INCOME
FOR ALL AMERICANS?

THE GLOBE deserves congratula
tions for running Leon Neyfakh’s
piece on guaranteed income (”Money
for all,” Ideas, Feb. 9). As the global
economy churns out epic levels of in
equality, our greatest challenge will
be to craft an alternative system that
will be both sensible and moral. As
Neyfakh expresses it, we’ll need to de
couple people’s “value in society from
their ability to do a job.”

The recession is so stubborn be
cause it’s not really a recession at all.
Rather, we’re in a historic shift, in
which technology and economy are
permanently diminishing the value of
human labor. The longer we deny this

reality, by scolding the swelling num
bers of unemployed and underem
ployed as moral failures, the harder it
will be to embrace potential solutions
like the guaranteed income. Our
longterm future will veer in one of
two directions: largescale redistribu
tion of the fruits of economic produc
tivity, or fullblown collapse. And if it
turns out to be the latter, we can be
sure that the overmoralizing about
labor, to defend unsustainable levels
of inequality, will have played a major
part.

JEREMY RAYMONDJACK
Roslindale

Linking job status,
moral worthmust end

I AM responding to the article “Mon
ey for all” (Ideas, Feb. 9), about a
guaranteed income for every Ameri

can. As a mature person who grew up
surrounded by immigrant families
who successfully achieved the Ameri
can dream, I believe that cash hand
outs would often discourage work. In
stead, our society could fund credit
cards for all citizens — one for hous
ing, one for electricity and heat, and
one for nutritious foods only. Basic
health care would be provided to all.

With essential needs met, and no
threat of losing those supports, fami
lies would benefit from even low
wage jobs. They would be motivated
to make the most of what they had.
People could combine their housing
credits to upgrade where they would
live. Families could share child care
(and housing) while the adults
worked varying shifts. The guaran
teed basic benefits would also encour
age artists, musicians, and people
with startup ideas to pursue their en

deavors even though they would earn
little at first.

Most of us would probably pay
more taxes, but we’d all receive the
credits to apply to our essential ex
penses. Our society can only benefit
when more people become motivated
towork and to improve their lives.

JOSÉE KLENTAK
Medfield

Give credits
not cash

WHILE THE future of Roman Catho
lic teaching on subjects such as mar
riage and divorce may be uncertain, I
hope for a day when Catholic clergy
no longer purport to explain it simply
by stating that “the church needs to
be faithful to the Gospel and to
Christ’s teaching,” as Cardinal Sean
O’Malley did in the interview pub
lished last Sunday. (“Pope softening
tone, not stance, O’Malley says,” Page
A1, Feb. 9). Such remarks deeply of
fend members of other churches (and
many Catholics) who would make the
very same statement but have
reached different theological and
moral conclusions.

F. DAVIS DASSORI
Hingham

O’Malley’s certainty
offensive to many

THE GLOBE and academics seem to
be missing the point of gun buyback
programs (“A statement, not a strate
gy,” Editorial, Feb. 11; “Success of gun
buyback programs is debated,” Metro,
Feb. 13).

With the number of guns in circu
lation in America (at least 300 million)
it is unlikely that taking 1,000 or 2,000
off the streets would make an immedi
ate difference in the crime rate. But
that is not what should be measured.

As public health leaders have point
ed out, guns are a leading cause of
death for children and teens, second
only to car accidents. Gun buybacks
are catalysts bringing clergy, youth,
parents, and police together to talk
about the impact of guns, and provide
a safe avenue to get rid of guns that
may have been obtained in fear, anger,
or for purposes of retaliation.

We have to address why young peo
ple might not feel safe in their neigh
borhood or in their school; and that’s
another reason to be at the same table
to devise and implement comprehen
sive strategies. Prevention, interven
tion, and enforcement are all needed.

KATHERINE MAINZER
Boston

The writer is cofounder of Citizens
for Safety.

Buying guns,
promoting talk

JORGE MARTINEZ’S comments are
spoton “that every gun you get off the
street is a small victory” (“Success of
gun buyback programs is debated,”
Metro, Feb 13).

It may be public relations, and it
may make people feel good, but it also
does more. I was involved in a buyback
in the 1990s in Hyde Square where we
used it as an organizing tool to involve
the community.

BILL ALLAN
Roslindale

More than P.R.

NOT JUST
ABOUT GUNS

GLOBE FILE

Guns from a buyback program.

REUTERS

Cardinal Sean P. O’Malley, right, with the future Pope Francis in 2013.

THE POPE
AND THE CARDINAL

THE RECENT interview with Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley (“Pope softening
tone, not substance, O’Malley says,”
Page A1, Feb. 9) avoided the most
pressing question — “Is the pope pro
choice?” A careful listening to Francis
suggests the answer is “Yes.” He has
instructed his 4,000 or so bishops to
minimize their antiabortion preach
ing, and that will probably mean a
cutback in classic prolife activity, i.e.
efforts to create civil law that would
prohibit or greatly reduce the avail
ability of abortion.

O’Malley’s spin that the pope is
only changing emphasis and the
pope’s statment that abortion is hor

rific are boundtofail efforts to main
tain an illusion of orthodoxy. Francis
is what he is, another Jesuit in the

traditon of the late congressman and
Jesuit priest Robert Drinan, and he is
unlikely to change.

The real question for Catholics is
what the next conclave to elect a pope
will bring — an affirmation of Francis’
new direction or a return to the hard
line.

TOM TIERNEY
Framingham

A prochoice
pontiff?

IN THE Sunday Globe article ”Pope
softening tone, not stance, says
O’Malley” (Page A1, Feb. 9), Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley says the Vatican
needs national bishops’ conferences
to provide “some clarity about what
the expectations are around the
world” with regard to allegations of
child sexual abuse by priests.

How can Cardinal O’Malley seri
ously believe that human decency,
moral principles, and legal statutes
are not enough guidance for church
leaders when dealing with child
abuse?

Does he not believe the molesta
tion and rape of children are inher
ently wrong, even in the absence of
clarity in church policies? If the
bishops of the church need clarity
on these issues, they need to read
the 2,000year record of Christian
writings on ethics and morals.

ROBERT DUNCAN
Scituate

If Vatican needs
clarity on abuse,
it should consult
Christianmoral texts

For many restaurant workers,
fair conditions not on menu
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N
EARLY 1,000 days remain until the
2016 presidential election. Yet al
ready it is impossible to escape the
maneuvers, machinations, and me

dia coverage of men and women so consumed
with winning the highest office in the land
that the lust for power all but oozes from their
pores. For as long as most of us can remem
ber, the obsessive quest for the presidency has
been an indelible feature of American politics.
Try to envision successful candidates for the
White House who don’t have that “fire in the
belly,” candidates prepared to accept the job if
it seeks them out, but not driven by such insa
tiable ambition for it that everything else
pales by comparison. It would be easier to en
vision a team of unicorns.

And yet America once had such a presi
dent. He was James A. Garfield of Ohio, a re
markable individual who rose from grinding
poverty to the presidency of the United States
without ever thrusting himself forward as a
candidate for election to anything. It is a
shame that Americans don’t know more about
this gifted yet modest leader, as they doubtless
would had he not been shot by an assassin
just four months after becoming president.

On the eve of Garfield’s inauguration as the
nation’s 20th chief executive, he told a group
of old friends: “This honor comes to me un
sought. I have never had the presidential fe
ver, not even for a day.”

It was true. At every step of his political ca
reer, Garfield had to be urged to serve for the
good of the country. He was first elected to
Congress during the Civil War in 1862, while

he was on active duty as a major
general in the Union Army. The

31yearold Garfield, a Republican
and ardent abolitionist, “receiv[ed] nearly

twice as many votes as his opponent, although
he had done nothing to promote his candida
cy,” writes Candice Millard in “Destiny of the

Republic,” her 2011 history of Garfield’s elec
tion and tragic death. He didn’t take his con
gressional seat for another year — and then
only because President Lincoln pressed him to
do so. “I have resigned my place in the army
and have taken my seat in Congress,” Garfield
wrote in a letter home. “I did this with regret
. . . [b]ut the President told me he dared not
risk a single vote in the House.”

A competent lawmaker with a reputation
for conciliation, Garfield served nine terms in
the House, before being elected to the US Sen
ate in 1880. It was as Ohio’s senatorelect that

he arrived that June at the Republican Nation
al Convention in Chicago. He had come to
serve as floor manager for Treasury Secretary
(and fellow Ohioan) John Sherman in what
was expected to be a threeway fight for the
GOP nomination. The other leading contend
ers were former president Ulysses S. Grant
and US Senator James G. Blaine of Maine.

But none of the three could win the 379
votes needed for nomination. As the conven
tion remained deadlocked through ballot after
ballot, some delegates began floating Gar
field’s name as a compromise. On the 34th

ballot, after a day and a half of voting, 17
votes were unexpectedly cast for Garfield.
Dumbfounded, he rose to protest, objecting
vehemently to any effort to nominate him.

“The announcement contains votes for
me,” said Garfield, who had remained loyal to
Sherman. “No man has a right, without the
consent of the person voted for, to announce
that person’s name and vote for him in this
convention. Such consent I have not given—”

Before he could finish, the convention
chairman gaveled him out of order. The poll
ing continued. On the 35th ballot, there were
50 votes for Garfield. By the 36th, with even
Sherman throwing his support to his ally, it
was all over. Garfield was nominated with 399
votes. As the convention erupted in cheers
and song, a “shocked and sickened” Garfield
was beset by wellwishers. To one delegate’s
congratulations, he replied: “I am very sorry
that this has become necessary.”

Five months later, he was elected presi
dent. On March 4, 1881, he was sworn in, and
delivered an inaugural address passionate in
its emphasis on the rights of freed blacks.
“Former slaves in the crowd openly wept,”
Millard recounts. Many more Americans wept
six months later, when Garfield died of the
gunshot wound he had received on July 2,
1881.

“I suppose I am morbidly sensitive about
any reference to my own achievements,” Gar
field once acknowledged. “I so much despise a
man who blows his own horn, that I go to the
other extreme.”

Not many presidents have been more suit
ed for high office than this admirable man
who never lusted for power. Would that his
like were in the mix for 2016.

Jeff Jacoby can be reached at
jacoby@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@jeff_jacoby.

JEFF JACOBY

The man who didn’t want to be president
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James A. Garfield, a compromise Republican nominee, was elected president in 1880.

I
T’S EASY to recognize a former res
taurant dishwasher. Long, deep
scars often line their forearms —
the result of nights when, as the
lowest on the chain of kitchen
workers, they must plunge their

hands into boiling hot water to unclog in
dustrialsize dishwashing machines. An
other requirement is hauling heavy dish
tubs across slippery kitchens. For this
backbreaking work, the hourly pay fre
quently doesn’t exceed the state minimum
wage of $8. Undocumented workers often
make significantly less. If a dishwasher
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in
the kitchen, usually prepping salads, for
no extra pay. “Paying your dues quietly is
how to move up in a kitchen,” says Jonny
Arévalo, who worked at several Boston
restaurants, including Bennigan’s, for nine
years. “Then some other poor guy takes
your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United
States is exploding, just as the income gap
is widening. The trends are related: While
expansion of other industries often leads
to higher wages and greater opportunities,
growth in the restaurant business does
not. Shielded by a powerful lobby and a
franchise system that makes union orga
nizing difficult and impractical, it provides
the scraps at the bottom of the income lad
der. The food service industry is the prov
ince of kitchen workers
who must enlist govern
ment investigators to col
lect the bare minimum
that the law entitles them
to receive; wait staff who
earn a punishingly low
$2.13 per hour nationally
in exchange for tips whose
distribution is often con
trolled by management;
and fastfood employees
who work for chains that
explicitly advise them to
apply for food stamps and
other government aid to
supplement their unlivable
pay.

These low wages do not
represent an efficient,
marketdriven distribution
of labor. Because waiters
making poverty wages
turn to public aid, Ameri
can taxpayers effectively
subsidize the restaurant industry to the
tune of $7 billion per year. All this for an
industry that isn’t beset by global competi
tion — as industrial manufacturers are —
and doesn’t represent a vital national in
terest, like energy or utilities. In fact, the
economic arguments against policies that
would raise the wages of restaurant work
ers are distinctly unimpressive. Claims
that higher wages would result in fewer
jobs aren’t borne out by the experience of
California, which bolted ahead of Massa
chusetts and other states years ago by pro
hibiting the practice of giving submini
mum paychecks to workers in jobs with
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 de
spite workers having higher guaranteed
pay, outpacing Massachusetts’ projected
jobs growth of 5.7 percent over the same
period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con
certed effort to remove the loopholes that
allow many restaurants to keep their
workers in dire circumstances. Concern
for the children of such workers ought to
be enough of an incentive to mount an ef
fort to raise salaries. But there is a larger
reason to elevate the status of restaurant
employees: It would be the single most ef
fective way to combat income inequality in
a country where the gap between rich and
poor is soaring to levels not seen since be
fore the stock market crash of 1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a
vastly disproportionate share of lowwage
workers. By changing a few policies and
adjusting some industry practices, the na
tion could sharply reduce the numbers of
families in poverty and enhance the mid

dle class while actually saving taxpayer
dollars. It’s time to start moving in this
sensible direction, both in Massachusetts
and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintessen
tial industry of a challenging 21stcentury
economy. Timepressed Americans eat out
for at least five meals a week, and the aver
age household spent $2,620 on food away
from home in 2011, according to the Na
tional Restaurant Association. A thriving
restaurant scene like Boston’s, with its fine
dining and food trucks, is an integral part
of a modern city. Massachusetts’ restau
rants alone are projected to ring up $13.5
billion in sales for 2014. Yet as fine diners
increasingly seek out organic, farmtota
ble cuisine, few think much of the work
force making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors
is grim. The 13 millionplus restaurant
workers in the United States face a poverty
rate that is nearly three times that of the
rest of the country’s workforce, and the in
dustry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying
American jobs, according to federal labor
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts,
for instance, made $10.29 per hour on av
erage in 2012. (That figure is telling in it
self, as it includes dishwashers at hotels,
universities, and health care facilities, who
are usually union workers and nationally

earn on average nearly $3
more per hour than restau
rant dishwashers.) Re
search done by MIT puts a
livable wage for Boston —
the minimum income
someone needs to live ade
quately given local costs of
living — at $12.65 for a sin
gle adult and $22.40 for a
family of four.

Moreover, these jobs
come with few of the bene
fits that workers in other
industries take for granted.
Health coverage is rarely
offered; paid sick leave, va
cation time, and 401(k)s
are virtually unheard of.
Schedules often change on
a weekly or even daily ba
sis, making child care a
nightmare to arrange. And
forget about job security.
Restaurant analyst Victor

Fernandez says annual turnover is above
95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consumers
begin to pressure the industry. While din
ers feel empowered to ask whether pro
duce was purchased locally or if chickens
were given free range to lay their eggs,
they don’t feel comfortable questioning
the treatment of employees, despite
mounting evidence of violations of labor
laws and poor conditions for workers. Din
ers, either through their political represen
tatives or their own complaints to manag
ers, should argue that workers be given:
RHourly wages at or above a living

wage for individuals.
R Payment for all the time they work,

including overtime.
ROpportunities to organize if they

choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should summon
the courage to reject the demands of the
National Restaurant Association, which is
largely responsible for Massachusetts’
“tipped minimum wage” — under which
restaurants are allowed to pay workers
just $2.63 with the hardtoenforce under
standing that tips will make up the rest of
the way to at least $8 per hour. California,
for its part, has guaranteed that all restau
rant workers will earn at least $10 per
hour by 2016, through a straightforward
paycheck, with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low
wages and poor working conditions on
slim profit margins amid intense competi
tion. But raising wages across the board
wouldn’t change the competition; every
outlet would have to play under the same
rules and demands. And while consumers
should expect somewhat higher prices to

cover higher la
bor costs, some
restaurants in
sist that better
paid workers are
more reliable and
stay in their jobs long
enough to make up in
efficiency for what
they’re costing in extra wag
es.

In reality, employers get
away with paying little and
treating workers badly simply
because they can. There ar
en’t many other opportuni
ties in Massachusetts for
workers with few or no skills,
especially if they are undocu
mented. In 2012, there were
1.8 job seekers for every
opening in the restau
rant sector state
wide, a relatively
low figure com
pared to other in
dustries. Yet the data
suggest more than two
thirds of those openings
were for parttime work,
while the vast majority of
the unemployed want full
time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from
Latin America — most often from
Colombia, El Salvador, or Brazil — fill res
taurant kitchens. Many, because they have
limited English or are in the country ille
gally, are simply glad for paying work.
Supporting family here and back home,
they often string together two or three jobs
to make ends meet. “They start at 7 a.m. in
one kitchen doing prep, then leave for a
second shift, working until midnight or 1
a.m.,” says Arévalo, who was a pilot in his
native Colombia and now runs the worker
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For
Occupational Safety and Health (Mass
COSH).

Filiberto Lopez moved to Boston from
El Salvador seven years ago in hopes of
finding the American Dream, and ended
up sleeping in the kitchen of a East Boston
Peruvian restaurant. He worked more
than 80 hours a week there, schlepping
200pound sacks of flour from the kitch
en’s basement storage area, cleaning the
restaurant after hours, even maintaining
its air filters and electrical system. His
boss, himself an immigrant, was verbally
abusive, regularly referring to Lopez as
“Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak Eng
lish and didn’t have legal documents,” Lo
pez says. “I assumed I had no rights at all.”
Lopez has moved on to work at other Bos
ton restaurants, and has helped Mass
COSH identify other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the in
dustry, and not just at struggling ethnic
outlets in distant neighborhoods. It starts
with failure to pay overtime. State law ex
empts eateries from paying timeanda
half for more than 40 hours of work in one
week. However, federal laws do not — and
if a restaurant makes more than $500,000
in gross annual sales, it is compelled to fol
low the federal law. Local establishments
have also been found to be breaking child
labor laws, failing to pay minimum wage,
or failing to pay workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under
more scrutiny than most. The Boston of
fice of the US Department of Labor con
ducted 165 investigations in the restau
rant industry in fiscal year 2013, collecting
more than $1.7 million in back wages
from employers who violated wageand

hour laws. Among those cited for various
violations since 2009 by the Labor Depart
ment, state Attorney General’s Office, and
other enforcement agencies are some of
the Boston area’s most popular dining es
tablishments: Not Your Average Joes; the
Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap;
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Mira
cle of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory
Row; and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat
rick Lyons and Ed Sparks agreed to pay
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the
restaurants they own, including Towne,
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In
what is a common practice, Lyons and
Sparks had contracted out their labor to
an agency that not only failed to pay em
ployees but also disappeared. At the end of
the day, though, the law rightly holds the
restaurants responsible for ensuring their
workers are fully paid. “Know who you’re
doing business with,” Lyons warns. “Or
you’ll end up paying at least twice what
you owed in the first place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could
help. During his campaign, Walsh pledged
his support for a livable wage. A first step
for his administration toward achieving
that would be to streamline the permitting
process. By allowing restaurants to open
and operate with less red tape, overhead
could be reduced, and capital freed up for
owners to pay their workers a higher
wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone.
Last summer Curtatone championed and
passed a citywide ordinance put forward
by local activists that now prevents em
ployers who are guilty of wage theft from
getting or renewing permits. This law
should be replicated across Massachusetts.
“If you break the law and don’t pay your
workers what they’re owed, you won’t do
business in Somerville,” Curtatone says.

That’s a message any business owner
will understand.

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED
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TODAY: IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of de
portation, and outright wage
theft plague the restaurant
industry.
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Meant as a reward, tips in
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GUARANTEED INCOME
FOR ALL AMERICANS?

THE GLOBE deserves congratula
tions for running Leon Neyfakh’s
piece on guaranteed income (”Money
for all,” Ideas, Feb. 9). As the global
economy churns out epic levels of in
equality, our greatest challenge will
be to craft an alternative system that
will be both sensible and moral. As
Neyfakh expresses it, we’ll need to de
couple people’s “value in society from
their ability to do a job.”

The recession is so stubborn be
cause it’s not really a recession at all.
Rather, we’re in a historic shift, in
which technology and economy are
permanently diminishing the value of
human labor. The longer we deny this

reality, by scolding the swelling num
bers of unemployed and underem
ployed as moral failures, the harder it
will be to embrace potential solutions
like the guaranteed income. Our
longterm future will veer in one of
two directions: largescale redistribu
tion of the fruits of economic produc
tivity, or fullblown collapse. And if it
turns out to be the latter, we can be
sure that the overmoralizing about
labor, to defend unsustainable levels
of inequality, will have played a major
part.

JEREMY RAYMONDJACK
Roslindale

Linking job status,
moral worthmust end

I AM responding to the article “Mon
ey for all” (Ideas, Feb. 9), about a
guaranteed income for every Ameri

can. As a mature person who grew up
surrounded by immigrant families
who successfully achieved the Ameri
can dream, I believe that cash hand
outs would often discourage work. In
stead, our society could fund credit
cards for all citizens — one for hous
ing, one for electricity and heat, and
one for nutritious foods only. Basic
health care would be provided to all.

With essential needs met, and no
threat of losing those supports, fami
lies would benefit from even low
wage jobs. They would be motivated
to make the most of what they had.
People could combine their housing
credits to upgrade where they would
live. Families could share child care
(and housing) while the adults
worked varying shifts. The guaran
teed basic benefits would also encour
age artists, musicians, and people
with startup ideas to pursue their en

deavors even though they would earn
little at first.

Most of us would probably pay
more taxes, but we’d all receive the
credits to apply to our essential ex
penses. Our society can only benefit
when more people become motivated
towork and to improve their lives.

JOSÉE KLENTAK
Medfield

Give credits
not cash

WHILE THE future of Roman Catho
lic teaching on subjects such as mar
riage and divorce may be uncertain, I
hope for a day when Catholic clergy
no longer purport to explain it simply
by stating that “the church needs to
be faithful to the Gospel and to
Christ’s teaching,” as Cardinal Sean
O’Malley did in the interview pub
lished last Sunday. (“Pope softening
tone, not stance, O’Malley says,” Page
A1, Feb. 9). Such remarks deeply of
fend members of other churches (and
many Catholics) who would make the
very same statement but have
reached different theological and
moral conclusions.

F. DAVIS DASSORI
Hingham

O’Malley’s certainty
offensive to many

THE GLOBE and academics seem to
be missing the point of gun buyback
programs (“A statement, not a strate
gy,” Editorial, Feb. 11; “Success of gun
buyback programs is debated,” Metro,
Feb. 13).

With the number of guns in circu
lation in America (at least 300 million)
it is unlikely that taking 1,000 or 2,000
off the streets would make an immedi
ate difference in the crime rate. But
that is not what should be measured.

As public health leaders have point
ed out, guns are a leading cause of
death for children and teens, second
only to car accidents. Gun buybacks
are catalysts bringing clergy, youth,
parents, and police together to talk
about the impact of guns, and provide
a safe avenue to get rid of guns that
may have been obtained in fear, anger,
or for purposes of retaliation.

We have to address why young peo
ple might not feel safe in their neigh
borhood or in their school; and that’s
another reason to be at the same table
to devise and implement comprehen
sive strategies. Prevention, interven
tion, and enforcement are all needed.

KATHERINE MAINZER
Boston

The writer is cofounder of Citizens
for Safety.

Buying guns,
promoting talk

JORGE MARTINEZ’S comments are
spoton “that every gun you get off the
street is a small victory” (“Success of
gun buyback programs is debated,”
Metro, Feb 13).

It may be public relations, and it
may make people feel good, but it also
does more. I was involved in a buyback
in the 1990s in Hyde Square where we
used it as an organizing tool to involve
the community.

BILL ALLAN
Roslindale

More than P.R.

NOT JUST
ABOUT GUNS

GLOBE FILE

Guns from a buyback program.
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Cardinal Sean P. O’Malley, right, with the future Pope Francis in 2013.

THE POPE
AND THE CARDINAL

THE RECENT interview with Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley (“Pope softening
tone, not substance, O’Malley says,”
Page A1, Feb. 9) avoided the most
pressing question — “Is the pope pro
choice?” A careful listening to Francis
suggests the answer is “Yes.” He has
instructed his 4,000 or so bishops to
minimize their antiabortion preach
ing, and that will probably mean a
cutback in classic prolife activity, i.e.
efforts to create civil law that would
prohibit or greatly reduce the avail
ability of abortion.

O’Malley’s spin that the pope is
only changing emphasis and the
pope’s statment that abortion is hor

rific are boundtofail efforts to main
tain an illusion of orthodoxy. Francis
is what he is, another Jesuit in the

traditon of the late congressman and
Jesuit priest Robert Drinan, and he is
unlikely to change.

The real question for Catholics is
what the next conclave to elect a pope
will bring — an affirmation of Francis’
new direction or a return to the hard
line.

TOM TIERNEY
Framingham

A prochoice
pontiff?

IN THE Sunday Globe article ”Pope
softening tone, not stance, says
O’Malley” (Page A1, Feb. 9), Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley says the Vatican
needs national bishops’ conferences
to provide “some clarity about what
the expectations are around the
world” with regard to allegations of
child sexual abuse by priests.

How can Cardinal O’Malley seri
ously believe that human decency,
moral principles, and legal statutes
are not enough guidance for church
leaders when dealing with child
abuse?

Does he not believe the molesta
tion and rape of children are inher
ently wrong, even in the absence of
clarity in church policies? If the
bishops of the church need clarity
on these issues, they need to read
the 2,000year record of Christian
writings on ethics and morals.

ROBERT DUNCAN
Scituate

If Vatican needs
clarity on abuse,
it should consult
Christianmoral texts

For many restaurant workers,
fair conditions not on menu

scene like Boston’s, with its fine dining and 
food trucks, is an integral part of a modern 
city. Massachusetts’ restaurants alone are 
projected to ring up $13.5 billion in sales 
for 2014. Yet as fine diners increasingly seek 
out organic, farm-to-table cuisine, few think 
much of the workforce making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors 
is grim. The 13 million-plus restaurant 
workers in the United States face a pov-
erty rate that is nearly three times that of 
the rest of the country’s workforce, and the 
industry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying 
American jobs, according to federal labor 
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts, for 
instance, made $10.29 per hour on average 
in 2012. (That figure is telling in itself, as it 
includes dishwashers at hotels, universities, 
and health care facilities, who are usually 
union workers and nationally earn on aver-
age nearly $3 more per hour than restaurant 
dishwashers.) Research done by MIT puts a 
livable wage for Boston — the minimum in-
come someone needs to live adequately given 
local costs of living — at $12.65 for a single 
adult and $22.40 for a family of four.

Moreover, these jobs come with few of 
the benefits that workers in other industries 
take for granted. Health coverage is rarely 
offered; paid sick leave, vacation time, and 
401(k)s are virtually unheard of. Schedules 
often change on a weekly or even daily 
basis, making child care a night-
mare to arrange. And forget 
about job security. Restaurant ana-
lyst Victor Fernandez says annual turnover 
is above 95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consum-
ers begin to pressure the industry. While 
diners feel empowered to ask whether 
produce was purchased locally or if chick-
ens were given free range to lay their eggs, 
they don’t feel comfortable questioning the 
treatment of employees, despite mounting 
evidence of violations of labor laws and 
poor conditions for workers. Diners, either 
through their political representatives or 
their own complaints to managers, should 
argue that workers be given:

• Hourly wages at or above a living wage 
for individuals.

• Payment for all the time they work, 
including overtime.

• Opportunities to organize if they 
choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should sum-
mon the courage to reject the demands of 
the National Restaurant Association, which 
is largely responsible for Massachusetts’ 
“tipped minimum wage” — under which 
restaurants are allowed to pay workers just 
$2.63 with the hard-to-enforce understand-
ing that tips will make up the rest of the 
way to at least $8 per hour. California, for 
its part, has guaranteed that all restaurant 
workers will earn at least $10 per hour by 
2016, through a straightforward paycheck, 
with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low 
wages and poor working conditions on slim 
profit margins amid intense competition. 
But raising wages across the board wouldn’t 
change the competition; every outlet would 
have to play under the same rules and de-
mands. And while consumers should expect 
somewhat higher prices to cover higher 
labor costs, some restaurants insist that 
better-paid workers are more reliable and 
stay in their jobs long enough to make up in 
efficiency for what they’re costing in 

extra wages.
In reality, em-

ployers get away 
with paying little 
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N
EARLY 1,000 days remain until the
2016 presidential election. Yet al
ready it is impossible to escape the
maneuvers, machinations, and me

dia coverage of men and women so consumed
with winning the highest office in the land
that the lust for power all but oozes from their
pores. For as long as most of us can remem
ber, the obsessive quest for the presidency has
been an indelible feature of American politics.
Try to envision successful candidates for the
White House who don’t have that “fire in the
belly,” candidates prepared to accept the job if
it seeks them out, but not driven by such insa
tiable ambition for it that everything else
pales by comparison. It would be easier to en
vision a team of unicorns.

And yet America once had such a presi
dent. He was James A. Garfield of Ohio, a re
markable individual who rose from grinding
poverty to the presidency of the United States
without ever thrusting himself forward as a
candidate for election to anything. It is a
shame that Americans don’t know more about
this gifted yet modest leader, as they doubtless
would had he not been shot by an assassin
just four months after becoming president.

On the eve of Garfield’s inauguration as the
nation’s 20th chief executive, he told a group
of old friends: “This honor comes to me un
sought. I have never had the presidential fe
ver, not even for a day.”

It was true. At every step of his political ca
reer, Garfield had to be urged to serve for the
good of the country. He was first elected to
Congress during the Civil War in 1862, while

he was on active duty as a major
general in the Union Army. The

31yearold Garfield, a Republican
and ardent abolitionist, “receiv[ed] nearly

twice as many votes as his opponent, although
he had done nothing to promote his candida
cy,” writes Candice Millard in “Destiny of the

Republic,” her 2011 history of Garfield’s elec
tion and tragic death. He didn’t take his con
gressional seat for another year — and then
only because President Lincoln pressed him to
do so. “I have resigned my place in the army
and have taken my seat in Congress,” Garfield
wrote in a letter home. “I did this with regret
. . . [b]ut the President told me he dared not
risk a single vote in the House.”

A competent lawmaker with a reputation
for conciliation, Garfield served nine terms in
the House, before being elected to the US Sen
ate in 1880. It was as Ohio’s senatorelect that

he arrived that June at the Republican Nation
al Convention in Chicago. He had come to
serve as floor manager for Treasury Secretary
(and fellow Ohioan) John Sherman in what
was expected to be a threeway fight for the
GOP nomination. The other leading contend
ers were former president Ulysses S. Grant
and US Senator James G. Blaine of Maine.

But none of the three could win the 379
votes needed for nomination. As the conven
tion remained deadlocked through ballot after
ballot, some delegates began floating Gar
field’s name as a compromise. On the 34th

ballot, after a day and a half of voting, 17
votes were unexpectedly cast for Garfield.
Dumbfounded, he rose to protest, objecting
vehemently to any effort to nominate him.

“The announcement contains votes for
me,” said Garfield, who had remained loyal to
Sherman. “No man has a right, without the
consent of the person voted for, to announce
that person’s name and vote for him in this
convention. Such consent I have not given—”

Before he could finish, the convention
chairman gaveled him out of order. The poll
ing continued. On the 35th ballot, there were
50 votes for Garfield. By the 36th, with even
Sherman throwing his support to his ally, it
was all over. Garfield was nominated with 399
votes. As the convention erupted in cheers
and song, a “shocked and sickened” Garfield
was beset by wellwishers. To one delegate’s
congratulations, he replied: “I am very sorry
that this has become necessary.”

Five months later, he was elected presi
dent. On March 4, 1881, he was sworn in, and
delivered an inaugural address passionate in
its emphasis on the rights of freed blacks.
“Former slaves in the crowd openly wept,”
Millard recounts. Many more Americans wept
six months later, when Garfield died of the
gunshot wound he had received on July 2,
1881.

“I suppose I am morbidly sensitive about
any reference to my own achievements,” Gar
field once acknowledged. “I so much despise a
man who blows his own horn, that I go to the
other extreme.”

Not many presidents have been more suit
ed for high office than this admirable man
who never lusted for power. Would that his
like were in the mix for 2016.

Jeff Jacoby can be reached at
jacoby@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@jeff_jacoby.

JEFF JACOBY

The man who didn’t want to be president
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James A. Garfield, a compromise Republican nominee, was elected president in 1880.

I
T’S EASY to recognize a former res
taurant dishwasher. Long, deep
scars often line their forearms —
the result of nights when, as the
lowest on the chain of kitchen
workers, they must plunge their

hands into boiling hot water to unclog in
dustrialsize dishwashing machines. An
other requirement is hauling heavy dish
tubs across slippery kitchens. For this
backbreaking work, the hourly pay fre
quently doesn’t exceed the state minimum
wage of $8. Undocumented workers often
make significantly less. If a dishwasher
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in
the kitchen, usually prepping salads, for
no extra pay. “Paying your dues quietly is
how to move up in a kitchen,” says Jonny
Arévalo, who worked at several Boston
restaurants, including Bennigan’s, for nine
years. “Then some other poor guy takes
your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United
States is exploding, just as the income gap
is widening. The trends are related: While
expansion of other industries often leads
to higher wages and greater opportunities,
growth in the restaurant business does
not. Shielded by a powerful lobby and a
franchise system that makes union orga
nizing difficult and impractical, it provides
the scraps at the bottom of the income lad
der. The food service industry is the prov
ince of kitchen workers
who must enlist govern
ment investigators to col
lect the bare minimum
that the law entitles them
to receive; wait staff who
earn a punishingly low
$2.13 per hour nationally
in exchange for tips whose
distribution is often con
trolled by management;
and fastfood employees
who work for chains that
explicitly advise them to
apply for food stamps and
other government aid to
supplement their unlivable
pay.

These low wages do not
represent an efficient,
marketdriven distribution
of labor. Because waiters
making poverty wages
turn to public aid, Ameri
can taxpayers effectively
subsidize the restaurant industry to the
tune of $7 billion per year. All this for an
industry that isn’t beset by global competi
tion — as industrial manufacturers are —
and doesn’t represent a vital national in
terest, like energy or utilities. In fact, the
economic arguments against policies that
would raise the wages of restaurant work
ers are distinctly unimpressive. Claims
that higher wages would result in fewer
jobs aren’t borne out by the experience of
California, which bolted ahead of Massa
chusetts and other states years ago by pro
hibiting the practice of giving submini
mum paychecks to workers in jobs with
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 de
spite workers having higher guaranteed
pay, outpacing Massachusetts’ projected
jobs growth of 5.7 percent over the same
period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con
certed effort to remove the loopholes that
allow many restaurants to keep their
workers in dire circumstances. Concern
for the children of such workers ought to
be enough of an incentive to mount an ef
fort to raise salaries. But there is a larger
reason to elevate the status of restaurant
employees: It would be the single most ef
fective way to combat income inequality in
a country where the gap between rich and
poor is soaring to levels not seen since be
fore the stock market crash of 1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a
vastly disproportionate share of lowwage
workers. By changing a few policies and
adjusting some industry practices, the na
tion could sharply reduce the numbers of
families in poverty and enhance the mid

dle class while actually saving taxpayer
dollars. It’s time to start moving in this
sensible direction, both in Massachusetts
and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintessen
tial industry of a challenging 21stcentury
economy. Timepressed Americans eat out
for at least five meals a week, and the aver
age household spent $2,620 on food away
from home in 2011, according to the Na
tional Restaurant Association. A thriving
restaurant scene like Boston’s, with its fine
dining and food trucks, is an integral part
of a modern city. Massachusetts’ restau
rants alone are projected to ring up $13.5
billion in sales for 2014. Yet as fine diners
increasingly seek out organic, farmtota
ble cuisine, few think much of the work
force making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors
is grim. The 13 millionplus restaurant
workers in the United States face a poverty
rate that is nearly three times that of the
rest of the country’s workforce, and the in
dustry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying
American jobs, according to federal labor
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts,
for instance, made $10.29 per hour on av
erage in 2012. (That figure is telling in it
self, as it includes dishwashers at hotels,
universities, and health care facilities, who
are usually union workers and nationally

earn on average nearly $3
more per hour than restau
rant dishwashers.) Re
search done by MIT puts a
livable wage for Boston —
the minimum income
someone needs to live ade
quately given local costs of
living — at $12.65 for a sin
gle adult and $22.40 for a
family of four.

Moreover, these jobs
come with few of the bene
fits that workers in other
industries take for granted.
Health coverage is rarely
offered; paid sick leave, va
cation time, and 401(k)s
are virtually unheard of.
Schedules often change on
a weekly or even daily ba
sis, making child care a
nightmare to arrange. And
forget about job security.
Restaurant analyst Victor

Fernandez says annual turnover is above
95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consumers
begin to pressure the industry. While din
ers feel empowered to ask whether pro
duce was purchased locally or if chickens
were given free range to lay their eggs,
they don’t feel comfortable questioning
the treatment of employees, despite
mounting evidence of violations of labor
laws and poor conditions for workers. Din
ers, either through their political represen
tatives or their own complaints to manag
ers, should argue that workers be given:
RHourly wages at or above a living

wage for individuals.
R Payment for all the time they work,

including overtime.
ROpportunities to organize if they

choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should summon
the courage to reject the demands of the
National Restaurant Association, which is
largely responsible for Massachusetts’
“tipped minimum wage” — under which
restaurants are allowed to pay workers
just $2.63 with the hardtoenforce under
standing that tips will make up the rest of
the way to at least $8 per hour. California,
for its part, has guaranteed that all restau
rant workers will earn at least $10 per
hour by 2016, through a straightforward
paycheck, with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low
wages and poor working conditions on
slim profit margins amid intense competi
tion. But raising wages across the board
wouldn’t change the competition; every
outlet would have to play under the same
rules and demands. And while consumers
should expect somewhat higher prices to

cover higher la
bor costs, some
restaurants in
sist that better
paid workers are
more reliable and
stay in their jobs long
enough to make up in
efficiency for what
they’re costing in extra wag
es.

In reality, employers get
away with paying little and
treating workers badly simply
because they can. There ar
en’t many other opportuni
ties in Massachusetts for
workers with few or no skills,
especially if they are undocu
mented. In 2012, there were
1.8 job seekers for every
opening in the restau
rant sector state
wide, a relatively
low figure com
pared to other in
dustries. Yet the data
suggest more than two
thirds of those openings
were for parttime work,
while the vast majority of
the unemployed want full
time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from
Latin America — most often from
Colombia, El Salvador, or Brazil — fill res
taurant kitchens. Many, because they have
limited English or are in the country ille
gally, are simply glad for paying work.
Supporting family here and back home,
they often string together two or three jobs
to make ends meet. “They start at 7 a.m. in
one kitchen doing prep, then leave for a
second shift, working until midnight or 1
a.m.,” says Arévalo, who was a pilot in his
native Colombia and now runs the worker
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For
Occupational Safety and Health (Mass
COSH).

Filiberto Lopez moved to Boston from
El Salvador seven years ago in hopes of
finding the American Dream, and ended
up sleeping in the kitchen of a East Boston
Peruvian restaurant. He worked more
than 80 hours a week there, schlepping
200pound sacks of flour from the kitch
en’s basement storage area, cleaning the
restaurant after hours, even maintaining
its air filters and electrical system. His
boss, himself an immigrant, was verbally
abusive, regularly referring to Lopez as
“Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak Eng
lish and didn’t have legal documents,” Lo
pez says. “I assumed I had no rights at all.”
Lopez has moved on to work at other Bos
ton restaurants, and has helped Mass
COSH identify other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the in
dustry, and not just at struggling ethnic
outlets in distant neighborhoods. It starts
with failure to pay overtime. State law ex
empts eateries from paying timeanda
half for more than 40 hours of work in one
week. However, federal laws do not — and
if a restaurant makes more than $500,000
in gross annual sales, it is compelled to fol
low the federal law. Local establishments
have also been found to be breaking child
labor laws, failing to pay minimum wage,
or failing to pay workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under
more scrutiny than most. The Boston of
fice of the US Department of Labor con
ducted 165 investigations in the restau
rant industry in fiscal year 2013, collecting
more than $1.7 million in back wages
from employers who violated wageand

hour laws. Among those cited for various
violations since 2009 by the Labor Depart
ment, state Attorney General’s Office, and
other enforcement agencies are some of
the Boston area’s most popular dining es
tablishments: Not Your Average Joes; the
Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap;
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Mira
cle of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory
Row; and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat
rick Lyons and Ed Sparks agreed to pay
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the
restaurants they own, including Towne,
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In
what is a common practice, Lyons and
Sparks had contracted out their labor to
an agency that not only failed to pay em
ployees but also disappeared. At the end of
the day, though, the law rightly holds the
restaurants responsible for ensuring their
workers are fully paid. “Know who you’re
doing business with,” Lyons warns. “Or
you’ll end up paying at least twice what
you owed in the first place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could
help. During his campaign, Walsh pledged
his support for a livable wage. A first step
for his administration toward achieving
that would be to streamline the permitting
process. By allowing restaurants to open
and operate with less red tape, overhead
could be reduced, and capital freed up for
owners to pay their workers a higher
wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone.
Last summer Curtatone championed and
passed a citywide ordinance put forward
by local activists that now prevents em
ployers who are guilty of wage theft from
getting or renewing permits. This law
should be replicated across Massachusetts.
“If you break the law and don’t pay your
workers what they’re owed, you won’t do
business in Somerville,” Curtatone says.

That’s a message any business owner
will understand.

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED

In this series

TODAY: IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of de
portation, and outright wage
theft plague the restaurant
industry.

MONDAY: TIPPING
Meant as a reward, tips in
stead make up much of a
worker’s pay— if the money
even gets to them.

TUESDAY: FAST FOOD
Higher wages for fastfood
jobs would benefit workers,
business, and government.

WEDNESDAY: UNIONS
Restaurant workers need to
fight for their rights. So why
aren’t they organizing?
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GUARANTEED INCOME
FOR ALL AMERICANS?

THE GLOBE deserves congratula
tions for running Leon Neyfakh’s
piece on guaranteed income (”Money
for all,” Ideas, Feb. 9). As the global
economy churns out epic levels of in
equality, our greatest challenge will
be to craft an alternative system that
will be both sensible and moral. As
Neyfakh expresses it, we’ll need to de
couple people’s “value in society from
their ability to do a job.”

The recession is so stubborn be
cause it’s not really a recession at all.
Rather, we’re in a historic shift, in
which technology and economy are
permanently diminishing the value of
human labor. The longer we deny this

reality, by scolding the swelling num
bers of unemployed and underem
ployed as moral failures, the harder it
will be to embrace potential solutions
like the guaranteed income. Our
longterm future will veer in one of
two directions: largescale redistribu
tion of the fruits of economic produc
tivity, or fullblown collapse. And if it
turns out to be the latter, we can be
sure that the overmoralizing about
labor, to defend unsustainable levels
of inequality, will have played a major
part.

JEREMY RAYMONDJACK
Roslindale

Linking job status,
moral worthmust end

I AM responding to the article “Mon
ey for all” (Ideas, Feb. 9), about a
guaranteed income for every Ameri

can. As a mature person who grew up
surrounded by immigrant families
who successfully achieved the Ameri
can dream, I believe that cash hand
outs would often discourage work. In
stead, our society could fund credit
cards for all citizens — one for hous
ing, one for electricity and heat, and
one for nutritious foods only. Basic
health care would be provided to all.

With essential needs met, and no
threat of losing those supports, fami
lies would benefit from even low
wage jobs. They would be motivated
to make the most of what they had.
People could combine their housing
credits to upgrade where they would
live. Families could share child care
(and housing) while the adults
worked varying shifts. The guaran
teed basic benefits would also encour
age artists, musicians, and people
with startup ideas to pursue their en

deavors even though they would earn
little at first.

Most of us would probably pay
more taxes, but we’d all receive the
credits to apply to our essential ex
penses. Our society can only benefit
when more people become motivated
towork and to improve their lives.

JOSÉE KLENTAK
Medfield

Give credits
not cash

WHILE THE future of Roman Catho
lic teaching on subjects such as mar
riage and divorce may be uncertain, I
hope for a day when Catholic clergy
no longer purport to explain it simply
by stating that “the church needs to
be faithful to the Gospel and to
Christ’s teaching,” as Cardinal Sean
O’Malley did in the interview pub
lished last Sunday. (“Pope softening
tone, not stance, O’Malley says,” Page
A1, Feb. 9). Such remarks deeply of
fend members of other churches (and
many Catholics) who would make the
very same statement but have
reached different theological and
moral conclusions.

F. DAVIS DASSORI
Hingham

O’Malley’s certainty
offensive to many

THE GLOBE and academics seem to
be missing the point of gun buyback
programs (“A statement, not a strate
gy,” Editorial, Feb. 11; “Success of gun
buyback programs is debated,” Metro,
Feb. 13).

With the number of guns in circu
lation in America (at least 300 million)
it is unlikely that taking 1,000 or 2,000
off the streets would make an immedi
ate difference in the crime rate. But
that is not what should be measured.

As public health leaders have point
ed out, guns are a leading cause of
death for children and teens, second
only to car accidents. Gun buybacks
are catalysts bringing clergy, youth,
parents, and police together to talk
about the impact of guns, and provide
a safe avenue to get rid of guns that
may have been obtained in fear, anger,
or for purposes of retaliation.

We have to address why young peo
ple might not feel safe in their neigh
borhood or in their school; and that’s
another reason to be at the same table
to devise and implement comprehen
sive strategies. Prevention, interven
tion, and enforcement are all needed.

KATHERINE MAINZER
Boston

The writer is cofounder of Citizens
for Safety.

Buying guns,
promoting talk

JORGE MARTINEZ’S comments are
spoton “that every gun you get off the
street is a small victory” (“Success of
gun buyback programs is debated,”
Metro, Feb 13).

It may be public relations, and it
may make people feel good, but it also
does more. I was involved in a buyback
in the 1990s in Hyde Square where we
used it as an organizing tool to involve
the community.

BILL ALLAN
Roslindale

More than P.R.

NOT JUST
ABOUT GUNS

GLOBE FILE

Guns from a buyback program.

REUTERS

Cardinal Sean P. O’Malley, right, with the future Pope Francis in 2013.

THE POPE
AND THE CARDINAL

THE RECENT interview with Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley (“Pope softening
tone, not substance, O’Malley says,”
Page A1, Feb. 9) avoided the most
pressing question — “Is the pope pro
choice?” A careful listening to Francis
suggests the answer is “Yes.” He has
instructed his 4,000 or so bishops to
minimize their antiabortion preach
ing, and that will probably mean a
cutback in classic prolife activity, i.e.
efforts to create civil law that would
prohibit or greatly reduce the avail
ability of abortion.

O’Malley’s spin that the pope is
only changing emphasis and the
pope’s statment that abortion is hor

rific are boundtofail efforts to main
tain an illusion of orthodoxy. Francis
is what he is, another Jesuit in the

traditon of the late congressman and
Jesuit priest Robert Drinan, and he is
unlikely to change.

The real question for Catholics is
what the next conclave to elect a pope
will bring — an affirmation of Francis’
new direction or a return to the hard
line.

TOM TIERNEY
Framingham

A prochoice
pontiff?

IN THE Sunday Globe article ”Pope
softening tone, not stance, says
O’Malley” (Page A1, Feb. 9), Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley says the Vatican
needs national bishops’ conferences
to provide “some clarity about what
the expectations are around the
world” with regard to allegations of
child sexual abuse by priests.

How can Cardinal O’Malley seri
ously believe that human decency,
moral principles, and legal statutes
are not enough guidance for church
leaders when dealing with child
abuse?

Does he not believe the molesta
tion and rape of children are inher
ently wrong, even in the absence of
clarity in church policies? If the
bishops of the church need clarity
on these issues, they need to read
the 2,000year record of Christian
writings on ethics and morals.

ROBERT DUNCAN
Scituate

If Vatican needs
clarity on abuse,
it should consult
Christianmoral texts

For many restaurant workers,
fair conditions not on menu

and treating workers badly simply because 
they can. There aren’t many other opportu-
nities in Massachusetts for workers with few 
or no skills, especially if they are undocu-
mented. In 2012, there were 1.8 job seekers 
for every opening in the restaurant sector 
statewide, a relatively low figure compared to 
other industries. Yet the data suggest more 
than two-thirds of those openings were for 
part-time work, while the vast majority of the 
unemployed want full-time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from Latin Amer-
ica — most often from colombia, el salvador, 
or Brazil — fill restaurant kitchens. Many, 
because they have limited english or are 
in the country illegally, are simply glad for 
paying work. Supporting family here and 
back home, they often string together two or 
three jobs to make ends meet. “They start at 
7 a.m. in one kitchen doing prep, then leave 
for a second shift, working until midnight or 
1 a.m.,” says Arevalo, who was a pilot in his 
native Colombia and now runs the worker 
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For 
Occupational safety and Health (masscOsH).

filiberto lopez moved to boston from el 
Salvador seven years ago in hopes of finding 
the American Dream, and ended up sleep-
ing in the kitchen of a east boston Peruvian 
restaurant. He worked more than 80 hours 
a week there, schlepping 200-pound sacks 
of flour from the kitchen’s basement storage 
area, cleaning the restaurant after hours, 
even maintaining its air filters and electrical 
system. His boss, himself an immigrant, was 
verbally abusive, regularly referring to Lopez 
as “Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour 
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak english 
and didn’t have legal documents,” Lopez says. 
“I assumed I had no rights at all.” Lopez has 
moved on to work at other Boston restau-
rants, and has helped masscOsH identify 
other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the indus-
try, and not just at struggling ethnic outlets 
in distant neighborhoods. It starts with fail-
ure to pay overtime. State law exempts eat-
eries from paying time-and-a-half for more 
than 40 hours of work in one week. However, 
federal laws do not — and if a restaurant 
makes more than $500,000 in gross annual 
sales, it is compelled to follow the federal 
law. Local establishments have also been 
found to be breaking child labor laws, fail-
ing to pay minimum wage, or failing to pay 
workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under 
more scrutiny than most. The Boston office 
of the US Department of Labor conducted 
165 investigations in the restaurant industry 
in fiscal year 2013, collecting more than $1.7 
million in back wages from employers who 
violated wage-and-hour laws. Among those 
cited for various violations since 2009 by the 
Labor Department, state Attorney General’s 
Office, and other enforcement agencies are 
some of the Boston area’s most popular din-
ing establishments: Not Your Average Joes; 
the Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap; 
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Miracle 
of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory Row; 
and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat-
rick lyons and ed sparks agreed to pay 
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im-
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the 
restaurants they own, including Towne, 
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In 
what is a common practice, Lyons and 
Sparks had contracted out their labor to an 
agency that not only failed to pay employees 
but also disappeared. At the end of the day, 
though, the law rightly holds the restaurants 
responsible for ensuring their workers are 
fully paid. “Know who you’re doing business 
with,” lyons warns. “Or you’ll end up pay-
ing at least twice what you owed in the first 
place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim-
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could help. 
During his campaign, Walsh pledged his 
support for a livable wage. A first step for his 
administration toward achieving that would 
be to streamline the permitting process. By 
allowing restaurants to open and operate 
with less red tape, overhead could be re-
duced, and capital freed up for owners to pay 
their workers a higher wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the 
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone. Last 
summer Curtatone championed and passed 
a citywide ordinance put forward by local ac-
tivists that now prevents employers who are 
guilty of wage theft from getting or renewing 
permits. This law should be replicated across 
Massachusetts. “If you break the law and 
don’t pay your workers what they’re owed, 
you won’t do business in Somerville,” Curta-
tone says.

That’s a message any business owner will 
understand.
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W
hen challenged on their low
wages and lack of benefits,
fastfood chains tend to depict
their workers as teenagers sav

ing for college, for whom the hourly re
ceipts are a step toward a better future rath
er than a way to make ends meet now. Ap
parently, all those smiling kids wear their
brightly colored smocks and golf visors with
the same pride as Marines donning their
colors, and are just as happy to serve. But
those workers, if they exist, are a distinct
minority.

They should meet Hope Shaw, the 38
yearold single mother of three who is assis
tant manager at Dunkin’ Donuts on Boston
Street. She, too, likes to serve. But her life is
one of unrequited toil. She lives paycheck to
paycheck. Her heating gas was shut off last
winter for failure to pay; the electric bill for
her Dorchester apartment is consistently
three months overdue. She’s gone without
health insurance for more than a year. “My
rent is $1,100 a month,” she says. “Every
month I feel like I’m choosing between pay
ing that or putting food on the table.”

Yet, six days a week, Shaw leaves her
home before 4 a.m. to work a ninehour
shift overseeing the sale of donuts, bagels,
and flatbread sandwiches, while coping
with customers who expect their coffee to
be prepared exactly as they please
and only sometimes drop a pen
ny in the tip can. She’s been
promoted twice in the five
years she’s worked at the
store, and her hourly pay has
gone from $8 to $10. She
made slightly less than
$24,000 last year.

Despite working full
time, she and her family
remain submerged be
neath the poverty rate
for Boston residents.
Shaw’s predicament
is common among
her fastfood colleagues. Nationally, the me
dian wage for frontline fastfood workers is
$8.94 per hour, according to an analysis by
the advocacy group National Employment
Law Project.

Among those workers, about 70 percent
are over age 20. And of that 70 percent, a
third have a college degree. Most employees
are depending on those jobs to support
themselves and their families. “We can’t
make it out here,” Shaw says.

Fastfoodworkers in Boston and across
the country have been striking since last
summer for higher pay. They’re demanding
that national fastfood chains enter into col
lective bargaining for a minimum wage of
$15 per hour, more than twice the federal
minimum wage, and paid sick leave. They
make a compelling case.

Right now, it’s public assistance that is
making up the difference. Half of fastfood
workers’ families rely on government aid at
a cost of $7 billion per year to American tax
payers, according to recent research done at
the University of California at Berkeley and
the University of Illinois at UrbanaCham
paign. This aid amounts to a massive public
subsidy to multibilliondollar private corpo
rations.

McDonald’s alone costs taxpayers an es
timated $1.2 billion each year. One employ
ee last fall recorded a staff member on the
company’s “McResource” line urging the
fulltime worker to sign up for food stamps,
Medicaid, and welfare. The hotline, which
was recently shut down, routinely helped
employees and their families enroll in state
and local assistance programs.

Social safety nets exist for a reason. But
enabling profitable companies to keep
workers on at poverty wages is a poor use of
scarce government resources. Little in the
McDonald’s financial statements indicates
it can’t afford to pay employees more. In
2012, net income topped $5 billion, and the
company paid out another $5.5 billion in
dividends and stock buybacks. CEO Donald
Thompson earned a salary of nearly $14
million — or about $7,000 per hour. In fact,
industrywide research by the Economic
Policy Institute finds that restaurant CEO
pay was 788 times higher than average em
ployee earnings last year — a stark example
of the way executives can reward them
selves for keeping the wages of others low.

The simplest solution is to raise the min
imum wage. The Massachusetts Senate has

voted to increase the minimum wage from
$8 an hour to $11 by 2016, and the House is
currently negotiating its own bill. Because
the value of the minimum wage hasn’t kept
pace with inflation, a fulltime minimum
wage worker now makes the equivalent of
$5,400 a year less than in 1968, according
to the Massachusetts Budget and Policy
Center. Not surprisingly, nearly 80 percent
of the public supports minimum wage in
creases.

But the national food chains haven’t of
fered good evidence for why they shouldn’t
start workers’ wages at $15 per hour in
stead. McDonald’s frequently cites the fact
that it already offers “competitive pay,” sug
gesting that anything more would put it at a
competitive disadvantage. But if the top 10
chains entered collective bargaining and
agreed to $15, that argument goes away.

Then there is the counterexample of In
NOut Burger, a West Coast regional chain
that’s become a cult favorite. InNOut takes
pride in paying starting employees $10.50
an hour, and within a few months most are
making at least $2 more. The company of
fers benefits including vision, medical, and
dental for part and fulltime associates. As
sistant managers can make up to $70,000
annually; managers as much as $120,000.

And InNOut’s 280 loca
tions brought in $651

million in sales in
2012, which is
more than twice
the perstore aver
age at Dunkin’
Donuts’ 7,360 US

locations.
Burger King ex

ecutives prefer to
blame low wages on the

franchise model, in which
outlets are separately owned
and managed, even though
Burger King maintains tight
control of the product line,

restaurant design, amenities, and pricing. It
has said it “doesn’t make hiring, firing, or
employmentrelated decisions for our fran
chisees.” Indeed, the company that enforces
tight specifications for everything from the
weight of the Whopper to the amount of oil
in the French fries makes absolutely no pro
vision for minimum wages or conditions of
employment. Requiring its franchisees to
pay a living wage through its franchise con
tract isn’t anywhere on the radar screen.

It’s a telling omission. Franchise own
ers, worried about higher labor costs, could
demand lower corporate fees in return. The
tradeoff could lower corporate profits. So
workers and customers are paying the price
instead.

Would the price of fast food soar with a
higher minimum wage? It’s not likely. Econ
omists at UC Berkeley have estimated a $15
wage would cost consumers about 10 per
cent more. (Americans spent, on average,
about $2,620 on eating out in 2011, accord
ing to the National Restaurant Association.)
A separate 2006 study suggests menu prices
would rise about 17 percent with a $15
minimum wage, according to the Employ
ment Policies Institute.

Breaking down the McDonald’s 2012 an
nual report provides a little more clarity. At
companyrun stores, profit margins are
above 10 percent, but payroll and employee
benefits add up to about 25 percent of sales
at these locations. That means, if compen
sation were to double and no other expens
es lowered to offset that rise, prices would
have to increase by about 25 percent, or $1
more per Big Mac, to make up the differ
ence. Industry associations insist that any
higher prices would drive away customers
and result in fewer jobs. Some diners might
indeed go elsewhere or eat at home. But
most fastfood customers are less pricesen
sitive; those motivated mostly by conve
nience wouldn’t cross state lines or turn to
the Internet to save $1 on a fastfood lunch.
Meanwhile, restaurants could count on
lower training and recruitment costs as
turnover — now close to 100 percent per
year for fastfood chains — is reduced.

In return, the extra $5 per hour would
transform the lives of hard workers like
Shaw and their kids. “I could stop worrying
about our monthly bills today and start
planning for the future,” she said.

Tomorrow: Unions and advocates need to
step up organizing restaurant workers.
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For $1 per Big Mac, a truly
livable salary for millions
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I READ with interest “GOP
adds forprofit muscle to the
fray” (Page A1, Feb. 14) and my
immediate thought was the Re
publicans must not have much
faith in their message to voters.
Obviously they want to be like
the conservative billionaire
Koch brothers, who pour mon
ey into campaigns to defeat vul
nerable elected officials who do
not agree with their philosophy.

It’s no surprise that Mitt
Romney, who was recorded
during the 2012 campaign
voicing his low opinion of 47
percent of the population,
strongly endorses this new
group, called America Rising.

One statement in the article
by reporter Noah Bierman
stands out and should be of
concern of every voter about
how this group will operate: “As
a forprofit, America Rising
wants the best of all worlds —
unlimited funds, undisclosed
contributors, and close coordi
nation with campaigns.”

This means no accountabili
ty to the public for the money it
raises and the messages it
sends out on behalf of its fa
vored candidates.

I am fully aware of the mon
ey that is raised for any politi
cian to run for office. But much
of this money is monitored by
government. America Rising
will not be watched. If many
are disturbed by what the Koch
brothers have done with their
fortune, how are they going to
feel about this group, which
will do whatever it wants with
money from the very wealthy?

I have no ties to any one
party. I vote for whoever I think
will do the job. But what I don’t
want is a group that feels the

only way it can ensure a win is
to use unlimited amounts of
money to put out whatever
messages it wants.

PAULA CARAVELLA
Plymouth

Whowatches
‘America Rising?’

ROBERT E. COOKE, a creator
of Head Start, the popular pre
school program, died on Feb.
10. Cooke, who was born in At
tleboro and died on Martha’s
Vineyard, recommended in
1965 that the Johnson admin
istration establish the program.

Over the last few years,
funding for Head Start has
been in turmoil, leading to
2,015 Massachusetts children
being shut out of the program
last fall. As Cooke understood
so well, early childhood educa
tion is a costeffective, proven
way of getting kids a head start
at an early age and gives every
child a fair shot at success later
on.

Studies on these programs
indicate that their participants
spend less time in jail, more
time in school, and cost the tax
payers less by reducing the
need for expensive programs
like special education. Yet thou
sands of children in Massachu
setts don’t have access. We
should honor Cooke’s legacy by
making sure that every child in
Massachusetts has access to
highquality early education.

JAY EPSTEIN
Boston

HonorHead Start
creator’s legacy

OF ALL the reactions to the
child protection crisis, one that
is very concerning is the bill
passed by the Massachusetts
House to take discretion away
from the Department of Chil
dren and Families to approve
families for foster homes where
there is criminal history (“Bill
targets foster homes with for
mer convicts,” Metro, Feb. 13).

Contrary to the statement of
the bill’s sponsor, Representa
tive Bradley H. Jones Jr., DCF
has an effective, wellestab
lished policy for assessing crim
inal histories in families. It in
cludes thorough procedures for
gathering and assessing infor
mation and requires oversight
and approval on several admin
istrative levels before any home
where a family member has
criminal history is approved.

Many relatives of children in
foster care have been involved
with the criminal justice sys
tem at some point. But these
incidents may be decades old
and pose no risk to children.
Over the years the child welfare
system has embraced kinship
care. Research has found that
children in kinship foster care
experience fewer placement
changes, have fewer behavior
problems, experience less anxi
ety and depression, and are
more likely to report that they
“always felt loved” than chil
dren placed in unrelated foster
homes where they do not know

the family.
Although the ban would on

ly be temporary until the report
of the Child Welfare League of
America is received, it would
further reduce already limited
options for children who need
placement outside their homes.
The Legislature should hold off
passage of this misinformed
bill until the report is received.

JANET WATSON
Norwell

DCF doesn’t need
this restriction

ANYONE SHOCKED that casi
nos use hardball tactics to col
lect on gambling debts is truly
naïve (“Conn. casinos employ
hardball tactic to collect debts,”
Metro, Feb. 9).

I travel to Las Vegas regular
ly for work. One time I needed
a haircut and asked the stylist
in my hotelcasino if she was a
Las Vegas native. “No,” she re
plied. Her husband had been
moved by the casino from Wis
consin when he was promoted
to floor boss (a big job in a big
casino). She explained that she
liked the area, especially the
weather, but her husband
didn’t like his new job much.

I was surprised because I
thought it would be an exciting
job. She said that he liked the
gaming part of the job and the
people he worked with were
great, “but what really gets him
down is that once or twice a

week he has to sit someone
down in his office and explain
to them that they are broke. He
tells them the casino now owns
all that they used to own. And
then he asks them, ‘Do you
want me to call your spouse or
do you want to?’ He hates that
part of his job,” she said.

Casinos are profitable be
cause most gamblers lose.
Some losing gamblers will le
verage all their life’s posses
sions for one more bet. When
they lose, you can bet the casi
no will collect that debt.

BILL MCKENNEY
Lexington

Casino rules:
Lose all, pay all
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W
hen challenged on their low 
wages and lack of benefits, 
fast-food chains tend to depict 
their workers as teenagers sav-

ing for college, for whom the hourly receipts 
are a step toward a better future rather than 
a way to make ends meet now. Apparently, 
all those smiling kids wear their brightly 
colored smocks and golf visors with the same 
pride as Marines donning their colors, and 
are just as happy to serve. But those workers, 
if they exist, are a distinct minority.

They should meet Hope Shaw, the 
38-year-old single mother of three who is 
assistant manager at Dunkin’ Donuts on 
Boston Street. She, too, likes to serve. But 
her life is one of unrequited toil. She lives 
paycheck to paycheck. Her heating gas was 
shut off last winter for failure to pay; the 
electric bill for her Dorchester apartment 
is consistently three months overdue. She’s 
gone without health insurance for more 
than a year. “My rent is $1,100 a month,” she 
says. “Every month I feel like I’m choosing 
between paying that or putting food on the 
table.”

Yet, six days a week, Shaw leaves her 
home before 4 a.m. to work a nine-hour 
shift overseeing the sale of donuts, bagels, 
and flat-bread sandwiches, while coping 
with customers who expect their coffee to 
be prepared exactly as they please and only 
sometimes drop a penny in the tip can. She’s 
been promoted twice in the five years she’s 
worked at the store, and her hourly 
pay has gone from $8 to $10. 
She made slightly less than 
$24,000 last year.

Despite working full-
time, she and her fam-
ily remain submerged 
beneath the poverty 
rate for Boston resi-
dents. Shaw’s predic-
ament is common 
among her fast-food 
colleagues. National-

ly, the median wage for front-line fast-food 
workers is $8.94 per hour, according to an 
analysis by the advocacy group National Em-
ployment Law Project.

Among those workers, about 70 percent 
are over age 20. And of that 70 percent, a 
third have a college degree. Most employ-
ees are depending on those jobs to support 
themselves and their families. “We can’t 
make it out here,” Shaw says.

Fast-food workers in Boston and across 
the country have been striking since last 
summer for higher pay. They’re demanding 
that national fast-food chains enter into 
collective bargaining for a minimum wage 
of $15 per hour, more than twice the federal 
minimum wage, and paid sick leave. They 
make a compelling case.

Right now, it’s public assistance that is 
making up the difference. Half of fast-food 
workers’ families rely on government aid at a 
cost of $7 billion per year to American tax-
payers, according to recent research done at 
the University of California at Berkeley and 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign. This aid amounts to a massive public 
subsidy to multibillion-dollar private corpo-
rations.

McDonald’s alone costs taxpayers an es-
timated $1.2 billion each year. One employee 
last fall recorded a staff member on the com-
pany’s “McResource” line urging the full-time 
worker to sign up for food stamps, Medicaid, 

and welfare. The hotline, which was re-
cently shut down, routinely helped 

employees and their families 
enroll in state and local assis-

tance programs.
Social safety nets exist 

for a reason. But enabling 
profitable companies to keep 

workers on at poverty wages is 
a poor use of scarce government 

resources. Little in the McDonald’s 
financial statements indicates 
it can’t afford to pay employees 
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T
ipping is said to have started in the
Roman Empire as a means to re
ward servants and slaves. Ameri
cans adopted the custom only after

the Civil War, but it stuck: Diners doled out
some $40 billion in gratuities in 2012, ac
cording to industry experts. Yet the en
trenchment of tipping has given restaurant
owners a pretext to avoid paying their
workers a proper wage. The tip system
should be uprooted — or at least returned
to its roots as a purely voluntary reward for
excellent service.

Other than restaurants, few other indus
tries let bosses rely mainly on customers’
generosity to set employee wages. Owners
are happy to save on labor costs. Back when
tips still came mainly in cash (and therefore
could conveniently be left off income tax
forms), this arrangement probably made
sense to workers, too.

That’s changed in the era of credit card
payments. Only the wait staff at the priciest
establishments can count on big tips lead
ing to livable incomes. Wage theft — the
nonpayment of owed wages or tips — is
now commonplace at restaurants. Overall,
the vast majority of servers and other
frontofthehouse employees have
been left with little control over how
much income they make each
week.

A busy Friday evening shift
can mean good money, only to
be followed by a slow Sunday
afternoon where tips total
$20 for a whole shift. If a
diner doesn’t like his
meal, his dissatisfac
tion with the kitchen
could reduce the
takehome pay of
his server, the
busser who
cleared his table,
and even the host who seated him. Work
performed outside regular shifts typically
goes unpaid, and bad weather or illness
may lead to no pay at all.

Rakel Papke earned good tips as a wait
ress at Braza Bar and Grill, a popular Ever
ett restaurant. Yet in nine months of work
ing there, she received only six paychecks —
and, she says, those checks arrived only af
ter she asked. “They basically only paid me
to keep me quiet,” Papke adds. So she re
cently filed a formal complaint with Attor
ney General Martha Coakley’s office, asking
her former employer for the more than
$4,000 she is owed in back pay.

Some of the volatility that Papke and
others like her experience would be eased if
restaurantgoers routinely left higher tips.
But while most people are accustomed to
adding a 15 to 20 percent gratuity regard
less of the quality of service, others set their
own tipping standards, which may include
a host of factors beyond a server’s control.
Still others — angry customers, foreigners
who don’t understand the custom — leave
nothing at all. American restaurants could
emulate most of the rest of the developed
world, where service charges are automati
cally tacked on to dinner tabs. Some eater
ies in New York and California have made
headlines for simply including the cost of
labor in their menu prices and banning tips
altogether.

More realistic, however, would be sys
temic change through stronger wage laws
and better enforcement of those regula
tions. The Massachusetts Legislature is cur
rently debating whether to raise the mini
mum wage, but increasing the minimum
wage for tipped workers — stuck at $2.63
per hour since 1999 — isn’t being consid
ered. This oversight is shocking. Four out of
five states — Arizona, Colorado, North Da
kota, and Florida — where the National
Restaurant Association projects the fastest
growth in the restaurant industry for 2014
have a tipped minimum wage of at least
$4.86, or nearly twice Massachusetts’ cur
rent law.

The Massachusetts Restaurant
Association, the industry’s lobbying group,
has devoted intense resources to keeping
the tip wage unchanged. Its CEO, Bob Luz,
notes that waiters and waitresses in the
state already make some of the highest
average wages in the country, significantly
more than cooks and kitchen workers, and
that raising the tipped minimum could
increase menu prices for customers. “No

victim here if the tipped minimum doesn’t
go up,” Luz says. His argument, however,
rests on potentially unreliable data that em
ployers, rather than servers themselves, re
port to the US Department of Labor.

Even if Massachusetts diners are more
generous with tips — as the Labor Depart
ment data imply — why not extend a great
er level of wage security to all servers in the
state? Advocates want the tipped wage to be
at least 60 percent of the full minimum
wage guaranteed to all other workers.

Even better, however, would be to pass a
law that would prohibit a separate tipped
minimum wage, as seven other states have
done. Workers would be guaranteed $8, or
whatever the current full minimum wage is.
Then, any tips they received would be what
most customers already see them as — bo
nuses.

The nation’s largest state, California, for
decades has not allowed tipped workers’
base pay to fall below the regular minimum
wage. From fusion bistros in Los Angeles to
sushi bars in San Francisco where the fish is
flown in daily, the industry is booming and
expected to expand by 9.1 percent over the

next decade. In fact, in California and
the six other states without a separate

tipped wage — Alaska, Nevada,
Montana, Minnesota, Oregon, and

Washington state — job growth
in the industry is expected to ex

ceed Massachusetts’ over the
next 10 years, in some cases

by more than double. The
poverty rate for tipped

workers in these states
was 12.1 percent, com

pared with 16.1 per
cent in states with

the lowest tipped
minimum, accord
ing to a 2011 anal
ysis by the Eco

nomic Policy Institute.
Massachusetts, which often prides itself

on its progressive values, is a laggard in pro
tecting restaurant workers. Its current
tipped minimum wage is worth just one
third of the regular minimum wage, and is
lower than the tipped wage in 27 other
states, including all other New England
states, according to the Massachusetts Bud
get and Policy Center.

Women, who make up about 73 percent
of tipped workers, are disproportionately
harmed. Waitresses in some gritty bars and
grills say they feel compelled to flirt with
customers and laugh at offensive jokes just
to preserve their income. Even then, they
earn an average of $0.50 less per hour than
male tipped workers, government statistics
show. Doing away with the tipped mini
mum and giving these women a steadier
paycheck would be the quickest way to re
store their dignity.

Under the current system, restaurants
must pay wait staff $2.63 an hour. A server’s
wages plus her tips for every twoweek pay
period must also average out to at least $8
an hour, the regular state minimum wage.
If not, then her employer is legally required
to make up the difference.

Reality is messier. The government
agencies that enforce wage laws largely
depend on violations being reported, and
some restaurant owners have found they
can underpay workers without conse
quence. Nationwide, an Aspen Institute
study suggests that nearly 40 percent of
restaurant workers earn at or below the
federal minimum wage of $7.25, even with
tips factored in.

A 2009 study of 4,400 workers in New
York, Los Angeles, and Chicagofound that
more than onequarter of tipped workers
were not even paid the lower tipped mini
mum wage, and 12 percent had seen their
tips stolen by an employer or supervisor,
which is illegal. There’s no reason to believe
Massachusetts is an exception. In 2012,
Starbucks was ordered by a federal appeals
court to pay Bay State baristas $14 million
in tips that had been illegally meted out to
managers.

Ending the tipped minimum wage
would be the first step to preventing this
kind of abuse. Frequenting and encourag
ing eateries that include a service charge in
the price of a meal is another.

Until then, tip well.

Tomorrow: How higher wages will help
workers, businesses, and taxpayers.

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED

Tipping system exacerbates
unfair pay at restaurants
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IS IT truly “humiliation that
drives the Palestinians,” as
H.D.S. Greenway asserts (“In
Middle East, who’s David and
who’s Goliath?” (Oped, Feb.
14)? If so, what sort of “humili
ation”? That they are unable to
establish their own indepen
dent state? Or, far more plausi
bly, that the Jews have been
able to establish theirs on lands
once conquered by Islam?

The latter understanding
lies at the core of the ArabIs
raeli conflict. It is why the Arab
states rejected the 1947 UN
Partition Plan that would have
divided the remainder of the
British Palestine Mandate into
Jewish and Arab states. It is
why the Arab states joined mili
tarily to destroy the nascent
State of Israel in 1948. It is why
terrorists repeatedly have at
tacked Israelis and Jewish sites
around the world. It is why all
manner of diplomatic, econom
ic, media, and now, even aca
demic, levers have been em
ployed against Israel.

The Palestinians have many
times been offered a state but
have steadfastly refused. In
their eyes, the cost is far too
high: acceptance of the legiti
macy of a sovereign Mideast
Jewish state, declaration of an
end to conflict, and abandon
ment of “right of return’’ claims
for a dwindling remainder of
real refugees and their multi
generational descendants.

Cutting that Gordian Knot
would instantly sever the sin
ews supporting this decades
long war and rapidly lead to

peace. But that is an action on
ly the Palestinians can take.

RICHARD D. WILKINS
Waterbury, Conn.

At root, rejection
of a Jewish state

IN HIS oped article (“In Mid
dle East, who’s David and who’s
Goliath?” (Feb. 14), H.D.S.
Greenway cites Israel’s fears of
its neighbors and asks, “. . .
how could it be otherwise con
sidering the history of persecu
tion of the Jewish people over
the centuries?” Perhaps Israel’s
expulsion of 750,000 Palestin
ians from their homes in 1948,
its relentless expansion, and its
history of military adventurism
in the region might have great
er impact on its neighbors’ sen
timents than antiSemitism

does?
Greenway also declares that

the withdrawal of Israeli set
tlers in Gaza “. . . was a partial
success because it removed 1
million Palestinians from Isra
el’s control and responsibility.”
Israel still rules over Gaza’s air
space, harbors, and most of its
land crossings. It restricts what
and who may enter or leave the
territory. In what sense does
this not constitute control?

Finally, contrary to the Is
raeli author Ari Shavit’s croco
dile tears over his country’s eth
nic cleansing in 1948, the issue
is not whether or not the Pales
tinians can forgive; it’s whether
Israel is prepared to take mate
rial and specific responsibility
for these crimes.

RICHARD M. NASSER
Brookline

Israel’s deeds
fomented conflict

ECHOES OF HISTORY
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

AFP/GETTY IMAGES

Israeli security forces detain a Palestinian protestor Friday.

IF THE experience of the Quin
cy Police Department and Nor
folk County is any guide, Mayor
Martin Walsh’s decision to de
ploy Narcan in Boston police
cruisers will save many lives
(Mayor Walsh supports over
dose antidote, Metro, Feb. 11).
Narcan, which blocks opiate re
ceptors in the brain long
enough for an overdose victim
to get to a hospital, has been
used more than 200 times in
Quincy since officers began car
rying it in June 2010.

Quincy’s tremendous suc
cess has led to police in Stough
ton and Norwood implement
ing the program this year. My
office is working with Dr. Dan
Muse at Brockton Hospital to
make Narcan available to any
Norfolk County police depart
ment that wants it in cruisers.

Critics may be quick to point
out that Narcan is not the an
swer to the addiction crisis. But
it is clearly an answer to the cri

sis situation that police officers
are consistently facing, what to
do when they are the first to ar
rive at an overdose where sec
onds divide life and death.

The mayor deserves great
credit for this step, and the full
support of law enforcement
and the public.

MICHAEL W. MORRISSEY
Canton

The writer is Norfolk Dis
trict Attorney.

Opiate antidote
a help in Quincy

THE ARTICLE “Solar use will
push energy costs up in Mass.”
(Page A1, Feb. 12) is a mislead
ing portrayal of the costs and
benefits of solar energy. Renew
able energy may be a bit more
expensive today, but in the end
it will help save us from the cy
clical ups and downs of carbon
based fuels, which translate di
rectly to electricity costs.

The Leominster Housing

Authority was the first in Mas
sachusetts to sign a contract to
purchase solar power. Why is
this important to Leominster?
We have 350 units of affordable
housing for seniors. The aver
age rent is just $370 per month
and it includes all utilities. Pur
chasing 55 percent of our ener
gy from solar providers is es
sential to stabilizing our costs
and insuring that we are able to
keep our rents affordable.

Looking forward, our agree
ment has allowed us to project
a cost savings of more than
$1.4 million dollars over the
next 20 years. Purchasing solar
energy will save money for tax
payers because we will require
far less in subsidies from the
state. We applaud Governor
Deval Patrick for his foresight
in making solar energy a priori
ty for Massachusetts.

GENE CAPOCCIA
Leominster

The writer is executive direc
tor of the Leominster Housing
Authority.

Solar will save
in Leominster
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N
EARLY 1,000 days remain until the
2016 presidential election. Yet al
ready it is impossible to escape the
maneuvers, machinations, and me

dia coverage of men and women so consumed
with winning the highest office in the land
that the lust for power all but oozes from their
pores. For as long as most of us can remem
ber, the obsessive quest for the presidency has
been an indelible feature of American politics.
Try to envision successful candidates for the
White House who don’t have that “fire in the
belly,” candidates prepared to accept the job if
it seeks them out, but not driven by such insa
tiable ambition for it that everything else
pales by comparison. It would be easier to en
vision a team of unicorns.

And yet America once had such a presi
dent. He was James A. Garfield of Ohio, a re
markable individual who rose from grinding
poverty to the presidency of the United States
without ever thrusting himself forward as a
candidate for election to anything. It is a
shame that Americans don’t know more about
this gifted yet modest leader, as they doubtless
would had he not been shot by an assassin
just four months after becoming president.

On the eve of Garfield’s inauguration as the
nation’s 20th chief executive, he told a group
of old friends: “This honor comes to me un
sought. I have never had the presidential fe
ver, not even for a day.”

It was true. At every step of his political ca
reer, Garfield had to be urged to serve for the
good of the country. He was first elected to
Congress during the Civil War in 1862, while

he was on active duty as a major
general in the Union Army. The

31yearold Garfield, a Republican
and ardent abolitionist, “receiv[ed] nearly

twice as many votes as his opponent, although
he had done nothing to promote his candida
cy,” writes Candice Millard in “Destiny of the

Republic,” her 2011 history of Garfield’s elec
tion and tragic death. He didn’t take his con
gressional seat for another year — and then
only because President Lincoln pressed him to
do so. “I have resigned my place in the army
and have taken my seat in Congress,” Garfield
wrote in a letter home. “I did this with regret
. . . [b]ut the President told me he dared not
risk a single vote in the House.”

A competent lawmaker with a reputation
for conciliation, Garfield served nine terms in
the House, before being elected to the US Sen
ate in 1880. It was as Ohio’s senatorelect that

he arrived that June at the Republican Nation
al Convention in Chicago. He had come to
serve as floor manager for Treasury Secretary
(and fellow Ohioan) John Sherman in what
was expected to be a threeway fight for the
GOP nomination. The other leading contend
ers were former president Ulysses S. Grant
and US Senator James G. Blaine of Maine.

But none of the three could win the 379
votes needed for nomination. As the conven
tion remained deadlocked through ballot after
ballot, some delegates began floating Gar
field’s name as a compromise. On the 34th

ballot, after a day and a half of voting, 17
votes were unexpectedly cast for Garfield.
Dumbfounded, he rose to protest, objecting
vehemently to any effort to nominate him.

“The announcement contains votes for
me,” said Garfield, who had remained loyal to
Sherman. “No man has a right, without the
consent of the person voted for, to announce
that person’s name and vote for him in this
convention. Such consent I have not given—”

Before he could finish, the convention
chairman gaveled him out of order. The poll
ing continued. On the 35th ballot, there were
50 votes for Garfield. By the 36th, with even
Sherman throwing his support to his ally, it
was all over. Garfield was nominated with 399
votes. As the convention erupted in cheers
and song, a “shocked and sickened” Garfield
was beset by wellwishers. To one delegate’s
congratulations, he replied: “I am very sorry
that this has become necessary.”

Five months later, he was elected presi
dent. On March 4, 1881, he was sworn in, and
delivered an inaugural address passionate in
its emphasis on the rights of freed blacks.
“Former slaves in the crowd openly wept,”
Millard recounts. Many more Americans wept
six months later, when Garfield died of the
gunshot wound he had received on July 2,
1881.

“I suppose I am morbidly sensitive about
any reference to my own achievements,” Gar
field once acknowledged. “I so much despise a
man who blows his own horn, that I go to the
other extreme.”

Not many presidents have been more suit
ed for high office than this admirable man
who never lusted for power. Would that his
like were in the mix for 2016.

Jeff Jacoby can be reached at
jacoby@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@jeff_jacoby.

JEFF JACOBY

The man who didn’t want to be president
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James A. Garfield, a compromise Republican nominee, was elected president in 1880.

I
T’S EASY to recognize a former res
taurant dishwasher. Long, deep
scars often line their forearms —
the result of nights when, as the
lowest on the chain of kitchen
workers, they must plunge their

hands into boiling hot water to unclog in
dustrialsize dishwashing machines. An
other requirement is hauling heavy dish
tubs across slippery kitchens. For this
backbreaking work, the hourly pay fre
quently doesn’t exceed the state minimum
wage of $8. Undocumented workers often
make significantly less. If a dishwasher
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in
the kitchen, usually prepping salads, for
no extra pay. “Paying your dues quietly is
how to move up in a kitchen,” says Jonny
Arévalo, who worked at several Boston
restaurants, including Bennigan’s, for nine
years. “Then some other poor guy takes
your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United
States is exploding, just as the income gap
is widening. The trends are related: While
expansion of other industries often leads
to higher wages and greater opportunities,
growth in the restaurant business does
not. Shielded by a powerful lobby and a
franchise system that makes union orga
nizing difficult and impractical, it provides
the scraps at the bottom of the income lad
der. The food service industry is the prov
ince of kitchen workers
who must enlist govern
ment investigators to col
lect the bare minimum
that the law entitles them
to receive; wait staff who
earn a punishingly low
$2.13 per hour nationally
in exchange for tips whose
distribution is often con
trolled by management;
and fastfood employees
who work for chains that
explicitly advise them to
apply for food stamps and
other government aid to
supplement their unlivable
pay.

These low wages do not
represent an efficient,
marketdriven distribution
of labor. Because waiters
making poverty wages
turn to public aid, Ameri
can taxpayers effectively
subsidize the restaurant industry to the
tune of $7 billion per year. All this for an
industry that isn’t beset by global competi
tion — as industrial manufacturers are —
and doesn’t represent a vital national in
terest, like energy or utilities. In fact, the
economic arguments against policies that
would raise the wages of restaurant work
ers are distinctly unimpressive. Claims
that higher wages would result in fewer
jobs aren’t borne out by the experience of
California, which bolted ahead of Massa
chusetts and other states years ago by pro
hibiting the practice of giving submini
mum paychecks to workers in jobs with
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 de
spite workers having higher guaranteed
pay, outpacing Massachusetts’ projected
jobs growth of 5.7 percent over the same
period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con
certed effort to remove the loopholes that
allow many restaurants to keep their
workers in dire circumstances. Concern
for the children of such workers ought to
be enough of an incentive to mount an ef
fort to raise salaries. But there is a larger
reason to elevate the status of restaurant
employees: It would be the single most ef
fective way to combat income inequality in
a country where the gap between rich and
poor is soaring to levels not seen since be
fore the stock market crash of 1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a
vastly disproportionate share of lowwage
workers. By changing a few policies and
adjusting some industry practices, the na
tion could sharply reduce the numbers of
families in poverty and enhance the mid

dle class while actually saving taxpayer
dollars. It’s time to start moving in this
sensible direction, both in Massachusetts
and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintessen
tial industry of a challenging 21stcentury
economy. Timepressed Americans eat out
for at least five meals a week, and the aver
age household spent $2,620 on food away
from home in 2011, according to the Na
tional Restaurant Association. A thriving
restaurant scene like Boston’s, with its fine
dining and food trucks, is an integral part
of a modern city. Massachusetts’ restau
rants alone are projected to ring up $13.5
billion in sales for 2014. Yet as fine diners
increasingly seek out organic, farmtota
ble cuisine, few think much of the work
force making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors
is grim. The 13 millionplus restaurant
workers in the United States face a poverty
rate that is nearly three times that of the
rest of the country’s workforce, and the in
dustry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying
American jobs, according to federal labor
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts,
for instance, made $10.29 per hour on av
erage in 2012. (That figure is telling in it
self, as it includes dishwashers at hotels,
universities, and health care facilities, who
are usually union workers and nationally

earn on average nearly $3
more per hour than restau
rant dishwashers.) Re
search done by MIT puts a
livable wage for Boston —
the minimum income
someone needs to live ade
quately given local costs of
living — at $12.65 for a sin
gle adult and $22.40 for a
family of four.

Moreover, these jobs
come with few of the bene
fits that workers in other
industries take for granted.
Health coverage is rarely
offered; paid sick leave, va
cation time, and 401(k)s
are virtually unheard of.
Schedules often change on
a weekly or even daily ba
sis, making child care a
nightmare to arrange. And
forget about job security.
Restaurant analyst Victor

Fernandez says annual turnover is above
95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consumers
begin to pressure the industry. While din
ers feel empowered to ask whether pro
duce was purchased locally or if chickens
were given free range to lay their eggs,
they don’t feel comfortable questioning
the treatment of employees, despite
mounting evidence of violations of labor
laws and poor conditions for workers. Din
ers, either through their political represen
tatives or their own complaints to manag
ers, should argue that workers be given:
RHourly wages at or above a living

wage for individuals.
R Payment for all the time they work,

including overtime.
ROpportunities to organize if they

choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should summon
the courage to reject the demands of the
National Restaurant Association, which is
largely responsible for Massachusetts’
“tipped minimum wage” — under which
restaurants are allowed to pay workers
just $2.63 with the hardtoenforce under
standing that tips will make up the rest of
the way to at least $8 per hour. California,
for its part, has guaranteed that all restau
rant workers will earn at least $10 per
hour by 2016, through a straightforward
paycheck, with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low
wages and poor working conditions on
slim profit margins amid intense competi
tion. But raising wages across the board
wouldn’t change the competition; every
outlet would have to play under the same
rules and demands. And while consumers
should expect somewhat higher prices to

cover higher la
bor costs, some
restaurants in
sist that better
paid workers are
more reliable and
stay in their jobs long
enough to make up in
efficiency for what
they’re costing in extra wag
es.

In reality, employers get
away with paying little and
treating workers badly simply
because they can. There ar
en’t many other opportuni
ties in Massachusetts for
workers with few or no skills,
especially if they are undocu
mented. In 2012, there were
1.8 job seekers for every
opening in the restau
rant sector state
wide, a relatively
low figure com
pared to other in
dustries. Yet the data
suggest more than two
thirds of those openings
were for parttime work,
while the vast majority of
the unemployed want full
time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from
Latin America — most often from
Colombia, El Salvador, or Brazil — fill res
taurant kitchens. Many, because they have
limited English or are in the country ille
gally, are simply glad for paying work.
Supporting family here and back home,
they often string together two or three jobs
to make ends meet. “They start at 7 a.m. in
one kitchen doing prep, then leave for a
second shift, working until midnight or 1
a.m.,” says Arévalo, who was a pilot in his
native Colombia and now runs the worker
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For
Occupational Safety and Health (Mass
COSH).

Filiberto Lopez moved to Boston from
El Salvador seven years ago in hopes of
finding the American Dream, and ended
up sleeping in the kitchen of a East Boston
Peruvian restaurant. He worked more
than 80 hours a week there, schlepping
200pound sacks of flour from the kitch
en’s basement storage area, cleaning the
restaurant after hours, even maintaining
its air filters and electrical system. His
boss, himself an immigrant, was verbally
abusive, regularly referring to Lopez as
“Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak Eng
lish and didn’t have legal documents,” Lo
pez says. “I assumed I had no rights at all.”
Lopez has moved on to work at other Bos
ton restaurants, and has helped Mass
COSH identify other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the in
dustry, and not just at struggling ethnic
outlets in distant neighborhoods. It starts
with failure to pay overtime. State law ex
empts eateries from paying timeanda
half for more than 40 hours of work in one
week. However, federal laws do not — and
if a restaurant makes more than $500,000
in gross annual sales, it is compelled to fol
low the federal law. Local establishments
have also been found to be breaking child
labor laws, failing to pay minimum wage,
or failing to pay workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under
more scrutiny than most. The Boston of
fice of the US Department of Labor con
ducted 165 investigations in the restau
rant industry in fiscal year 2013, collecting
more than $1.7 million in back wages
from employers who violated wageand

hour laws. Among those cited for various
violations since 2009 by the Labor Depart
ment, state Attorney General’s Office, and
other enforcement agencies are some of
the Boston area’s most popular dining es
tablishments: Not Your Average Joes; the
Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap;
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Mira
cle of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory
Row; and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat
rick Lyons and Ed Sparks agreed to pay
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the
restaurants they own, including Towne,
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In
what is a common practice, Lyons and
Sparks had contracted out their labor to
an agency that not only failed to pay em
ployees but also disappeared. At the end of
the day, though, the law rightly holds the
restaurants responsible for ensuring their
workers are fully paid. “Know who you’re
doing business with,” Lyons warns. “Or
you’ll end up paying at least twice what
you owed in the first place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could
help. During his campaign, Walsh pledged
his support for a livable wage. A first step
for his administration toward achieving
that would be to streamline the permitting
process. By allowing restaurants to open
and operate with less red tape, overhead
could be reduced, and capital freed up for
owners to pay their workers a higher
wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone.
Last summer Curtatone championed and
passed a citywide ordinance put forward
by local activists that now prevents em
ployers who are guilty of wage theft from
getting or renewing permits. This law
should be replicated across Massachusetts.
“If you break the law and don’t pay your
workers what they’re owed, you won’t do
business in Somerville,” Curtatone says.

That’s a message any business owner
will understand.
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TODAY: IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of de
portation, and outright wage
theft plague the restaurant
industry.

MONDAY: TIPPING
Meant as a reward, tips in
stead make up much of a
worker’s pay— if the money
even gets to them.

TUESDAY: FAST FOOD
Higher wages for fastfood
jobs would benefit workers,
business, and government.

WEDNESDAY: UNIONS
Restaurant workers need to
fight for their rights. So why
aren’t they organizing?
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GUARANTEED INCOME
FOR ALL AMERICANS?

THE GLOBE deserves congratula
tions for running Leon Neyfakh’s
piece on guaranteed income (”Money
for all,” Ideas, Feb. 9). As the global
economy churns out epic levels of in
equality, our greatest challenge will
be to craft an alternative system that
will be both sensible and moral. As
Neyfakh expresses it, we’ll need to de
couple people’s “value in society from
their ability to do a job.”

The recession is so stubborn be
cause it’s not really a recession at all.
Rather, we’re in a historic shift, in
which technology and economy are
permanently diminishing the value of
human labor. The longer we deny this

reality, by scolding the swelling num
bers of unemployed and underem
ployed as moral failures, the harder it
will be to embrace potential solutions
like the guaranteed income. Our
longterm future will veer in one of
two directions: largescale redistribu
tion of the fruits of economic produc
tivity, or fullblown collapse. And if it
turns out to be the latter, we can be
sure that the overmoralizing about
labor, to defend unsustainable levels
of inequality, will have played a major
part.

JEREMY RAYMONDJACK
Roslindale

Linking job status,
moral worthmust end

I AM responding to the article “Mon
ey for all” (Ideas, Feb. 9), about a
guaranteed income for every Ameri

can. As a mature person who grew up
surrounded by immigrant families
who successfully achieved the Ameri
can dream, I believe that cash hand
outs would often discourage work. In
stead, our society could fund credit
cards for all citizens — one for hous
ing, one for electricity and heat, and
one for nutritious foods only. Basic
health care would be provided to all.

With essential needs met, and no
threat of losing those supports, fami
lies would benefit from even low
wage jobs. They would be motivated
to make the most of what they had.
People could combine their housing
credits to upgrade where they would
live. Families could share child care
(and housing) while the adults
worked varying shifts. The guaran
teed basic benefits would also encour
age artists, musicians, and people
with startup ideas to pursue their en

deavors even though they would earn
little at first.

Most of us would probably pay
more taxes, but we’d all receive the
credits to apply to our essential ex
penses. Our society can only benefit
when more people become motivated
towork and to improve their lives.

JOSÉE KLENTAK
Medfield

Give credits
not cash

WHILE THE future of Roman Catho
lic teaching on subjects such as mar
riage and divorce may be uncertain, I
hope for a day when Catholic clergy
no longer purport to explain it simply
by stating that “the church needs to
be faithful to the Gospel and to
Christ’s teaching,” as Cardinal Sean
O’Malley did in the interview pub
lished last Sunday. (“Pope softening
tone, not stance, O’Malley says,” Page
A1, Feb. 9). Such remarks deeply of
fend members of other churches (and
many Catholics) who would make the
very same statement but have
reached different theological and
moral conclusions.

F. DAVIS DASSORI
Hingham

O’Malley’s certainty
offensive to many

THE GLOBE and academics seem to
be missing the point of gun buyback
programs (“A statement, not a strate
gy,” Editorial, Feb. 11; “Success of gun
buyback programs is debated,” Metro,
Feb. 13).

With the number of guns in circu
lation in America (at least 300 million)
it is unlikely that taking 1,000 or 2,000
off the streets would make an immedi
ate difference in the crime rate. But
that is not what should be measured.

As public health leaders have point
ed out, guns are a leading cause of
death for children and teens, second
only to car accidents. Gun buybacks
are catalysts bringing clergy, youth,
parents, and police together to talk
about the impact of guns, and provide
a safe avenue to get rid of guns that
may have been obtained in fear, anger,
or for purposes of retaliation.

We have to address why young peo
ple might not feel safe in their neigh
borhood or in their school; and that’s
another reason to be at the same table
to devise and implement comprehen
sive strategies. Prevention, interven
tion, and enforcement are all needed.

KATHERINE MAINZER
Boston

The writer is cofounder of Citizens
for Safety.

Buying guns,
promoting talk

JORGE MARTINEZ’S comments are
spoton “that every gun you get off the
street is a small victory” (“Success of
gun buyback programs is debated,”
Metro, Feb 13).

It may be public relations, and it
may make people feel good, but it also
does more. I was involved in a buyback
in the 1990s in Hyde Square where we
used it as an organizing tool to involve
the community.

BILL ALLAN
Roslindale

More than P.R.

NOT JUST
ABOUT GUNS

GLOBE FILE

Guns from a buyback program.

REUTERS

Cardinal Sean P. O’Malley, right, with the future Pope Francis in 2013.

THE POPE
AND THE CARDINAL

THE RECENT interview with Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley (“Pope softening
tone, not substance, O’Malley says,”
Page A1, Feb. 9) avoided the most
pressing question — “Is the pope pro
choice?” A careful listening to Francis
suggests the answer is “Yes.” He has
instructed his 4,000 or so bishops to
minimize their antiabortion preach
ing, and that will probably mean a
cutback in classic prolife activity, i.e.
efforts to create civil law that would
prohibit or greatly reduce the avail
ability of abortion.

O’Malley’s spin that the pope is
only changing emphasis and the
pope’s statment that abortion is hor

rific are boundtofail efforts to main
tain an illusion of orthodoxy. Francis
is what he is, another Jesuit in the

traditon of the late congressman and
Jesuit priest Robert Drinan, and he is
unlikely to change.

The real question for Catholics is
what the next conclave to elect a pope
will bring — an affirmation of Francis’
new direction or a return to the hard
line.

TOM TIERNEY
Framingham

A prochoice
pontiff?

IN THE Sunday Globe article ”Pope
softening tone, not stance, says
O’Malley” (Page A1, Feb. 9), Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley says the Vatican
needs national bishops’ conferences
to provide “some clarity about what
the expectations are around the
world” with regard to allegations of
child sexual abuse by priests.

How can Cardinal O’Malley seri
ously believe that human decency,
moral principles, and legal statutes
are not enough guidance for church
leaders when dealing with child
abuse?

Does he not believe the molesta
tion and rape of children are inher
ently wrong, even in the absence of
clarity in church policies? If the
bishops of the church need clarity
on these issues, they need to read
the 2,000year record of Christian
writings on ethics and morals.

ROBERT DUNCAN
Scituate

If Vatican needs
clarity on abuse,
it should consult
Christianmoral texts

For many restaurant workers,
fair conditions not on menu
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W
hen challenged on their low
wages and lack of benefits,
fastfood chains tend to depict
their workers as teenagers sav

ing for college, for whom the hourly re
ceipts are a step toward a better future rath
er than a way to make ends meet now. Ap
parently, all those smiling kids wear their
brightly colored smocks and golf visors with
the same pride as Marines donning their
colors, and are just as happy to serve. But
those workers, if they exist, are a distinct
minority.

They should meet Hope Shaw, the 38
yearold single mother of three who is assis
tant manager at Dunkin’ Donuts on Boston
Street. She, too, likes to serve. But her life is
one of unrequited toil. She lives paycheck to
paycheck. Her heating gas was shut off last
winter for failure to pay; the electric bill for
her Dorchester apartment is consistently
three months overdue. She’s gone without
health insurance for more than a year. “My
rent is $1,100 a month,” she says. “Every
month I feel like I’m choosing between pay
ing that or putting food on the table.”

Yet, six days a week, Shaw leaves her
home before 4 a.m. to work a ninehour
shift overseeing the sale of donuts, bagels,
and flatbread sandwiches, while coping
with customers who expect their coffee to
be prepared exactly as they please
and only sometimes drop a pen
ny in the tip can. She’s been
promoted twice in the five
years she’s worked at the
store, and her hourly pay has
gone from $8 to $10. She
made slightly less than
$24,000 last year.

Despite working full
time, she and her family
remain submerged be
neath the poverty rate
for Boston residents.
Shaw’s predicament
is common among
her fastfood colleagues. Nationally, the me
dian wage for frontline fastfood workers is
$8.94 per hour, according to an analysis by
the advocacy group National Employment
Law Project.

Among those workers, about 70 percent
are over age 20. And of that 70 percent, a
third have a college degree. Most employees
are depending on those jobs to support
themselves and their families. “We can’t
make it out here,” Shaw says.

Fastfoodworkers in Boston and across
the country have been striking since last
summer for higher pay. They’re demanding
that national fastfood chains enter into col
lective bargaining for a minimum wage of
$15 per hour, more than twice the federal
minimum wage, and paid sick leave. They
make a compelling case.

Right now, it’s public assistance that is
making up the difference. Half of fastfood
workers’ families rely on government aid at
a cost of $7 billion per year to American tax
payers, according to recent research done at
the University of California at Berkeley and
the University of Illinois at UrbanaCham
paign. This aid amounts to a massive public
subsidy to multibilliondollar private corpo
rations.

McDonald’s alone costs taxpayers an es
timated $1.2 billion each year. One employ
ee last fall recorded a staff member on the
company’s “McResource” line urging the
fulltime worker to sign up for food stamps,
Medicaid, and welfare. The hotline, which
was recently shut down, routinely helped
employees and their families enroll in state
and local assistance programs.

Social safety nets exist for a reason. But
enabling profitable companies to keep
workers on at poverty wages is a poor use of
scarce government resources. Little in the
McDonald’s financial statements indicates
it can’t afford to pay employees more. In
2012, net income topped $5 billion, and the
company paid out another $5.5 billion in
dividends and stock buybacks. CEO Donald
Thompson earned a salary of nearly $14
million — or about $7,000 per hour. In fact,
industrywide research by the Economic
Policy Institute finds that restaurant CEO
pay was 788 times higher than average em
ployee earnings last year — a stark example
of the way executives can reward them
selves for keeping the wages of others low.

The simplest solution is to raise the min
imum wage. The Massachusetts Senate has

voted to increase the minimum wage from
$8 an hour to $11 by 2016, and the House is
currently negotiating its own bill. Because
the value of the minimum wage hasn’t kept
pace with inflation, a fulltime minimum
wage worker now makes the equivalent of
$5,400 a year less than in 1968, according
to the Massachusetts Budget and Policy
Center. Not surprisingly, nearly 80 percent
of the public supports minimum wage in
creases.

But the national food chains haven’t of
fered good evidence for why they shouldn’t
start workers’ wages at $15 per hour in
stead. McDonald’s frequently cites the fact
that it already offers “competitive pay,” sug
gesting that anything more would put it at a
competitive disadvantage. But if the top 10
chains entered collective bargaining and
agreed to $15, that argument goes away.

Then there is the counterexample of In
NOut Burger, a West Coast regional chain
that’s become a cult favorite. InNOut takes
pride in paying starting employees $10.50
an hour, and within a few months most are
making at least $2 more. The company of
fers benefits including vision, medical, and
dental for part and fulltime associates. As
sistant managers can make up to $70,000
annually; managers as much as $120,000.

And InNOut’s 280 loca
tions brought in $651

million in sales in
2012, which is
more than twice
the perstore aver
age at Dunkin’
Donuts’ 7,360 US

locations.
Burger King ex

ecutives prefer to
blame low wages on the

franchise model, in which
outlets are separately owned
and managed, even though
Burger King maintains tight
control of the product line,

restaurant design, amenities, and pricing. It
has said it “doesn’t make hiring, firing, or
employmentrelated decisions for our fran
chisees.” Indeed, the company that enforces
tight specifications for everything from the
weight of the Whopper to the amount of oil
in the French fries makes absolutely no pro
vision for minimum wages or conditions of
employment. Requiring its franchisees to
pay a living wage through its franchise con
tract isn’t anywhere on the radar screen.

It’s a telling omission. Franchise own
ers, worried about higher labor costs, could
demand lower corporate fees in return. The
tradeoff could lower corporate profits. So
workers and customers are paying the price
instead.

Would the price of fast food soar with a
higher minimum wage? It’s not likely. Econ
omists at UC Berkeley have estimated a $15
wage would cost consumers about 10 per
cent more. (Americans spent, on average,
about $2,620 on eating out in 2011, accord
ing to the National Restaurant Association.)
A separate 2006 study suggests menu prices
would rise about 17 percent with a $15
minimum wage, according to the Employ
ment Policies Institute.

Breaking down the McDonald’s 2012 an
nual report provides a little more clarity. At
companyrun stores, profit margins are
above 10 percent, but payroll and employee
benefits add up to about 25 percent of sales
at these locations. That means, if compen
sation were to double and no other expens
es lowered to offset that rise, prices would
have to increase by about 25 percent, or $1
more per Big Mac, to make up the differ
ence. Industry associations insist that any
higher prices would drive away customers
and result in fewer jobs. Some diners might
indeed go elsewhere or eat at home. But
most fastfood customers are less pricesen
sitive; those motivated mostly by conve
nience wouldn’t cross state lines or turn to
the Internet to save $1 on a fastfood lunch.
Meanwhile, restaurants could count on
lower training and recruitment costs as
turnover — now close to 100 percent per
year for fastfood chains — is reduced.

In return, the extra $5 per hour would
transform the lives of hard workers like
Shaw and their kids. “I could stop worrying
about our monthly bills today and start
planning for the future,” she said.

Tomorrow: Unions and advocates need to
step up organizing restaurant workers.
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For $1 per Big Mac, a truly
livable salary for millions
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I READ with interest “GOP
adds forprofit muscle to the
fray” (Page A1, Feb. 14) and my
immediate thought was the Re
publicans must not have much
faith in their message to voters.
Obviously they want to be like
the conservative billionaire
Koch brothers, who pour mon
ey into campaigns to defeat vul
nerable elected officials who do
not agree with their philosophy.

It’s no surprise that Mitt
Romney, who was recorded
during the 2012 campaign
voicing his low opinion of 47
percent of the population,
strongly endorses this new
group, called America Rising.

One statement in the article
by reporter Noah Bierman
stands out and should be of
concern of every voter about
how this group will operate: “As
a forprofit, America Rising
wants the best of all worlds —
unlimited funds, undisclosed
contributors, and close coordi
nation with campaigns.”

This means no accountabili
ty to the public for the money it
raises and the messages it
sends out on behalf of its fa
vored candidates.

I am fully aware of the mon
ey that is raised for any politi
cian to run for office. But much
of this money is monitored by
government. America Rising
will not be watched. If many
are disturbed by what the Koch
brothers have done with their
fortune, how are they going to
feel about this group, which
will do whatever it wants with
money from the very wealthy?

I have no ties to any one
party. I vote for whoever I think
will do the job. But what I don’t
want is a group that feels the

only way it can ensure a win is
to use unlimited amounts of
money to put out whatever
messages it wants.

PAULA CARAVELLA
Plymouth

Whowatches
‘America Rising?’

ROBERT E. COOKE, a creator
of Head Start, the popular pre
school program, died on Feb.
10. Cooke, who was born in At
tleboro and died on Martha’s
Vineyard, recommended in
1965 that the Johnson admin
istration establish the program.

Over the last few years,
funding for Head Start has
been in turmoil, leading to
2,015 Massachusetts children
being shut out of the program
last fall. As Cooke understood
so well, early childhood educa
tion is a costeffective, proven
way of getting kids a head start
at an early age and gives every
child a fair shot at success later
on.

Studies on these programs
indicate that their participants
spend less time in jail, more
time in school, and cost the tax
payers less by reducing the
need for expensive programs
like special education. Yet thou
sands of children in Massachu
setts don’t have access. We
should honor Cooke’s legacy by
making sure that every child in
Massachusetts has access to
highquality early education.

JAY EPSTEIN
Boston

HonorHead Start
creator’s legacy

OF ALL the reactions to the
child protection crisis, one that
is very concerning is the bill
passed by the Massachusetts
House to take discretion away
from the Department of Chil
dren and Families to approve
families for foster homes where
there is criminal history (“Bill
targets foster homes with for
mer convicts,” Metro, Feb. 13).

Contrary to the statement of
the bill’s sponsor, Representa
tive Bradley H. Jones Jr., DCF
has an effective, wellestab
lished policy for assessing crim
inal histories in families. It in
cludes thorough procedures for
gathering and assessing infor
mation and requires oversight
and approval on several admin
istrative levels before any home
where a family member has
criminal history is approved.

Many relatives of children in
foster care have been involved
with the criminal justice sys
tem at some point. But these
incidents may be decades old
and pose no risk to children.
Over the years the child welfare
system has embraced kinship
care. Research has found that
children in kinship foster care
experience fewer placement
changes, have fewer behavior
problems, experience less anxi
ety and depression, and are
more likely to report that they
“always felt loved” than chil
dren placed in unrelated foster
homes where they do not know

the family.
Although the ban would on

ly be temporary until the report
of the Child Welfare League of
America is received, it would
further reduce already limited
options for children who need
placement outside their homes.
The Legislature should hold off
passage of this misinformed
bill until the report is received.

JANET WATSON
Norwell

DCF doesn’t need
this restriction

ANYONE SHOCKED that casi
nos use hardball tactics to col
lect on gambling debts is truly
naïve (“Conn. casinos employ
hardball tactic to collect debts,”
Metro, Feb. 9).

I travel to Las Vegas regular
ly for work. One time I needed
a haircut and asked the stylist
in my hotelcasino if she was a
Las Vegas native. “No,” she re
plied. Her husband had been
moved by the casino from Wis
consin when he was promoted
to floor boss (a big job in a big
casino). She explained that she
liked the area, especially the
weather, but her husband
didn’t like his new job much.

I was surprised because I
thought it would be an exciting
job. She said that he liked the
gaming part of the job and the
people he worked with were
great, “but what really gets him
down is that once or twice a

week he has to sit someone
down in his office and explain
to them that they are broke. He
tells them the casino now owns
all that they used to own. And
then he asks them, ‘Do you
want me to call your spouse or
do you want to?’ He hates that
part of his job,” she said.

Casinos are profitable be
cause most gamblers lose.
Some losing gamblers will le
verage all their life’s posses
sions for one more bet. When
they lose, you can bet the casi
no will collect that debt.

BILL MCKENNEY
Lexington

Casino rules:
Lose all, pay all
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more. In 2012, net income topped $5 bil-
lion, and the company paid out another $5.5 
billion in dividends and stock buybacks. CEO 
Donald Thompson earned a salary of nearly 
$14 million — or about $7,000 per hour. In 
fact, industry-wide research by the Economic 
Policy Institute finds that restaurant CEO pay 
was 788 times higher than average employee 
earnings last year — a stark example of the 
way executives can reward themselves for 
keeping the wages of others low.

The simplest solution is to raise the min-
imum wage. The Massachusetts Senate has 
voted to increase the minimum wage from 
$8 an hour to $11 by 2016, and the House 
is currently negotiating its own bill. Because 
the value of the minimum wage hasn’t kept 
pace with inflation, a full-time minimum 
wage worker now makes the equivalent of 
$5,400 a year less than in 1968, according to 
the Massachusetts Budget and Policy Center. 
Not surprisingly, nearly 80 percent of the 
public supports minimum wage increases.

But the national food chains haven’t 
offered good evidence for why they shouldn’t 
start workers’ wages at $15 per hour instead. 
McDonald’s frequently cites the fact that it 
already offers “competitive pay,” suggesting 
that anything more would put it at a compet-
itive disadvantage. But if the top 10 chains 
entered collective bargaining and agreed to 
$15, that argument goes away.

Then there is the counterexample of In-
N-Out Burger, a West Coast regional chain 
that’s become a cult favorite. In-N-Out takes 
pride in paying starting employees $10.50 
an hour, and within a few months most are 
making at least $2 more. The company offers 
benefits including vision, medical, and dental 
for part- and full-time associates. Assistant 
managers can make up to $70,000 annually; 
managers as much as $120,000. And In-N-
Out’s 280 locations brought in $651 million 
in sales in 2012, which is more than twice 
the per-store average at Dunkin’ Donuts’ 
7,360 US locations.

Burger King executives prefer to blame 
low wages on the franchise model, in which 
outlets are separately owned and managed, 
even though Burger King maintains tight 
control of the product line, restaurant design, 
amenities, and pricing. It has said it “doesn’t 
make hiring, firing, or employment-related 
decisions for our franchisees.” Indeed, the 

company that enforces tight specifications 
for everything from the weight of the Whop-
per to the amount of oil in the french fries 
makes absolutely no provision for minimum 
wages or conditions of employment. Re-
quiring its franchisees to pay a living wage 
through its franchise contract isn’t anywhere 
on the radar screen.

It’s a telling omission. franchise own-
ers, worried about higher labor costs, could 
demand lower corporate fees in return. The 
tradeoff could lower corporate profits. So 
workers and customers are paying the price 
instead.

Would the price of fast food soar with a 
higher minimum wage? It’s not likely. Econ-
omists at UC Berkeley have estimated a $15 
wage would cost consumers about 10 percent 
more. (Americans spent, on average, about 
$2,620 on eating out in 2011, according to 
the National Restaurant Association.) A sepa-
rate 2006 study suggests menu prices would 
rise about 17 percent with a $15 minimum 
wage, according to the Employment Policies 
Institute.

Breaking down the McDonald’s 2012 
annual report provides a little more clarity. 
At company-run stores, profit margins are 
above 10 percent, but payroll and employee 
benefits add up to about 25 percent of sales 
at these locations. That means, if compen-
sation were to double and no other expens-
es lowered to offset that rise, prices would 
have to increase by about 25 percent, or $1 
more per Big Mac, to make up the difference. 
Industry associations insist that any higher 
prices would drive away customers and result 
in fewer jobs. Some diners might indeed go 
elsewhere or eat at home. But most fast-food 
customers are less price-sensitive; those mo-
tivated mostly by convenience wouldn’t cross 
state lines or turn to the Internet to save $1 
on a fast-food lunch. Meanwhile, restaurants 
could count on lower training and recruit-
ment costs as turnover — now close to 100 
percent per year for fast-food chains — is 
reduced.

In return, the extra $5 per hour would 
transform the lives of hard workers like Shaw 
and their kids. “I could stop worrying about 
our monthly bills today and start planning 
for the future,” she said.
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I
N NEARLY a decade of working at the
Burger King across from the Boston
Common, Kyle King’s hourly pay has
risen from $8 to $8.15. Unable to af

ford rent on a place of his own, the 46year
old lives with his brother in a small Rox
bury apartment. Fed up, King decided to
join a oneday nationwide strike of fast food
workers last August and told the Globe as
much. Things at work then went from bad
to worse for King.

The day after he appeared in the news
paper, King arrived at Burger King for a
scheduled shift only to be told to go home;
he wouldn’t be needed that day. In the
weeks that followed, he saw his
20hour schedule whittled
down to fewer than nine
hours per week.

About 4 miles away,
Georgina Guiterrez, a
prep cook at the Burger
King on Washington
Street in Dorchester, be
lieves she has faced similar
payback. She says the owner
of that franchise called work
ers who chose to strike “trai
tors.” Guiterrez earns $8.25 an
hour after four years on the
job; she received a 25cent
raise in August when the own
er was trying to persuade her
not to strike. She did anyway,
and since then has seen her
hours halved from 38 to barely
20 some weeks. That has been
devastating to Guiterrez, who
supports her disabled mother
and three nieces and nephews
with her Burger King pay. (Nei
ther the chain nor the franchi
sees in question responded to
requests for comment.)

According to the US Depart
ment of Labor, fewer than 2
percent of food service workers
are unionized. It shows. Em
ployees like King and Guiterrez
are at a major disadvantage
when demanding better pay
and working conditions. Aver
age wages in the sector have
stagnated at just above the fed
eral minimum wage, $7.25 an
hour, for two decades. About
13 percent of fastfood workers
have employersponsored
health benefits, compared with
59 percent of the workforce as
a whole. Whether through tra
ditional unions or some other
vehicle, one of the quickest
ways to improve the lot of most
restaurant employees would be
for them to band together.

Larger unions often have trouble mak
ing inroads into restaurants because of the
smallscale nature of the business, with its
momandpop eateries and franchised fast
food outlets. Fortunately, less conventional
advocates for workers are filling the gap.

One promising example is New York
based Restaurant Opportunities Center
United, which recently expanded its efforts
to Boston. The advocacy group is probably
best known for a $5.25 million settlement it
helped win against celebrity chef Mario
Batali in 2012 after servers at several of
Batali’s famed restaurants alleged their em
ployer had violated the Fair Labor Stan
dards Act, in part by pocketing gratuities.
Beyond its workplace justice campaigns,
however, ROCUnited offers its 10,000 na
tionwide members benefits such as free job
training and an affordable health plan. In

Boston, this work should complement local
immigrant worker centers, which already
help collect unpaid wages, connect employ
ees to enforcement agencies, and provide
multilingual education on workers’ rights.

To see the impact that better organizing
can have, one needn’t look much farther
than Boston’s college campuses. Traditional
unions have had the most success organizing
food service workers at large institutions,
such as hotels, hospitals, and universities.
Boston’s Unite Here Local 26 has negotiated
collective bargaining agreements on behalf
of food workers at several local schools, in
cluding Harvard, Northeastern, Brandeis,

and MIT. “What we found in
nonunion settings were
pay rates that ranged from
$9 to $11 and health ben
efits with premiums, co

pays, and deductibles so
high the employees couldn’t

afford them,” says Brian
Lang, Local 26’s president.

With Local 26’s help, Lang
says, pay has risen significant

ly, employees’ share of their
health coverage has dropped to
as little as $4 a week, and work
ers are ensured regular sched
ules, including set days off. As
union members, they also have
access to legal help, lowinter
est loans to buy homes, and ed
ucational initiatives such as
English lessons and GED prep.

Up to now, unions have gen
erally shied away from trying
to organize fastfood workers
one independently owned fran
chise at a time. But what if they
set their sights higher? Chains
like McDonald’s, KFC, and
Burger King already dictate
many details of franchise oper
ations, from staff uniforms to
marketing to the prices they
can charge for certain menu
items. If they wanted, national
fastfood chains could also in
sist that franchisees abide by
collectively bargained wage
standards. The main thing pre
venting the chains from negoti
ating such agreements is the
likely rise in worker salaries.

Fortunately, the National
Labor Relations Board came to
Kyle King’s aid. Under the
Obama administration, the
panel has recognized that, even
though the might of labor has
declined, workers’ rights still
need protection. It has empha
sized key parts of the National

Labor Relations Act that allow for any em
ployees to join together and seek better
terms, with or without a union, says Boston
labor attorney Louis Mandarini, who filed a
complaint with the board on King’s behalf.

Because King was exercising his right to
contact the media about inadequate working
conditions, the NLRB complaint prompted
the owners of the Burger King franchise
where he works to settle with King. He will
have his pay reinstated for the day he was
sent home after the Aug. 29 strike, and
Burger King has committed to upping King’s
weekly hours significantly.

But it’s crucial to note who connected
King to his legal representation: MassUnit
ing, a local labor group financed in part by
the Service Employees International Union.
As King put it, “I wouldn’t have even known
I had these rights if someone hadn’t been
there to tell me.”

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED

Powerless fastfood workers
need organizers, advocates
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TOM TOLES

MITT ROMNEY’s quote
about Michael Dukakis —
“Mike Dukakis, you know, he
can’t get a job mowing lawns”
— is as uninformed as it is in
sulting (“No, no, not again,
Romney says,” Page A1, Feb.
15). If Romney weren’t so
busy licking his wounds from
his election loss and shuttling
among his four homes, he
would know that former Gov
ernor Dukakis works as a pro
fessor of political science at
Northeastern University and
teaches courses in public poli
cy at other universities
around the country. Dukakis
has devoted his life to public
service and reaching out to
the next generation of civic
leaders. Romney should en
roll in one of his courses.

KAREN ROUSE
Andover

Don’t insult
the professor
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A GLOBE article quotes Mitt
Romney as saying about for
mer Governor Michael Duka
kis, “he can’t get a job mow
ing lawns.” (“No, no, not
again, Romney says,” Page
A1, Feb. 15).

Perhaps Romney should
consider that the meanness
and pettiness exemplified by
this comment may be the rea
son people did not elect him
president in 2012.

NANCY GEOFFRION
PAOLILLO

Brookline

Romney’s quote
mean and petty

IN DEFENSE OF DUKAKIS

CAMBRIDGE FOR LOVERS

I AM writing in regard to the
visitor parking problem that a
couple is having in Cambridge
(“Tough policies on visitor
parking would make Cupid
proud,” Page A1, Feb. 14). Peo
ple at the Cambridge parking
and traffic department are
telling Brookline resident
Brad Verter to move in with
Clementine Feau so he can
prevent his car from being
ticketed overnight. “We’re in
love, and we talk about these
things,” Verter said. “But if I
do, it’s not because the City of
Cambridge tells me to.” He
mentioned that his mother
agrees he should move in.

My own heartfelt sugges
tion is that he take this rela
tionship one big step beyond
what the City of Cambridge
and his mother are advising.
He should get married to the
woman he loves. Since they’ve
been dating for two years, it’s
time to use the “M word.”

After 61 years of marriage,
I wish to all, the same good
luck I had in finding love,
through a long and happy
marriage, with very few park
ing tickets to pay.

IRIS KAUFMAN
Swampscott

Avoid tickets,
find happiness

BRAD VERTER of Brookline
pays Clementine Feau of Cam
bridge frequent overnight vis
its, thereby collecting numer
ous parking tickets (“Tough
policies on visitor parking
would make Cupid proud,”
Page A1 Feb. 14). Cambridge
parking officials ask why he
doesn’t move in with her to
avoid the tickets. I have a dif
ferent question for him. Vert
er is going from Brookline to
Cambridge and clearly not
traveling late at night. Why
don’t you go by T?

EVA S. MOSELEY
Cambridge

Another option
for overnight stays

SECRETARY OF STATE John
Kerry delivered a lecture to In
donesia Sunday about the dan
gers of global warming. (“John
Kerry warns Indonesia on cli
mate threat,” Page A3, Feb. 17).
According to World Bank fig
ures, Indonesian per capita
greenhouse gas emissions are
1.8 metric tons. American per
capita greenhouse gas emis
sions are 17.6 metric tons. So is
it really true, as Kerry said in
his speech, that “unilateral ac
tion by the United States will
not slow the rate of global
warming significantly”?

It is beneath the office of
Secretary of State for Kerry to
go to impoverished Indonesia
and warn its people about a cri
sis that we in the industrialized
world created, that we refuse to
do much of anything about,
and that will harm them more
than us because their nation
consists of thousands of lowly
ing islands.

Secretary Kerry might do
better to return to Washington
and give his speech minus the
“unilateral’ remark where it re
ally needs to be heard: In the
halls of Congress.

GARY RUCINSKI
Newton

The writer is northeast re
gional coordinator for the Citi
zens Climate Lobby.

Wrong nation
for Kerry lecture

AFTER READING the love note
to young Representative Joseph
P. Kennedy III (“A year in, Ken
nedy charts his own course,”
Page A1, Feb. 18), I had to
check my calendar. I thought
Valentine’s Day was last week.

F. B. TOWNLEY
Dover

A bouquet
for Congressman
Kennedy

BILL GREENE/GLOBE STAFF

Former Massachusetts Governors Michael Dukakis, Jane
Swift, and Mitt Romney attend a remembrance for
Governor Paul Cellucci in June.
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SUNDAY:
IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of
deportation, and out
right wage theft plague
the restaurant industry.

MONDAY: TIPPING
Meant as a reward, tips
instead make up much
of a worker’s pay— if
the money even gets to
them.

TUESDAY: FAST FOOD
Higher wages for fast
food jobs would benefit
workers, business, and
government.

TODAY: UNIONS
Restaurant workers
need to fight for their
rights. So why aren’t
they organizing?
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TONY MATELLI’S nearnaked
“Sleepwalker” sculpture on the
Wellesley College campus is the
perfect representation of the
Obama administration’s Syrian
policy, except in one respect. A
sleepwalker will wake up when
he hits a stone wall.

Why did Secretary of State
John Kerry expect progress to
ward regime change in the
failed Geneva discussions,
when the administration has

not taken meaningful steps in
that direction? US rhetoric has
never been coupled with a mili
tary response or significant
military aid to the opposition,
despite the increasing barbarity
of Syrian actions, support for
President Bashir Assad from
Iran and Russia, and assistance
from Hezbollah fighters.

It was a masterstoke for As
sad to agree to surrender his
chemical munitions. By avert
ing US air strikes, this decision
granted Syria a path to a mili

tary victory, The intensified
aerial bombardment of Aleppo,
which followed, went unchal
lenged.

UN mediator Lakhdar Bra
himi had the grace to apologize
to the Syrian people for the fail
ure of the Geneva talks. Expres
sions of regret are too much to
expect from the Obama admin
istration, as is a change in poli
cy to address the unrelenting
slaughter.

NATHANIEL S. SCHNEIDER
Natick

US in a Syria daze

R FOR THE RECORD:A Feb. 17 editorial incorrectly said the Massachusetts Legislature has
not considered raising the state’s tipped minimum wage. State senators voted to raise the
wage last November, though the House has yet to follow suit.

AFP/GETTY IMAGES

John Kerry gestures during
a news conference with
Indonesian Foreign
Minister Marty Natalegawa
in Jakarta Monday.

I
n nearly a decade of working at the 
Burger King across from the Boston 
Common, Kyle King’s hourly pay has 
risen from $8 to $8.15. Unable to afford 

rent on a place of his own, the 46-year-old 
lives with his brother in a small Roxbury 
apartment. Fed up, King decided to join a 
one-day nationwide strike of fast food work-
ers last August and told the Globe as much. 
Things at work then went from bad to worse 
for King.

The day after he appeared in the news-
paper, King arrived at Burger King for a 
scheduled shift only to be told to go home; 
he wouldn’t be needed that day. In the weeks 
that followed, he saw his 20-hour schedule 
whittled down to fewer than nine hours per 
week.

About 4 miles away, Georgina Guiterrez, 
a prep cook at the Burger King on Washing-
ton Street in Dorchester, believes she has 
faced similar payback. She says the owner 
of that franchise called workers who chose 
to strike “traitors.” Guiterrez earns $8.25 an 
hour after four years on the job; she received 
a 25-cent raise in August when the owner 
was trying to persuade her not to strike. 
She did anyway, and since then has seen 
her hours halved from 38 to barely 20 some 
weeks. That has been devastating to Guiter-
rez, who supports her disabled mother and 
three nieces and nephews with her Burger 
King pay. (Neither the chain nor the franchi-
sees in question responded to requests for 
comment.)

According to the US Department of La-
bor, fewer than 2 percent of food service 
workers are unionized. It shows. 
Employees like King and Guiterrez 
are at a major disadvantage when 
demanding better pay and working 
conditions. Average wages in the sec-
tor have stagnated at just above the 
federal minimum wage, $7.25 an hour, 
for two decades. About 13 percent of 
fast-food workers have employer-spon-
sored health benefits, compared with 59 

percent of the workforce as a whole. Wheth-
er through traditional unions or some other 
vehicle, one of the quickest ways to improve 
the lot of most restaurant employees would 
be for them to band together.

Larger unions often have trouble mak-
ing inroads into restaurants because of the 
small-scale nature of the business, with its 
mom-and-pop eateries and franchised fast-
food outlets. Fortunately, less conventional 
advocates for workers are filling the gap.

One promising example is New York-
based Restaurant Opportunities Center 
United, which recently expanded its efforts 
to Boston. The advocacy group is probably 
best known for a $5.25 million settlement 
it helped win against celebrity chef Mario 
Batali in 2012 after servers at several of 
Batali’s famed restaurants alleged their em-
ployer had violated the Fair Labor Standards 
Act, in part by pocketing gratuities. Beyond 
its workplace justice campaigns, however, 
ROC-United offers its 10,000 nationwide 
members benefits such as free job training 
and an affordable health plan. In Boston, 
this work should complement local immi-
grant worker centers, which already help 
collect unpaid wages, connect employees to 
enforcement agencies, and provide multilin-
gual education on workers’ rights.

To see the impact that better organiz-
ing can have, one needn’t look much farther 
than Boston’s college campuses. Traditional 
unions have had the most success organizing 
food service workers at large institutions, 
such as hotels, hospitals, and universities. 

Boston’s Unite Here Local 
26 has negotiated collec-

tive bargaining agree-
ments on behalf of food 

workers at several local 
schools, including Harvard, 
Northeastern, Brandeis, 

and MIT. “What we found in 
non-union settings were pay 
rates that ranged from $9 to 
$11 and health benefits with 

THOMAS FUCHS FOR THE 

BOSTON GLOBE

Powerless fast-food workers need 
organizers, advocates
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I
N NEARLY a decade of working at the
Burger King across from the Boston
Common, Kyle King’s hourly pay has
risen from $8 to $8.15. Unable to af

ford rent on a place of his own, the 46year
old lives with his brother in a small Rox
bury apartment. Fed up, King decided to
join a oneday nationwide strike of fast food
workers last August and told the Globe as
much. Things at work then went from bad
to worse for King.

The day after he appeared in the news
paper, King arrived at Burger King for a
scheduled shift only to be told to go home;
he wouldn’t be needed that day. In the
weeks that followed, he saw his
20hour schedule whittled
down to fewer than nine
hours per week.

About 4 miles away,
Georgina Guiterrez, a
prep cook at the Burger
King on Washington
Street in Dorchester, be
lieves she has faced similar
payback. She says the owner
of that franchise called work
ers who chose to strike “trai
tors.” Guiterrez earns $8.25 an
hour after four years on the
job; she received a 25cent
raise in August when the own
er was trying to persuade her
not to strike. She did anyway,
and since then has seen her
hours halved from 38 to barely
20 some weeks. That has been
devastating to Guiterrez, who
supports her disabled mother
and three nieces and nephews
with her Burger King pay. (Nei
ther the chain nor the franchi
sees in question responded to
requests for comment.)

According to the US Depart
ment of Labor, fewer than 2
percent of food service workers
are unionized. It shows. Em
ployees like King and Guiterrez
are at a major disadvantage
when demanding better pay
and working conditions. Aver
age wages in the sector have
stagnated at just above the fed
eral minimum wage, $7.25 an
hour, for two decades. About
13 percent of fastfood workers
have employersponsored
health benefits, compared with
59 percent of the workforce as
a whole. Whether through tra
ditional unions or some other
vehicle, one of the quickest
ways to improve the lot of most
restaurant employees would be
for them to band together.

Larger unions often have trouble mak
ing inroads into restaurants because of the
smallscale nature of the business, with its
momandpop eateries and franchised fast
food outlets. Fortunately, less conventional
advocates for workers are filling the gap.

One promising example is New York
based Restaurant Opportunities Center
United, which recently expanded its efforts
to Boston. The advocacy group is probably
best known for a $5.25 million settlement it
helped win against celebrity chef Mario
Batali in 2012 after servers at several of
Batali’s famed restaurants alleged their em
ployer had violated the Fair Labor Stan
dards Act, in part by pocketing gratuities.
Beyond its workplace justice campaigns,
however, ROCUnited offers its 10,000 na
tionwide members benefits such as free job
training and an affordable health plan. In

Boston, this work should complement local
immigrant worker centers, which already
help collect unpaid wages, connect employ
ees to enforcement agencies, and provide
multilingual education on workers’ rights.

To see the impact that better organizing
can have, one needn’t look much farther
than Boston’s college campuses. Traditional
unions have had the most success organizing
food service workers at large institutions,
such as hotels, hospitals, and universities.
Boston’s Unite Here Local 26 has negotiated
collective bargaining agreements on behalf
of food workers at several local schools, in
cluding Harvard, Northeastern, Brandeis,

and MIT. “What we found in
nonunion settings were
pay rates that ranged from
$9 to $11 and health ben
efits with premiums, co

pays, and deductibles so
high the employees couldn’t

afford them,” says Brian
Lang, Local 26’s president.

With Local 26’s help, Lang
says, pay has risen significant

ly, employees’ share of their
health coverage has dropped to
as little as $4 a week, and work
ers are ensured regular sched
ules, including set days off. As
union members, they also have
access to legal help, lowinter
est loans to buy homes, and ed
ucational initiatives such as
English lessons and GED prep.

Up to now, unions have gen
erally shied away from trying
to organize fastfood workers
one independently owned fran
chise at a time. But what if they
set their sights higher? Chains
like McDonald’s, KFC, and
Burger King already dictate
many details of franchise oper
ations, from staff uniforms to
marketing to the prices they
can charge for certain menu
items. If they wanted, national
fastfood chains could also in
sist that franchisees abide by
collectively bargained wage
standards. The main thing pre
venting the chains from negoti
ating such agreements is the
likely rise in worker salaries.

Fortunately, the National
Labor Relations Board came to
Kyle King’s aid. Under the
Obama administration, the
panel has recognized that, even
though the might of labor has
declined, workers’ rights still
need protection. It has empha
sized key parts of the National

Labor Relations Act that allow for any em
ployees to join together and seek better
terms, with or without a union, says Boston
labor attorney Louis Mandarini, who filed a
complaint with the board on King’s behalf.

Because King was exercising his right to
contact the media about inadequate working
conditions, the NLRB complaint prompted
the owners of the Burger King franchise
where he works to settle with King. He will
have his pay reinstated for the day he was
sent home after the Aug. 29 strike, and
Burger King has committed to upping King’s
weekly hours significantly.

But it’s crucial to note who connected
King to his legal representation: MassUnit
ing, a local labor group financed in part by
the Service Employees International Union.
As King put it, “I wouldn’t have even known
I had these rights if someone hadn’t been
there to tell me.”

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED

Powerless fastfood workers
need organizers, advocates
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TOM TOLES

MITT ROMNEY’s quote
about Michael Dukakis —
“Mike Dukakis, you know, he
can’t get a job mowing lawns”
— is as uninformed as it is in
sulting (“No, no, not again,
Romney says,” Page A1, Feb.
15). If Romney weren’t so
busy licking his wounds from
his election loss and shuttling
among his four homes, he
would know that former Gov
ernor Dukakis works as a pro
fessor of political science at
Northeastern University and
teaches courses in public poli
cy at other universities
around the country. Dukakis
has devoted his life to public
service and reaching out to
the next generation of civic
leaders. Romney should en
roll in one of his courses.

KAREN ROUSE
Andover

Don’t insult
the professor
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A GLOBE article quotes Mitt
Romney as saying about for
mer Governor Michael Duka
kis, “he can’t get a job mow
ing lawns.” (“No, no, not
again, Romney says,” Page
A1, Feb. 15).

Perhaps Romney should
consider that the meanness
and pettiness exemplified by
this comment may be the rea
son people did not elect him
president in 2012.

NANCY GEOFFRION
PAOLILLO

Brookline

Romney’s quote
mean and petty

IN DEFENSE OF DUKAKIS

CAMBRIDGE FOR LOVERS

I AM writing in regard to the
visitor parking problem that a
couple is having in Cambridge
(“Tough policies on visitor
parking would make Cupid
proud,” Page A1, Feb. 14). Peo
ple at the Cambridge parking
and traffic department are
telling Brookline resident
Brad Verter to move in with
Clementine Feau so he can
prevent his car from being
ticketed overnight. “We’re in
love, and we talk about these
things,” Verter said. “But if I
do, it’s not because the City of
Cambridge tells me to.” He
mentioned that his mother
agrees he should move in.

My own heartfelt sugges
tion is that he take this rela
tionship one big step beyond
what the City of Cambridge
and his mother are advising.
He should get married to the
woman he loves. Since they’ve
been dating for two years, it’s
time to use the “M word.”

After 61 years of marriage,
I wish to all, the same good
luck I had in finding love,
through a long and happy
marriage, with very few park
ing tickets to pay.

IRIS KAUFMAN
Swampscott

Avoid tickets,
find happiness

BRAD VERTER of Brookline
pays Clementine Feau of Cam
bridge frequent overnight vis
its, thereby collecting numer
ous parking tickets (“Tough
policies on visitor parking
would make Cupid proud,”
Page A1 Feb. 14). Cambridge
parking officials ask why he
doesn’t move in with her to
avoid the tickets. I have a dif
ferent question for him. Vert
er is going from Brookline to
Cambridge and clearly not
traveling late at night. Why
don’t you go by T?

EVA S. MOSELEY
Cambridge

Another option
for overnight stays

SECRETARY OF STATE John
Kerry delivered a lecture to In
donesia Sunday about the dan
gers of global warming. (“John
Kerry warns Indonesia on cli
mate threat,” Page A3, Feb. 17).
According to World Bank fig
ures, Indonesian per capita
greenhouse gas emissions are
1.8 metric tons. American per
capita greenhouse gas emis
sions are 17.6 metric tons. So is
it really true, as Kerry said in
his speech, that “unilateral ac
tion by the United States will
not slow the rate of global
warming significantly”?

It is beneath the office of
Secretary of State for Kerry to
go to impoverished Indonesia
and warn its people about a cri
sis that we in the industrialized
world created, that we refuse to
do much of anything about,
and that will harm them more
than us because their nation
consists of thousands of lowly
ing islands.

Secretary Kerry might do
better to return to Washington
and give his speech minus the
“unilateral’ remark where it re
ally needs to be heard: In the
halls of Congress.

GARY RUCINSKI
Newton

The writer is northeast re
gional coordinator for the Citi
zens Climate Lobby.

Wrong nation
for Kerry lecture

AFTER READING the love note
to young Representative Joseph
P. Kennedy III (“A year in, Ken
nedy charts his own course,”
Page A1, Feb. 18), I had to
check my calendar. I thought
Valentine’s Day was last week.

F. B. TOWNLEY
Dover

A bouquet
for Congressman
Kennedy

BILL GREENE/GLOBE STAFF

Former Massachusetts Governors Michael Dukakis, Jane
Swift, and Mitt Romney attend a remembrance for
Governor Paul Cellucci in June.
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TONY MATELLI’S nearnaked
“Sleepwalker” sculpture on the
Wellesley College campus is the
perfect representation of the
Obama administration’s Syrian
policy, except in one respect. A
sleepwalker will wake up when
he hits a stone wall.

Why did Secretary of State
John Kerry expect progress to
ward regime change in the
failed Geneva discussions,
when the administration has

not taken meaningful steps in
that direction? US rhetoric has
never been coupled with a mili
tary response or significant
military aid to the opposition,
despite the increasing barbarity
of Syrian actions, support for
President Bashir Assad from
Iran and Russia, and assistance
from Hezbollah fighters.

It was a masterstoke for As
sad to agree to surrender his
chemical munitions. By avert
ing US air strikes, this decision
granted Syria a path to a mili

tary victory, The intensified
aerial bombardment of Aleppo,
which followed, went unchal
lenged.

UN mediator Lakhdar Bra
himi had the grace to apologize
to the Syrian people for the fail
ure of the Geneva talks. Expres
sions of regret are too much to
expect from the Obama admin
istration, as is a change in poli
cy to address the unrelenting
slaughter.

NATHANIEL S. SCHNEIDER
Natick

US in a Syria daze

R FOR THE RECORD:A Feb. 17 editorial incorrectly said the Massachusetts Legislature has
not considered raising the state’s tipped minimum wage. State senators voted to raise the
wage last November, though the House has yet to follow suit.

AFP/GETTY IMAGES

John Kerry gestures during
a news conference with
Indonesian Foreign
Minister Marty Natalegawa
in Jakarta Monday.
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N
EARLY 1,000 days remain until the
2016 presidential election. Yet al
ready it is impossible to escape the
maneuvers, machinations, and me

dia coverage of men and women so consumed
with winning the highest office in the land
that the lust for power all but oozes from their
pores. For as long as most of us can remem
ber, the obsessive quest for the presidency has
been an indelible feature of American politics.
Try to envision successful candidates for the
White House who don’t have that “fire in the
belly,” candidates prepared to accept the job if
it seeks them out, but not driven by such insa
tiable ambition for it that everything else
pales by comparison. It would be easier to en
vision a team of unicorns.

And yet America once had such a presi
dent. He was James A. Garfield of Ohio, a re
markable individual who rose from grinding
poverty to the presidency of the United States
without ever thrusting himself forward as a
candidate for election to anything. It is a
shame that Americans don’t know more about
this gifted yet modest leader, as they doubtless
would had he not been shot by an assassin
just four months after becoming president.

On the eve of Garfield’s inauguration as the
nation’s 20th chief executive, he told a group
of old friends: “This honor comes to me un
sought. I have never had the presidential fe
ver, not even for a day.”

It was true. At every step of his political ca
reer, Garfield had to be urged to serve for the
good of the country. He was first elected to
Congress during the Civil War in 1862, while

he was on active duty as a major
general in the Union Army. The

31yearold Garfield, a Republican
and ardent abolitionist, “receiv[ed] nearly

twice as many votes as his opponent, although
he had done nothing to promote his candida
cy,” writes Candice Millard in “Destiny of the

Republic,” her 2011 history of Garfield’s elec
tion and tragic death. He didn’t take his con
gressional seat for another year — and then
only because President Lincoln pressed him to
do so. “I have resigned my place in the army
and have taken my seat in Congress,” Garfield
wrote in a letter home. “I did this with regret
. . . [b]ut the President told me he dared not
risk a single vote in the House.”

A competent lawmaker with a reputation
for conciliation, Garfield served nine terms in
the House, before being elected to the US Sen
ate in 1880. It was as Ohio’s senatorelect that

he arrived that June at the Republican Nation
al Convention in Chicago. He had come to
serve as floor manager for Treasury Secretary
(and fellow Ohioan) John Sherman in what
was expected to be a threeway fight for the
GOP nomination. The other leading contend
ers were former president Ulysses S. Grant
and US Senator James G. Blaine of Maine.

But none of the three could win the 379
votes needed for nomination. As the conven
tion remained deadlocked through ballot after
ballot, some delegates began floating Gar
field’s name as a compromise. On the 34th

ballot, after a day and a half of voting, 17
votes were unexpectedly cast for Garfield.
Dumbfounded, he rose to protest, objecting
vehemently to any effort to nominate him.

“The announcement contains votes for
me,” said Garfield, who had remained loyal to
Sherman. “No man has a right, without the
consent of the person voted for, to announce
that person’s name and vote for him in this
convention. Such consent I have not given—”

Before he could finish, the convention
chairman gaveled him out of order. The poll
ing continued. On the 35th ballot, there were
50 votes for Garfield. By the 36th, with even
Sherman throwing his support to his ally, it
was all over. Garfield was nominated with 399
votes. As the convention erupted in cheers
and song, a “shocked and sickened” Garfield
was beset by wellwishers. To one delegate’s
congratulations, he replied: “I am very sorry
that this has become necessary.”

Five months later, he was elected presi
dent. On March 4, 1881, he was sworn in, and
delivered an inaugural address passionate in
its emphasis on the rights of freed blacks.
“Former slaves in the crowd openly wept,”
Millard recounts. Many more Americans wept
six months later, when Garfield died of the
gunshot wound he had received on July 2,
1881.

“I suppose I am morbidly sensitive about
any reference to my own achievements,” Gar
field once acknowledged. “I so much despise a
man who blows his own horn, that I go to the
other extreme.”

Not many presidents have been more suit
ed for high office than this admirable man
who never lusted for power. Would that his
like were in the mix for 2016.

Jeff Jacoby can be reached at
jacoby@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@jeff_jacoby.

JEFF JACOBY

The man who didn’t want to be president

EDWARD GOOCH/GETTY IMAGES

James A. Garfield, a compromise Republican nominee, was elected president in 1880.

I
T’S EASY to recognize a former res
taurant dishwasher. Long, deep
scars often line their forearms —
the result of nights when, as the
lowest on the chain of kitchen
workers, they must plunge their

hands into boiling hot water to unclog in
dustrialsize dishwashing machines. An
other requirement is hauling heavy dish
tubs across slippery kitchens. For this
backbreaking work, the hourly pay fre
quently doesn’t exceed the state minimum
wage of $8. Undocumented workers often
make significantly less. If a dishwasher
shows promise, he’ll get a second job in
the kitchen, usually prepping salads, for
no extra pay. “Paying your dues quietly is
how to move up in a kitchen,” says Jonny
Arévalo, who worked at several Boston
restaurants, including Bennigan’s, for nine
years. “Then some other poor guy takes
your place.”

The restaurant industry in the United
States is exploding, just as the income gap
is widening. The trends are related: While
expansion of other industries often leads
to higher wages and greater opportunities,
growth in the restaurant business does
not. Shielded by a powerful lobby and a
franchise system that makes union orga
nizing difficult and impractical, it provides
the scraps at the bottom of the income lad
der. The food service industry is the prov
ince of kitchen workers
who must enlist govern
ment investigators to col
lect the bare minimum
that the law entitles them
to receive; wait staff who
earn a punishingly low
$2.13 per hour nationally
in exchange for tips whose
distribution is often con
trolled by management;
and fastfood employees
who work for chains that
explicitly advise them to
apply for food stamps and
other government aid to
supplement their unlivable
pay.

These low wages do not
represent an efficient,
marketdriven distribution
of labor. Because waiters
making poverty wages
turn to public aid, Ameri
can taxpayers effectively
subsidize the restaurant industry to the
tune of $7 billion per year. All this for an
industry that isn’t beset by global competi
tion — as industrial manufacturers are —
and doesn’t represent a vital national in
terest, like energy or utilities. In fact, the
economic arguments against policies that
would raise the wages of restaurant work
ers are distinctly unimpressive. Claims
that higher wages would result in fewer
jobs aren’t borne out by the experience of
California, which bolted ahead of Massa
chusetts and other states years ago by pro
hibiting the practice of giving submini
mum paychecks to workers in jobs with
heavy tipping: The number of restaurant
jobs in the Golden State is expected to rise
by 141,000, or 9.1 percent, by 2024 de
spite workers having higher guaranteed
pay, outpacing Massachusetts’ projected
jobs growth of 5.7 percent over the same
period.

Fairness alone suggests making a con
certed effort to remove the loopholes that
allow many restaurants to keep their
workers in dire circumstances. Concern
for the children of such workers ought to
be enough of an incentive to mount an ef
fort to raise salaries. But there is a larger
reason to elevate the status of restaurant
employees: It would be the single most ef
fective way to combat income inequality in
a country where the gap between rich and
poor is soaring to levels not seen since be
fore the stock market crash of 1929.

Restaurant workers represent a whop
ping 10 percent of the workforce, and a
vastly disproportionate share of lowwage
workers. By changing a few policies and
adjusting some industry practices, the na
tion could sharply reduce the numbers of
families in poverty and enhance the mid

dle class while actually saving taxpayer
dollars. It’s time to start moving in this
sensible direction, both in Massachusetts
and the nation as a whole.

Restaurants, in a way, are the quintessen
tial industry of a challenging 21stcentury
economy. Timepressed Americans eat out
for at least five meals a week, and the aver
age household spent $2,620 on food away
from home in 2011, according to the Na
tional Restaurant Association. A thriving
restaurant scene like Boston’s, with its fine
dining and food trucks, is an integral part
of a modern city. Massachusetts’ restau
rants alone are projected to ring up $13.5
billion in sales for 2014. Yet as fine diners
increasingly seek out organic, farmtota
ble cuisine, few think much of the work
force making those meals.

What goes on behind the kitchen doors
is grim. The 13 millionplus restaurant
workers in the United States face a poverty
rate that is nearly three times that of the
rest of the country’s workforce, and the in
dustry hosts seven of the 10 worst paying
American jobs, according to federal labor
statistics. Dishwashers in Massachusetts,
for instance, made $10.29 per hour on av
erage in 2012. (That figure is telling in it
self, as it includes dishwashers at hotels,
universities, and health care facilities, who
are usually union workers and nationally

earn on average nearly $3
more per hour than restau
rant dishwashers.) Re
search done by MIT puts a
livable wage for Boston —
the minimum income
someone needs to live ade
quately given local costs of
living — at $12.65 for a sin
gle adult and $22.40 for a
family of four.

Moreover, these jobs
come with few of the bene
fits that workers in other
industries take for granted.
Health coverage is rarely
offered; paid sick leave, va
cation time, and 401(k)s
are virtually unheard of.
Schedules often change on
a weekly or even daily ba
sis, making child care a
nightmare to arrange. And
forget about job security.
Restaurant analyst Victor

Fernandez says annual turnover is above
95 percent for hourly workers.

Very little will improve until consumers
begin to pressure the industry. While din
ers feel empowered to ask whether pro
duce was purchased locally or if chickens
were given free range to lay their eggs,
they don’t feel comfortable questioning
the treatment of employees, despite
mounting evidence of violations of labor
laws and poor conditions for workers. Din
ers, either through their political represen
tatives or their own complaints to manag
ers, should argue that workers be given:
RHourly wages at or above a living

wage for individuals.
R Payment for all the time they work,

including overtime.
ROpportunities to organize if they

choose to do so.

Meanwhile, lawmakers should summon
the courage to reject the demands of the
National Restaurant Association, which is
largely responsible for Massachusetts’
“tipped minimum wage” — under which
restaurants are allowed to pay workers
just $2.63 with the hardtoenforce under
standing that tips will make up the rest of
the way to at least $8 per hour. California,
for its part, has guaranteed that all restau
rant workers will earn at least $10 per
hour by 2016, through a straightforward
paycheck, with tips extra.

Most restaurant owners blame low
wages and poor working conditions on
slim profit margins amid intense competi
tion. But raising wages across the board
wouldn’t change the competition; every
outlet would have to play under the same
rules and demands. And while consumers
should expect somewhat higher prices to

cover higher la
bor costs, some
restaurants in
sist that better
paid workers are
more reliable and
stay in their jobs long
enough to make up in
efficiency for what
they’re costing in extra wag
es.

In reality, employers get
away with paying little and
treating workers badly simply
because they can. There ar
en’t many other opportuni
ties in Massachusetts for
workers with few or no skills,
especially if they are undocu
mented. In 2012, there were
1.8 job seekers for every
opening in the restau
rant sector state
wide, a relatively
low figure com
pared to other in
dustries. Yet the data
suggest more than two
thirds of those openings
were for parttime work,
while the vast majority of
the unemployed want full
time positions.

In Boston, immigrants from
Latin America — most often from
Colombia, El Salvador, or Brazil — fill res
taurant kitchens. Many, because they have
limited English or are in the country ille
gally, are simply glad for paying work.
Supporting family here and back home,
they often string together two or three jobs
to make ends meet. “They start at 7 a.m. in
one kitchen doing prep, then leave for a
second shift, working until midnight or 1
a.m.,” says Arévalo, who was a pilot in his
native Colombia and now runs the worker
center at the Massachusetts Coalition For
Occupational Safety and Health (Mass
COSH).

Filiberto Lopez moved to Boston from
El Salvador seven years ago in hopes of
finding the American Dream, and ended
up sleeping in the kitchen of a East Boston
Peruvian restaurant. He worked more
than 80 hours a week there, schlepping
200pound sacks of flour from the kitch
en’s basement storage area, cleaning the
restaurant after hours, even maintaining
its air filters and electrical system. His
boss, himself an immigrant, was verbally
abusive, regularly referring to Lopez as
“Boy.” For this, Lopez was paid $5 an hour
and never overtime. “I didn’t speak Eng
lish and didn’t have legal documents,” Lo
pez says. “I assumed I had no rights at all.”
Lopez has moved on to work at other Bos
ton restaurants, and has helped Mass
COSH identify other abusive workplaces.

Wage theft is common across the in
dustry, and not just at struggling ethnic
outlets in distant neighborhoods. It starts
with failure to pay overtime. State law ex
empts eateries from paying timeanda
half for more than 40 hours of work in one
week. However, federal laws do not — and
if a restaurant makes more than $500,000
in gross annual sales, it is compelled to fol
low the federal law. Local establishments
have also been found to be breaking child
labor laws, failing to pay minimum wage,
or failing to pay workers at all.

Massachusetts’ restaurants are under
more scrutiny than most. The Boston of
fice of the US Department of Labor con
ducted 165 investigations in the restau
rant industry in fiscal year 2013, collecting
more than $1.7 million in back wages
from employers who violated wageand

hour laws. Among those cited for various
violations since 2009 by the Labor Depart
ment, state Attorney General’s Office, and
other enforcement agencies are some of
the Boston area’s most popular dining es
tablishments: Not Your Average Joes; the
Metropolitan Club; Sunset Grill & Tap;
Brookline’s Pomodoro; Cambridge’s Mira
cle of Science, Middlesex Lounge, and Tory
Row; and Ruby Tuesday.

In 2012, acclaimed restauranteurs Pat
rick Lyons and Ed Sparks agreed to pay
$424,000 in back pay and damages to im
properly underpaid workers at 15 of the
restaurants they own, including Towne,
Scampo, Sonsie, and the Bleacher Bar. In
what is a common practice, Lyons and
Sparks had contracted out their labor to
an agency that not only failed to pay em
ployees but also disappeared. At the end of
the day, though, the law rightly holds the
restaurants responsible for ensuring their
workers are fully paid. “Know who you’re
doing business with,” Lyons warns. “Or
you’ll end up paying at least twice what
you owed in the first place.”

But resources for enforcement are lim
ited. Boston Mayor Marty Walsh could
help. During his campaign, Walsh pledged
his support for a livable wage. A first step
for his administration toward achieving
that would be to streamline the permitting
process. By allowing restaurants to open
and operate with less red tape, overhead
could be reduced, and capital freed up for
owners to pay their workers a higher
wage.

Or, better yet, Walsh could follow the
lead of Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone.
Last summer Curtatone championed and
passed a citywide ordinance put forward
by local activists that now prevents em
ployers who are guilty of wage theft from
getting or renewing permits. This law
should be replicated across Massachusetts.
“If you break the law and don’t pay your
workers what they’re owed, you won’t do
business in Somerville,” Curtatone says.

That’s a message any business owner
will understand.

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED
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GUARANTEED INCOME
FOR ALL AMERICANS?

THE GLOBE deserves congratula
tions for running Leon Neyfakh’s
piece on guaranteed income (”Money
for all,” Ideas, Feb. 9). As the global
economy churns out epic levels of in
equality, our greatest challenge will
be to craft an alternative system that
will be both sensible and moral. As
Neyfakh expresses it, we’ll need to de
couple people’s “value in society from
their ability to do a job.”

The recession is so stubborn be
cause it’s not really a recession at all.
Rather, we’re in a historic shift, in
which technology and economy are
permanently diminishing the value of
human labor. The longer we deny this

reality, by scolding the swelling num
bers of unemployed and underem
ployed as moral failures, the harder it
will be to embrace potential solutions
like the guaranteed income. Our
longterm future will veer in one of
two directions: largescale redistribu
tion of the fruits of economic produc
tivity, or fullblown collapse. And if it
turns out to be the latter, we can be
sure that the overmoralizing about
labor, to defend unsustainable levels
of inequality, will have played a major
part.

JEREMY RAYMONDJACK
Roslindale

Linking job status,
moral worthmust end

I AM responding to the article “Mon
ey for all” (Ideas, Feb. 9), about a
guaranteed income for every Ameri

can. As a mature person who grew up
surrounded by immigrant families
who successfully achieved the Ameri
can dream, I believe that cash hand
outs would often discourage work. In
stead, our society could fund credit
cards for all citizens — one for hous
ing, one for electricity and heat, and
one for nutritious foods only. Basic
health care would be provided to all.

With essential needs met, and no
threat of losing those supports, fami
lies would benefit from even low
wage jobs. They would be motivated
to make the most of what they had.
People could combine their housing
credits to upgrade where they would
live. Families could share child care
(and housing) while the adults
worked varying shifts. The guaran
teed basic benefits would also encour
age artists, musicians, and people
with startup ideas to pursue their en

deavors even though they would earn
little at first.

Most of us would probably pay
more taxes, but we’d all receive the
credits to apply to our essential ex
penses. Our society can only benefit
when more people become motivated
towork and to improve their lives.

JOSÉE KLENTAK
Medfield

Give credits
not cash

WHILE THE future of Roman Catho
lic teaching on subjects such as mar
riage and divorce may be uncertain, I
hope for a day when Catholic clergy
no longer purport to explain it simply
by stating that “the church needs to
be faithful to the Gospel and to
Christ’s teaching,” as Cardinal Sean
O’Malley did in the interview pub
lished last Sunday. (“Pope softening
tone, not stance, O’Malley says,” Page
A1, Feb. 9). Such remarks deeply of
fend members of other churches (and
many Catholics) who would make the
very same statement but have
reached different theological and
moral conclusions.

F. DAVIS DASSORI
Hingham

O’Malley’s certainty
offensive to many

THE GLOBE and academics seem to
be missing the point of gun buyback
programs (“A statement, not a strate
gy,” Editorial, Feb. 11; “Success of gun
buyback programs is debated,” Metro,
Feb. 13).

With the number of guns in circu
lation in America (at least 300 million)
it is unlikely that taking 1,000 or 2,000
off the streets would make an immedi
ate difference in the crime rate. But
that is not what should be measured.

As public health leaders have point
ed out, guns are a leading cause of
death for children and teens, second
only to car accidents. Gun buybacks
are catalysts bringing clergy, youth,
parents, and police together to talk
about the impact of guns, and provide
a safe avenue to get rid of guns that
may have been obtained in fear, anger,
or for purposes of retaliation.

We have to address why young peo
ple might not feel safe in their neigh
borhood or in their school; and that’s
another reason to be at the same table
to devise and implement comprehen
sive strategies. Prevention, interven
tion, and enforcement are all needed.

KATHERINE MAINZER
Boston

The writer is cofounder of Citizens
for Safety.

Buying guns,
promoting talk

JORGE MARTINEZ’S comments are
spoton “that every gun you get off the
street is a small victory” (“Success of
gun buyback programs is debated,”
Metro, Feb 13).

It may be public relations, and it
may make people feel good, but it also
does more. I was involved in a buyback
in the 1990s in Hyde Square where we
used it as an organizing tool to involve
the community.

BILL ALLAN
Roslindale

More than P.R.

NOT JUST
ABOUT GUNS

GLOBE FILE

Guns from a buyback program.
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Cardinal Sean P. O’Malley, right, with the future Pope Francis in 2013.

THE POPE
AND THE CARDINAL

THE RECENT interview with Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley (“Pope softening
tone, not substance, O’Malley says,”
Page A1, Feb. 9) avoided the most
pressing question — “Is the pope pro
choice?” A careful listening to Francis
suggests the answer is “Yes.” He has
instructed his 4,000 or so bishops to
minimize their antiabortion preach
ing, and that will probably mean a
cutback in classic prolife activity, i.e.
efforts to create civil law that would
prohibit or greatly reduce the avail
ability of abortion.

O’Malley’s spin that the pope is
only changing emphasis and the
pope’s statment that abortion is hor

rific are boundtofail efforts to main
tain an illusion of orthodoxy. Francis
is what he is, another Jesuit in the

traditon of the late congressman and
Jesuit priest Robert Drinan, and he is
unlikely to change.

The real question for Catholics is
what the next conclave to elect a pope
will bring — an affirmation of Francis’
new direction or a return to the hard
line.

TOM TIERNEY
Framingham

A prochoice
pontiff?

IN THE Sunday Globe article ”Pope
softening tone, not stance, says
O’Malley” (Page A1, Feb. 9), Cardi
nal Sean O’Malley says the Vatican
needs national bishops’ conferences
to provide “some clarity about what
the expectations are around the
world” with regard to allegations of
child sexual abuse by priests.

How can Cardinal O’Malley seri
ously believe that human decency,
moral principles, and legal statutes
are not enough guidance for church
leaders when dealing with child
abuse?

Does he not believe the molesta
tion and rape of children are inher
ently wrong, even in the absence of
clarity in church policies? If the
bishops of the church need clarity
on these issues, they need to read
the 2,000year record of Christian
writings on ethics and morals.

ROBERT DUNCAN
Scituate

If Vatican needs
clarity on abuse,
it should consult
Christianmoral texts

For many restaurant workers,
fair conditions not on menu
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I
N NEARLY a decade of working at the
Burger King across from the Boston
Common, Kyle King’s hourly pay has
risen from $8 to $8.15. Unable to af

ford rent on a place of his own, the 46year
old lives with his brother in a small Rox
bury apartment. Fed up, King decided to
join a oneday nationwide strike of fast food
workers last August and told the Globe as
much. Things at work then went from bad
to worse for King.

The day after he appeared in the news
paper, King arrived at Burger King for a
scheduled shift only to be told to go home;
he wouldn’t be needed that day. In the
weeks that followed, he saw his
20hour schedule whittled
down to fewer than nine
hours per week.

About 4 miles away,
Georgina Guiterrez, a
prep cook at the Burger
King on Washington
Street in Dorchester, be
lieves she has faced similar
payback. She says the owner
of that franchise called work
ers who chose to strike “trai
tors.” Guiterrez earns $8.25 an
hour after four years on the
job; she received a 25cent
raise in August when the own
er was trying to persuade her
not to strike. She did anyway,
and since then has seen her
hours halved from 38 to barely
20 some weeks. That has been
devastating to Guiterrez, who
supports her disabled mother
and three nieces and nephews
with her Burger King pay. (Nei
ther the chain nor the franchi
sees in question responded to
requests for comment.)

According to the US Depart
ment of Labor, fewer than 2
percent of food service workers
are unionized. It shows. Em
ployees like King and Guiterrez
are at a major disadvantage
when demanding better pay
and working conditions. Aver
age wages in the sector have
stagnated at just above the fed
eral minimum wage, $7.25 an
hour, for two decades. About
13 percent of fastfood workers
have employersponsored
health benefits, compared with
59 percent of the workforce as
a whole. Whether through tra
ditional unions or some other
vehicle, one of the quickest
ways to improve the lot of most
restaurant employees would be
for them to band together.

Larger unions often have trouble mak
ing inroads into restaurants because of the
smallscale nature of the business, with its
momandpop eateries and franchised fast
food outlets. Fortunately, less conventional
advocates for workers are filling the gap.

One promising example is New York
based Restaurant Opportunities Center
United, which recently expanded its efforts
to Boston. The advocacy group is probably
best known for a $5.25 million settlement it
helped win against celebrity chef Mario
Batali in 2012 after servers at several of
Batali’s famed restaurants alleged their em
ployer had violated the Fair Labor Stan
dards Act, in part by pocketing gratuities.
Beyond its workplace justice campaigns,
however, ROCUnited offers its 10,000 na
tionwide members benefits such as free job
training and an affordable health plan. In

Boston, this work should complement local
immigrant worker centers, which already
help collect unpaid wages, connect employ
ees to enforcement agencies, and provide
multilingual education on workers’ rights.

To see the impact that better organizing
can have, one needn’t look much farther
than Boston’s college campuses. Traditional
unions have had the most success organizing
food service workers at large institutions,
such as hotels, hospitals, and universities.
Boston’s Unite Here Local 26 has negotiated
collective bargaining agreements on behalf
of food workers at several local schools, in
cluding Harvard, Northeastern, Brandeis,

and MIT. “What we found in
nonunion settings were
pay rates that ranged from
$9 to $11 and health ben
efits with premiums, co

pays, and deductibles so
high the employees couldn’t

afford them,” says Brian
Lang, Local 26’s president.

With Local 26’s help, Lang
says, pay has risen significant

ly, employees’ share of their
health coverage has dropped to
as little as $4 a week, and work
ers are ensured regular sched
ules, including set days off. As
union members, they also have
access to legal help, lowinter
est loans to buy homes, and ed
ucational initiatives such as
English lessons and GED prep.

Up to now, unions have gen
erally shied away from trying
to organize fastfood workers
one independently owned fran
chise at a time. But what if they
set their sights higher? Chains
like McDonald’s, KFC, and
Burger King already dictate
many details of franchise oper
ations, from staff uniforms to
marketing to the prices they
can charge for certain menu
items. If they wanted, national
fastfood chains could also in
sist that franchisees abide by
collectively bargained wage
standards. The main thing pre
venting the chains from negoti
ating such agreements is the
likely rise in worker salaries.

Fortunately, the National
Labor Relations Board came to
Kyle King’s aid. Under the
Obama administration, the
panel has recognized that, even
though the might of labor has
declined, workers’ rights still
need protection. It has empha
sized key parts of the National

Labor Relations Act that allow for any em
ployees to join together and seek better
terms, with or without a union, says Boston
labor attorney Louis Mandarini, who filed a
complaint with the board on King’s behalf.

Because King was exercising his right to
contact the media about inadequate working
conditions, the NLRB complaint prompted
the owners of the Burger King franchise
where he works to settle with King. He will
have his pay reinstated for the day he was
sent home after the Aug. 29 strike, and
Burger King has committed to upping King’s
weekly hours significantly.

But it’s crucial to note who connected
King to his legal representation: MassUnit
ing, a local labor group financed in part by
the Service Employees International Union.
As King put it, “I wouldn’t have even known
I had these rights if someone hadn’t been
there to tell me.”

SERVICE NOT INCLUDED

Powerless fastfood workers
need organizers, advocates

Letters should be written
exclusively to the Globe and
include name, address, and
daytime telephone number.
letter@globe.com

Letters to the Editor

TOM TOLES

MITT ROMNEY’s quote
about Michael Dukakis —
“Mike Dukakis, you know, he
can’t get a job mowing lawns”
— is as uninformed as it is in
sulting (“No, no, not again,
Romney says,” Page A1, Feb.
15). If Romney weren’t so
busy licking his wounds from
his election loss and shuttling
among his four homes, he
would know that former Gov
ernor Dukakis works as a pro
fessor of political science at
Northeastern University and
teaches courses in public poli
cy at other universities
around the country. Dukakis
has devoted his life to public
service and reaching out to
the next generation of civic
leaders. Romney should en
roll in one of his courses.

KAREN ROUSE
Andover

Don’t insult
the professor
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A GLOBE article quotes Mitt
Romney as saying about for
mer Governor Michael Duka
kis, “he can’t get a job mow
ing lawns.” (“No, no, not
again, Romney says,” Page
A1, Feb. 15).

Perhaps Romney should
consider that the meanness
and pettiness exemplified by
this comment may be the rea
son people did not elect him
president in 2012.

NANCY GEOFFRION
PAOLILLO

Brookline

Romney’s quote
mean and petty

IN DEFENSE OF DUKAKIS

CAMBRIDGE FOR LOVERS

I AM writing in regard to the
visitor parking problem that a
couple is having in Cambridge
(“Tough policies on visitor
parking would make Cupid
proud,” Page A1, Feb. 14). Peo
ple at the Cambridge parking
and traffic department are
telling Brookline resident
Brad Verter to move in with
Clementine Feau so he can
prevent his car from being
ticketed overnight. “We’re in
love, and we talk about these
things,” Verter said. “But if I
do, it’s not because the City of
Cambridge tells me to.” He
mentioned that his mother
agrees he should move in.

My own heartfelt sugges
tion is that he take this rela
tionship one big step beyond
what the City of Cambridge
and his mother are advising.
He should get married to the
woman he loves. Since they’ve
been dating for two years, it’s
time to use the “M word.”

After 61 years of marriage,
I wish to all, the same good
luck I had in finding love,
through a long and happy
marriage, with very few park
ing tickets to pay.

IRIS KAUFMAN
Swampscott

Avoid tickets,
find happiness

BRAD VERTER of Brookline
pays Clementine Feau of Cam
bridge frequent overnight vis
its, thereby collecting numer
ous parking tickets (“Tough
policies on visitor parking
would make Cupid proud,”
Page A1 Feb. 14). Cambridge
parking officials ask why he
doesn’t move in with her to
avoid the tickets. I have a dif
ferent question for him. Vert
er is going from Brookline to
Cambridge and clearly not
traveling late at night. Why
don’t you go by T?

EVA S. MOSELEY
Cambridge

Another option
for overnight stays

SECRETARY OF STATE John
Kerry delivered a lecture to In
donesia Sunday about the dan
gers of global warming. (“John
Kerry warns Indonesia on cli
mate threat,” Page A3, Feb. 17).
According to World Bank fig
ures, Indonesian per capita
greenhouse gas emissions are
1.8 metric tons. American per
capita greenhouse gas emis
sions are 17.6 metric tons. So is
it really true, as Kerry said in
his speech, that “unilateral ac
tion by the United States will
not slow the rate of global
warming significantly”?

It is beneath the office of
Secretary of State for Kerry to
go to impoverished Indonesia
and warn its people about a cri
sis that we in the industrialized
world created, that we refuse to
do much of anything about,
and that will harm them more
than us because their nation
consists of thousands of lowly
ing islands.

Secretary Kerry might do
better to return to Washington
and give his speech minus the
“unilateral’ remark where it re
ally needs to be heard: In the
halls of Congress.

GARY RUCINSKI
Newton

The writer is northeast re
gional coordinator for the Citi
zens Climate Lobby.

Wrong nation
for Kerry lecture

AFTER READING the love note
to young Representative Joseph
P. Kennedy III (“A year in, Ken
nedy charts his own course,”
Page A1, Feb. 18), I had to
check my calendar. I thought
Valentine’s Day was last week.

F. B. TOWNLEY
Dover

A bouquet
for Congressman
Kennedy

BILL GREENE/GLOBE STAFF

Former Massachusetts Governors Michael Dukakis, Jane
Swift, and Mitt Romney attend a remembrance for
Governor Paul Cellucci in June.

In this series

SUNDAY:
IGNORED RIGHTS
Unpaid work, threats of
deportation, and out
right wage theft plague
the restaurant industry.

MONDAY: TIPPING
Meant as a reward, tips
instead make up much
of a worker’s pay— if
the money even gets to
them.

TUESDAY: FAST FOOD
Higher wages for fast
food jobs would benefit
workers, business, and
government.

TODAY: UNIONS
Restaurant workers
need to fight for their
rights. So why aren’t
they organizing?

READ THE REST
Find the entire

”Service not included”
series, plus an interac
tive graphic on mini
mum wage, at boston
globe.com/opinion

THOMAS FUCHS FOR THE
BOSTON GLOBE

TONY MATELLI’S nearnaked
“Sleepwalker” sculpture on the
Wellesley College campus is the
perfect representation of the
Obama administration’s Syrian
policy, except in one respect. A
sleepwalker will wake up when
he hits a stone wall.

Why did Secretary of State
John Kerry expect progress to
ward regime change in the
failed Geneva discussions,
when the administration has

not taken meaningful steps in
that direction? US rhetoric has
never been coupled with a mili
tary response or significant
military aid to the opposition,
despite the increasing barbarity
of Syrian actions, support for
President Bashir Assad from
Iran and Russia, and assistance
from Hezbollah fighters.

It was a masterstoke for As
sad to agree to surrender his
chemical munitions. By avert
ing US air strikes, this decision
granted Syria a path to a mili

tary victory, The intensified
aerial bombardment of Aleppo,
which followed, went unchal
lenged.

UN mediator Lakhdar Bra
himi had the grace to apologize
to the Syrian people for the fail
ure of the Geneva talks. Expres
sions of regret are too much to
expect from the Obama admin
istration, as is a change in poli
cy to address the unrelenting
slaughter.

NATHANIEL S. SCHNEIDER
Natick

US in a Syria daze

R FOR THE RECORD:A Feb. 17 editorial incorrectly said the Massachusetts Legislature has
not considered raising the state’s tipped minimum wage. State senators voted to raise the
wage last November, though the House has yet to follow suit.

AFP/GETTY IMAGES

John Kerry gestures during
a news conference with
Indonesian Foreign
Minister Marty Natalegawa
in Jakarta Monday.

premiums, co-pays, and deductibles so high 
the employees couldn’t afford them,” says 
Brian Lang, Local 26’s president.

With Local 26’s help, Lang says, pay has 
risen significantly, employees’ share of their 
health coverage has dropped to as little as 
$4 a week, and workers are ensured regular 
schedules, including set days off. As union 
members, they also have access to legal help, 
low-interest loans to buy homes, and educa-
tional initiatives such as English lessons and 
GED prep.

Up to now, unions have generally shied 
away from trying to organize fast-food work-
ers one independently owned franchise 
at a time. But what if they set their sights 
higher? Chains like McDonald’s, KFC, and 
Burger King already dictate many details of 
franchise operations, from staff uniforms to 
marketing to the prices they can charge for 
certain menu items. If they wanted, national 
fast-food chains could also insist that fran-
chisees abide by collectively bargained wage 
standards. The main thing preventing the 
chains from negotiating such agreements is 
the likely rise in worker salaries.

Fortunately, the National Labor Rela-

tions Board came to Kyle King’s aid. Under 
the Obama administration, the panel has 
recognized that, even though the might of 
labor has declined, workers’ rights still need 
protection. It has emphasized key parts of 
the National Labor Relations Act that allow 
for any employees to join together and seek 
better terms, with or without a union, says 
Boston labor attorney Louis Mandarini, who 
filed a complaint with the board on King’s 
behalf.

Because King was exercising his right to 
contact the media about inadequate working 
conditions, the NLRB complaint prompt-
ed the owners of the Burger King franchise 
where he works to settle with King. He will 
have his pay reinstated for the day he was 
sent home after the Aug. 29 strike, and 
Burger King has committed to upping King’s 
weekly hours significantly.

But it’s crucial to note who connected 
King to his legal representation: MassUnit-
ing, a local labor group financed in part by 
the Service Employees International Union. 
As King put it, “I wouldn’t have even known 
I had these rights if someone hadn’t been 
there to tell me.”
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Editorial

T
UCKED INTO a nondescript
strip mall off Route 44 in
Raynham, the Grand China
Buffet was an affordable op
tion for the customers and
employees of the Big Lots

and Pep Boys stores on either side of it.
Especially popular was the $4.99 allyou
caneat lunch deal. “The prices are great
— much cheaper then other buffets,” cus
tomer Adam M. wrote on Yelp. “And for
better food on top!”

But, for its workers, the Grand China
Buffet was a virtual prison. The labor was
grueling, former employee Felipe Merino
Sanchez said: six days a week, more than
12 hours per day, doing food prep, clean
ing the dining room, and fixing the HVAC
system. The kitchen lacked safety equip

ment, the floors were slippery and
filled with holes, the oven leaked gas.
Cooking often meant reheating
daysold food for the buffet, in
cluding, once, seafood that the
kitchen staff was asked to pick
out of the trash. When workers
complained, they were fired.

At the end of each shift, em
ployees were taken to a rooming
house in neighboring Taunton
where they were locked in for
the night, according to Sanchez.
Four to five people shared each
room. “We couldn’t leave as we
wanted,” Sanchez, whom the
Globe located through worker
advocates and government cita
tions, said via a translator. “The
door was alarmed.” When the
police knocked on the door one
day, though, he hid. “I thought
I’d lose my job or get deported.”

Few casual diners would ex
pect that a seemingly unre
markable eatery in Raynham
could be a venue for what
amount to human rights viola
tions. But even at its highest lev
els, the restaurant industry is
run on a more informal basis
than most. Servers are paid
mainly in tips; the back of the
house often abounds with unoffi
cial employees. These practices
are problematic on their own
terms, but they also create a fer
tile environment for conduct
equivalent to human trafficking.

For all the attention given to un
documented housekeepers and

gardeners, the foodservice in
dustry is among the leading

employers — and exploit
ers — of immigrant la
bor. More than one
fifth of all foodservice
workers are foreign
born, according to a
2012 analysis by the
Brookings Institution.
And in many cases, the

immigrants who are mistreated are fully
legal.

But there are scant resources devoted
to exposing these crimes, and most cus
tomers don’t think twice, especially
when the food is cheap and the cuisine is
ethnic: Some familiar old tropes — that
the illtreatment of immigrant workers is
merely adherence to cultural norms, that
“making it” in America involves absorb
ing adversity — become common fig
leaves for abuses.

And the restaurants that engage in
such practices aren’t isolated momand
pop horror shows: Many belong to net
works that funnel immigrant labor, doc
umented or not, from major entry points
like New York City to smaller cities and
towns across the country.

Sanchez, for one, crossed the US bor
der from Mexico in 2003 and headed to
New York City. Getting a job was his first
priority. He said he followed his brother’s
footsteps and searched local Chinese
newspapers for coded ads aimed at un
documented workers. When he found
what he was looking for, Sanchez called a
telephone number, was given an address
in Chinatown, and on the appointed
date, got into a van driven by a stranger.
They headed 200 miles north to the
Grand China Buffet. He had no clue
where he was, Sanchez recalled, but it
was a job with food and housing.

At the urging of the Massachusetts
Coalition for Occupational Safety and
Health, the state Attorney General’s Of
fice began investigating the Raynham
eatery in August 2010, along with a sis
ter restaurant, the New York Chinese
Buffet, located in Somerset.

Investigators found the staff made far
below Massachusetts’ minimum wage of
$8 with no overtime pay — if they were
paid at all. Sanchez claimed to be owed
some $26,000 in unpaid wages. Another
employee, Fidela Martinez, who was 16
at the time, was not paid for more than
nine months, even as she worked thou
sands of hours.

The owners and managers — Xue
Ying You, Zhi Hao Zhang, Casidy Lu, Ai
Yi Lu, and Ming Kuai Lu — were eventu
ally charged with failure to pay employ
ees minimum wage and failure to pay
them in a timely manner, among other
charges. The Grand China Buffet was al
so cited for breaking child labor laws.
They were ordered to pay $181,000 in
fines, at least some still unpaid. Both res
taurants were shuttered.

No criminal or trafficking charges
were filed, however. Massachusetts did
not pass its antitrafficking law until
2011. And Ai Hui Lu — whom Sanchez
and advocates believe is related to the
previous management — was granted a
liquor license from Raynham selectmen
in 2011 for a new restaurant, the Hiba
chi Sushi Buffet, in the space Grand Chi
na once occupied. Sanchez moved on to
work at another Chinese buffet. (Repeat
ed attempts to reach all of the owners
and managers for comment went unan
swered, although some of them have
previously denied the charges in media

reports.)
Labor advocates and traffick
ing experts noted the reopen

ing of the restaurant with
frustration, explaining
more generally that oper
ators are notorious not
only for avoiding arrest
but for also finding ways
to keep operating even af

ter being cited for gro
tesque abuses. Enforcement

is so sporadic, and tolerance is so high,
that only the most unlucky violator gets
padlocked for good.

There is noway to estimate fully how
many workers suffer the same fate as
Sanchez and Martinez. But restaurant op
erators in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Califor
nia, Texas, and Kentucky have been ac
cused of human trafficking over the past
two years. Most often, the offenders were
smallscale, ethnic restaurants.

Several laws to protect workers like
Sanchez and Martinez are in place. Mas
sachusetts has among the strictest labor
regulations in the country, and it has
slowly started to prosecute trafficking
cases since the law passed three years
ago.

More, however, could be done: En
forcement nationally should be more pro
active and better funded. The US Depart
ment of Labor, for example, is one of the
few agencies that routinely trains its in
spectors to recognize trafficking victims,
but also has only about 1,000 wage and
hour investigators to monitor as many as
10.5 million employees at nearly 600,000
restaurants nationwide — in addition to
the millions of other workplaces covered
by the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Violations are more often unearthed
by state or local labor and health code in
vestigators who aren’t necessarily trained
to know trafficking — and who might not
want to jeopardize their own cases by
bringing in criminal investigators. Physi
cal evidence isn’t properly collected or
doesn’t exist, and prosecutors are fre
quently forced to rely on witness testimo
ny — witnesses who are also often afraid
of being deported, in debt to their abusive
employer, or isolated or vulnerable for
other reasons — to make their case. (A
challenge compounded by the fact that
the US Department of Homeland Securi
ty, which oversees immigration, also in
vestigates trafficking crimes involving
foreign national victims on the federal
level.) Agencies don’t communicate well
enough among themselves to identify
questionable businesses.

In Massachusetts, an interagency task
force headed by Attorney General Martha
Coakley in 2013 recommended a well
funded, workerled program aimed spe
cifically at labor trafficking to offer com
prehensive legal and social services. That
proposal should be taken up. Even consis
tent, coordinated data collection — to
better understand how prevalent this
problem is — would help.

A good start would be for the Com
monwealth to follow the lead of Califor
nia, which in April enacted a law requir
ing restaurants that serve alcohol to post
public notices in their kitchens explain
ing slavery and human trafficking, or face
stiff penalties.

There’s a role here for customers, too. As
long as Americans believe that a lunch
out can and should cost less than $5,
workers in the foodservices industry will
be exploited. What went on behind the
kitchen doors of the Grand China Buffet
will continue elsewhere. The economics
of today’s restaurant business, between
labor and food costs, are difficult. And
when diners find restaurants that are im
plausibly cheap, they might ask them
selves — and their servers — why that
might be.

The true cost of cheap egg rolls be
came grossly apparent at the Grand Chi
na Buffet. And Massachusetts — and the
rest of America — needs to put down the
fork and stop looking the other way.

OFF THE MENU
For customers,
a cheapmeal.
For exploited
restaurant
workers, a

virtual prison.

PATRIC SANDRI FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE

SERVICE
NOT INCLUDED
This is the latest installment
of a Globe editorial series
on workers in the food
service industry. Previous
articles, available at
bostonglobe.com/opinion,
explore ignored rights,
tipping, fast food wages,
and unions.

Next up: Preventing wage
theft and what customers
can do.

T
UCKED INTO a nondescript 
strip mall off Route 44 in Ray-
nham, the Grand China Buffet 
was an affordable option for 
the customers and employ-
ees of the Big Lots and Pep 

Boys stores on either side of it. Especially 
popular was the $4.99 all-you-can-eat lunch 
deal. “The prices are great — much cheaper 

then other buffets,” 
customer Adam M. 
wrote on Yelp. “And 
for better food 
on top!”

But, for 
its workers, 
the Grand 
China Buffet 

was a virtual prison. The labor was 
grueling, former employee Felipe 
Merino Sanchez said: six days a 
week, more than 12 hours per day, 
doing food prep, cleaning the dining 
room, and fixing the HVAC system. 
The kitchen lacked safety equipment, 
the floors were slippery and filled with 
holes, the oven leaked gas. Cooking 
often meant reheating days-old food for 
the buffet, including, once, seafood that 
the kitchen staff was asked to pick out 
of the trash. When workers complained, 
they were fired.

At the end of each shift, employ-
ees were taken to a rooming house 
in neighboring Taunton where they 
were locked in for the night, accord-
ing to Sanchez. Four to five people 
shared each room. “We 
couldn’t leave as we 
wanted,” San-
chez, whom the 
Globe located 
through work-
er advocates 
and government 
citations, said via a 
translator. “The door was 

alarmed.” When the police knocked on the 
door one day, though, he hid. “I thought I’d 
lose my job or get deported.”

Few casual diners would expect that a 
seemingly unremarkable eatery in Raynham 
could be a venue for what amount to human 
rights violations. But even at its highest 
levels, the restaurant industry is run on a 
more informal basis than most. Servers are 
paid mainly in tips; the back of the house 
often abounds with unofficial employees. 
These practices are problematic on their own 
terms, but they also create a fertile environ-
ment for conduct equivalent to human traf-
ficking.

For all the attention given to undoc-
umented housekeepers and gardeners, the 
food-service industry is among the leading 
employers — and exploiters — of immigrant 
labor. More than one-fifth of all food-service 
workers are foreign-born, according to a 
2012 analysis by the Brookings Institution. 
And in many cases, the immigrants who are 
mistreated are fully legal.

But there are scant resources devoted to 
exposing these crimes, and most customers 
don’t think twice, especially when the food 
is cheap and the cuisine is ethnic: Some 
familiar old tropes — that the ill-treatment 
of immigrant workers is merely adherence to 
cultural norms, that “making it” in America 

involves absorbing adversity — become 
common fig leaves for abuses.

And the restaurants that engage 
in such practices aren’t isolated mom-

and-pop horror shows: Many belong 
to networks that funnel 

immigrant labor, docu-
mented or not, from 

major entry points 
like New York City 
to smaller cities 

and towns across 
the country.
Sanchez, for one, 

crossed the US border 
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Editorial

T
UCKED INTO a nondescript
strip mall off Route 44 in
Raynham, the Grand China
Buffet was an affordable op
tion for the customers and
employees of the Big Lots

and Pep Boys stores on either side of it.
Especially popular was the $4.99 allyou
caneat lunch deal. “The prices are great
— much cheaper then other buffets,” cus
tomer Adam M. wrote on Yelp. “And for
better food on top!”

But, for its workers, the Grand China
Buffet was a virtual prison. The labor was
grueling, former employee Felipe Merino
Sanchez said: six days a week, more than
12 hours per day, doing food prep, clean
ing the dining room, and fixing the HVAC
system. The kitchen lacked safety equip

ment, the floors were slippery and
filled with holes, the oven leaked gas.
Cooking often meant reheating
daysold food for the buffet, in
cluding, once, seafood that the
kitchen staff was asked to pick
out of the trash. When workers
complained, they were fired.

At the end of each shift, em
ployees were taken to a rooming
house in neighboring Taunton
where they were locked in for
the night, according to Sanchez.
Four to five people shared each
room. “We couldn’t leave as we
wanted,” Sanchez, whom the
Globe located through worker
advocates and government cita
tions, said via a translator. “The
door was alarmed.” When the
police knocked on the door one
day, though, he hid. “I thought
I’d lose my job or get deported.”

Few casual diners would ex
pect that a seemingly unre
markable eatery in Raynham
could be a venue for what
amount to human rights viola
tions. But even at its highest lev
els, the restaurant industry is
run on a more informal basis
than most. Servers are paid
mainly in tips; the back of the
house often abounds with unoffi
cial employees. These practices
are problematic on their own
terms, but they also create a fer
tile environment for conduct
equivalent to human trafficking.

For all the attention given to un
documented housekeepers and

gardeners, the foodservice in
dustry is among the leading

employers — and exploit
ers — of immigrant la
bor. More than one
fifth of all foodservice
workers are foreign
born, according to a
2012 analysis by the
Brookings Institution.
And in many cases, the

immigrants who are mistreated are fully
legal.

But there are scant resources devoted
to exposing these crimes, and most cus
tomers don’t think twice, especially
when the food is cheap and the cuisine is
ethnic: Some familiar old tropes — that
the illtreatment of immigrant workers is
merely adherence to cultural norms, that
“making it” in America involves absorb
ing adversity — become common fig
leaves for abuses.

And the restaurants that engage in
such practices aren’t isolated momand
pop horror shows: Many belong to net
works that funnel immigrant labor, doc
umented or not, from major entry points
like New York City to smaller cities and
towns across the country.

Sanchez, for one, crossed the US bor
der from Mexico in 2003 and headed to
New York City. Getting a job was his first
priority. He said he followed his brother’s
footsteps and searched local Chinese
newspapers for coded ads aimed at un
documented workers. When he found
what he was looking for, Sanchez called a
telephone number, was given an address
in Chinatown, and on the appointed
date, got into a van driven by a stranger.
They headed 200 miles north to the
Grand China Buffet. He had no clue
where he was, Sanchez recalled, but it
was a job with food and housing.

At the urging of the Massachusetts
Coalition for Occupational Safety and
Health, the state Attorney General’s Of
fice began investigating the Raynham
eatery in August 2010, along with a sis
ter restaurant, the New York Chinese
Buffet, located in Somerset.

Investigators found the staff made far
below Massachusetts’ minimum wage of
$8 with no overtime pay — if they were
paid at all. Sanchez claimed to be owed
some $26,000 in unpaid wages. Another
employee, Fidela Martinez, who was 16
at the time, was not paid for more than
nine months, even as she worked thou
sands of hours.

The owners and managers — Xue
Ying You, Zhi Hao Zhang, Casidy Lu, Ai
Yi Lu, and Ming Kuai Lu — were eventu
ally charged with failure to pay employ
ees minimum wage and failure to pay
them in a timely manner, among other
charges. The Grand China Buffet was al
so cited for breaking child labor laws.
They were ordered to pay $181,000 in
fines, at least some still unpaid. Both res
taurants were shuttered.

No criminal or trafficking charges
were filed, however. Massachusetts did
not pass its antitrafficking law until
2011. And Ai Hui Lu — whom Sanchez
and advocates believe is related to the
previous management — was granted a
liquor license from Raynham selectmen
in 2011 for a new restaurant, the Hiba
chi Sushi Buffet, in the space Grand Chi
na once occupied. Sanchez moved on to
work at another Chinese buffet. (Repeat
ed attempts to reach all of the owners
and managers for comment went unan
swered, although some of them have
previously denied the charges in media

reports.)
Labor advocates and traffick
ing experts noted the reopen

ing of the restaurant with
frustration, explaining
more generally that oper
ators are notorious not
only for avoiding arrest
but for also finding ways
to keep operating even af

ter being cited for gro
tesque abuses. Enforcement

is so sporadic, and tolerance is so high,
that only the most unlucky violator gets
padlocked for good.

There is noway to estimate fully how
many workers suffer the same fate as
Sanchez and Martinez. But restaurant op
erators in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Califor
nia, Texas, and Kentucky have been ac
cused of human trafficking over the past
two years. Most often, the offenders were
smallscale, ethnic restaurants.

Several laws to protect workers like
Sanchez and Martinez are in place. Mas
sachusetts has among the strictest labor
regulations in the country, and it has
slowly started to prosecute trafficking
cases since the law passed three years
ago.

More, however, could be done: En
forcement nationally should be more pro
active and better funded. The US Depart
ment of Labor, for example, is one of the
few agencies that routinely trains its in
spectors to recognize trafficking victims,
but also has only about 1,000 wage and
hour investigators to monitor as many as
10.5 million employees at nearly 600,000
restaurants nationwide — in addition to
the millions of other workplaces covered
by the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Violations are more often unearthed
by state or local labor and health code in
vestigators who aren’t necessarily trained
to know trafficking — and who might not
want to jeopardize their own cases by
bringing in criminal investigators. Physi
cal evidence isn’t properly collected or
doesn’t exist, and prosecutors are fre
quently forced to rely on witness testimo
ny — witnesses who are also often afraid
of being deported, in debt to their abusive
employer, or isolated or vulnerable for
other reasons — to make their case. (A
challenge compounded by the fact that
the US Department of Homeland Securi
ty, which oversees immigration, also in
vestigates trafficking crimes involving
foreign national victims on the federal
level.) Agencies don’t communicate well
enough among themselves to identify
questionable businesses.

In Massachusetts, an interagency task
force headed by Attorney General Martha
Coakley in 2013 recommended a well
funded, workerled program aimed spe
cifically at labor trafficking to offer com
prehensive legal and social services. That
proposal should be taken up. Even consis
tent, coordinated data collection — to
better understand how prevalent this
problem is — would help.

A good start would be for the Com
monwealth to follow the lead of Califor
nia, which in April enacted a law requir
ing restaurants that serve alcohol to post
public notices in their kitchens explain
ing slavery and human trafficking, or face
stiff penalties.

There’s a role here for customers, too. As
long as Americans believe that a lunch
out can and should cost less than $5,
workers in the foodservices industry will
be exploited. What went on behind the
kitchen doors of the Grand China Buffet
will continue elsewhere. The economics
of today’s restaurant business, between
labor and food costs, are difficult. And
when diners find restaurants that are im
plausibly cheap, they might ask them
selves — and their servers — why that
might be.

The true cost of cheap egg rolls be
came grossly apparent at the Grand Chi
na Buffet. And Massachusetts — and the
rest of America — needs to put down the
fork and stop looking the other way.

OFF THE MENU
For customers,
a cheapmeal.
For exploited
restaurant
workers, a

virtual prison.
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at all. Sanchez claimed to be owed some 
$26,000 in unpaid wages. Another employee, 
Fidela Martinez, who was 16 at the time, was 
not paid for more than nine months, even as 
she worked thousands of hours.

The owners and managers — Xue Ying 
You, Zhi Hao Zhang, Casidy Lu, Ai Yi Lu, and 
Ming Kuai Lu — were eventually charged 
with failure to pay employees minimum wage 
and failure to pay them in a timely man-
ner, among other charges. The Grand China 
Buffet was also cited for breaking child labor 
laws. They were ordered to pay $181,000 in 
fines, at least some still unpaid. Both restau-
rants were shuttered.

No criminal or trafficking charges were 
filed, however. Massachusetts did not pass 
its antitrafficking law until 2011. And Ai Hui 
Lu — whom Sanchez and advocates believe is 
related to the previous management — was 
granted a liquor license from Raynham se-
lectmen in 2011 for a new restaurant, the Hi-
bachi Sushi Buffet, in the space Grand China 
once occupied. Sanchez moved on to work at 
another Chinese buffet. (Repeated attempts 
to reach all of the owners and managers for 
comment went unanswered, although some 
of them have previously denied the charges 
in media reports.)

Labor advocates and trafficking experts 
noted the reopening of the restaurant with 
frustration, explaining more generally that 
operators are notorious not only for avoid-

ing arrest but for also finding ways to keep 
operating even after being cited for grotesque 
abuses. Enforcement is so sporadic, and tol-
erance is so high, that only the most unlucky 
violator gets padlocked for good.

There is no way to estimate fully how 
many workers suffer the same fate as San-
chez and Martinez. But restaurant operators 
in Minnesota, Wisconsin, California,Texas, 
and Kentucky have been accused of human 
trafficking over the past two years. Most 
often, the offenders were small-scale, ethnic 
restaurants.

Several laws to protect workers like 
Sanchez and Martinez are in place. Massa-
chusetts has among the strictest labor regula-
tions in the country, and it has slowly started 
to prosecute trafficking cases since the law 
passed three years ago.

More, however, could be done: Enforce-
ment nationally should be more proactive 
and better funded. The US Department of 
Labor, for example, is one of the few agencies 
that routinely trains its inspectors to rec-
ognize trafficking victims, but also has only 
about 1,000 wage and hour investigators to 
monitor as many as 10.5 million employees 
at nearly 600,000 restaurants nationwide — 
in addition to the millions of other workplac-
es covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Violations are more often unearthed by 
state or local labor and health code inves-
tigators who aren’t necessarily trained to 
know trafficking — and who might not want 
to jeopardize their own cases by bringing 
in criminal investigators. Physical evidence 
isn’t properly collected or doesn’t exist, and 
prosecutors are frequently forced to rely on 
witness testimony — witnesses who are also 
often afraid of being deported, in debt to 
their abusive employer, or isolated or vulner-
able for other reasons — to make their case. 
(A challenge compounded by the fact that 
the US Department of Homeland Security, 
which oversees immigration, also investigates 
trafficking crimes involving foreign national 
victims on the federal level.) Agencies don’t 
communicate well enough among themselves 
to identify questionable businesses.

In Massachusetts, an interagency task 
force headed by Attorney General Martha 
Coakley in 2013 recommended a well-fund-
ed, worker-led program aimed specifically at 
labor trafficking to offer comprehensive legal 
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Editorial

T
UCKED INTO a nondescript
strip mall off Route 44 in
Raynham, the Grand China
Buffet was an affordable op
tion for the customers and
employees of the Big Lots

and Pep Boys stores on either side of it.
Especially popular was the $4.99 allyou
caneat lunch deal. “The prices are great
— much cheaper then other buffets,” cus
tomer Adam M. wrote on Yelp. “And for
better food on top!”

But, for its workers, the Grand China
Buffet was a virtual prison. The labor was
grueling, former employee Felipe Merino
Sanchez said: six days a week, more than
12 hours per day, doing food prep, clean
ing the dining room, and fixing the HVAC
system. The kitchen lacked safety equip

ment, the floors were slippery and
filled with holes, the oven leaked gas.
Cooking often meant reheating
daysold food for the buffet, in
cluding, once, seafood that the
kitchen staff was asked to pick
out of the trash. When workers
complained, they were fired.

At the end of each shift, em
ployees were taken to a rooming
house in neighboring Taunton
where they were locked in for
the night, according to Sanchez.
Four to five people shared each
room. “We couldn’t leave as we
wanted,” Sanchez, whom the
Globe located through worker
advocates and government cita
tions, said via a translator. “The
door was alarmed.” When the
police knocked on the door one
day, though, he hid. “I thought
I’d lose my job or get deported.”

Few casual diners would ex
pect that a seemingly unre
markable eatery in Raynham
could be a venue for what
amount to human rights viola
tions. But even at its highest lev
els, the restaurant industry is
run on a more informal basis
than most. Servers are paid
mainly in tips; the back of the
house often abounds with unoffi
cial employees. These practices
are problematic on their own
terms, but they also create a fer
tile environment for conduct
equivalent to human trafficking.

For all the attention given to un
documented housekeepers and

gardeners, the foodservice in
dustry is among the leading

employers — and exploit
ers — of immigrant la
bor. More than one
fifth of all foodservice
workers are foreign
born, according to a
2012 analysis by the
Brookings Institution.
And in many cases, the

immigrants who are mistreated are fully
legal.

But there are scant resources devoted
to exposing these crimes, and most cus
tomers don’t think twice, especially
when the food is cheap and the cuisine is
ethnic: Some familiar old tropes — that
the illtreatment of immigrant workers is
merely adherence to cultural norms, that
“making it” in America involves absorb
ing adversity — become common fig
leaves for abuses.

And the restaurants that engage in
such practices aren’t isolated momand
pop horror shows: Many belong to net
works that funnel immigrant labor, doc
umented or not, from major entry points
like New York City to smaller cities and
towns across the country.

Sanchez, for one, crossed the US bor
der from Mexico in 2003 and headed to
New York City. Getting a job was his first
priority. He said he followed his brother’s
footsteps and searched local Chinese
newspapers for coded ads aimed at un
documented workers. When he found
what he was looking for, Sanchez called a
telephone number, was given an address
in Chinatown, and on the appointed
date, got into a van driven by a stranger.
They headed 200 miles north to the
Grand China Buffet. He had no clue
where he was, Sanchez recalled, but it
was a job with food and housing.

At the urging of the Massachusetts
Coalition for Occupational Safety and
Health, the state Attorney General’s Of
fice began investigating the Raynham
eatery in August 2010, along with a sis
ter restaurant, the New York Chinese
Buffet, located in Somerset.

Investigators found the staff made far
below Massachusetts’ minimum wage of
$8 with no overtime pay — if they were
paid at all. Sanchez claimed to be owed
some $26,000 in unpaid wages. Another
employee, Fidela Martinez, who was 16
at the time, was not paid for more than
nine months, even as she worked thou
sands of hours.

The owners and managers — Xue
Ying You, Zhi Hao Zhang, Casidy Lu, Ai
Yi Lu, and Ming Kuai Lu — were eventu
ally charged with failure to pay employ
ees minimum wage and failure to pay
them in a timely manner, among other
charges. The Grand China Buffet was al
so cited for breaking child labor laws.
They were ordered to pay $181,000 in
fines, at least some still unpaid. Both res
taurants were shuttered.

No criminal or trafficking charges
were filed, however. Massachusetts did
not pass its antitrafficking law until
2011. And Ai Hui Lu — whom Sanchez
and advocates believe is related to the
previous management — was granted a
liquor license from Raynham selectmen
in 2011 for a new restaurant, the Hiba
chi Sushi Buffet, in the space Grand Chi
na once occupied. Sanchez moved on to
work at another Chinese buffet. (Repeat
ed attempts to reach all of the owners
and managers for comment went unan
swered, although some of them have
previously denied the charges in media

reports.)
Labor advocates and traffick
ing experts noted the reopen

ing of the restaurant with
frustration, explaining
more generally that oper
ators are notorious not
only for avoiding arrest
but for also finding ways
to keep operating even af

ter being cited for gro
tesque abuses. Enforcement

is so sporadic, and tolerance is so high,
that only the most unlucky violator gets
padlocked for good.

There is noway to estimate fully how
many workers suffer the same fate as
Sanchez and Martinez. But restaurant op
erators in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Califor
nia, Texas, and Kentucky have been ac
cused of human trafficking over the past
two years. Most often, the offenders were
smallscale, ethnic restaurants.

Several laws to protect workers like
Sanchez and Martinez are in place. Mas
sachusetts has among the strictest labor
regulations in the country, and it has
slowly started to prosecute trafficking
cases since the law passed three years
ago.

More, however, could be done: En
forcement nationally should be more pro
active and better funded. The US Depart
ment of Labor, for example, is one of the
few agencies that routinely trains its in
spectors to recognize trafficking victims,
but also has only about 1,000 wage and
hour investigators to monitor as many as
10.5 million employees at nearly 600,000
restaurants nationwide — in addition to
the millions of other workplaces covered
by the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Violations are more often unearthed
by state or local labor and health code in
vestigators who aren’t necessarily trained
to know trafficking — and who might not
want to jeopardize their own cases by
bringing in criminal investigators. Physi
cal evidence isn’t properly collected or
doesn’t exist, and prosecutors are fre
quently forced to rely on witness testimo
ny — witnesses who are also often afraid
of being deported, in debt to their abusive
employer, or isolated or vulnerable for
other reasons — to make their case. (A
challenge compounded by the fact that
the US Department of Homeland Securi
ty, which oversees immigration, also in
vestigates trafficking crimes involving
foreign national victims on the federal
level.) Agencies don’t communicate well
enough among themselves to identify
questionable businesses.

In Massachusetts, an interagency task
force headed by Attorney General Martha
Coakley in 2013 recommended a well
funded, workerled program aimed spe
cifically at labor trafficking to offer com
prehensive legal and social services. That
proposal should be taken up. Even consis
tent, coordinated data collection — to
better understand how prevalent this
problem is — would help.

A good start would be for the Com
monwealth to follow the lead of Califor
nia, which in April enacted a law requir
ing restaurants that serve alcohol to post
public notices in their kitchens explain
ing slavery and human trafficking, or face
stiff penalties.

There’s a role here for customers, too. As
long as Americans believe that a lunch
out can and should cost less than $5,
workers in the foodservices industry will
be exploited. What went on behind the
kitchen doors of the Grand China Buffet
will continue elsewhere. The economics
of today’s restaurant business, between
labor and food costs, are difficult. And
when diners find restaurants that are im
plausibly cheap, they might ask them
selves — and their servers — why that
might be.

The true cost of cheap egg rolls be
came grossly apparent at the Grand Chi
na Buffet. And Massachusetts — and the
rest of America — needs to put down the
fork and stop looking the other way.

OFF THE MENU
For customers,
a cheapmeal.
For exploited
restaurant
workers, a

virtual prison.

PATRIC SANDRI FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE

SERVICE
NOT INCLUDED
This is the latest installment
of a Globe editorial series
on workers in the food
service industry. Previous
articles, available at
bostonglobe.com/opinion,
explore ignored rights,
tipping, fast food wages,
and unions.

Next up: Preventing wage
theft and what customers
can do.

and social services. That proposal should be 
taken up. Even consistent, coordinated data 
collection — to better understand how preva-
lent this problem is — would help.

A good start would be for the Common-
wealth to follow the lead of California, which 
in April enacted a law requiring restaurants 
that serve alcohol to post public notices in 
their kitchens explaining slavery and human 
trafficking, or face stiff penalties.

There’s a role here for customers, too.
As long as Americans believe that a lunch out 
can and should cost less than $5, workers in 

the food-services industry will be exploited. 
What went on behind the kitchen doors of 
the Grand China Buffet will continue else-
where. The economics of today’s restaurant 
business, between labor and food costs, are 
difficult. And when diners find restaurants 
that are implausibly cheap, they might ask 
themselves — and their servers — why that 
might be.

The true cost of cheap egg rolls became 
grossly apparent at the Grand China Buffet. 
And Massachusetts — and the rest of Amer-
ica — needs to put down the fork and stop 
looking the other way.
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A
MERICANS HAVE started to care
deeply about how their food came
to be. At restaurants, we ask prob
ing questions: Are the greens or

ganic? Were the cows grassfed? We fret
over whether our chicken could run around
the farmyard. We take comfort in knowing
that the pickles were prepared inhouse,
and that the cucumbers came from just an
hour away. In short, we’ve come to demand
high quality and sustainable
sourcing in every part of a
restaurant’s operation.

Well, except in how the
employees who work there
are treated.

In a series of editorials
over the past year, the Globe
has detailed the challenges
that food service workers rou
tinely face: wages too low to
live on, minimal job security,
few organizing rights, the risk
of wage theft, and even human trafficking.

These are all indecencies that, theoreti
cally, should fall to lawmakers to address.
But political will in Washington to raise the
minimum wage has stalled, and labor en
forcement, at both the federal and state lev
els, has been ineffectual.

No, more humane working conditions in
restaurants aren’t likely to arrive until pa
trons start demanding them as part of their
dining experience, too.

Contrary to the protests of industry big
wigs and some politicians, there is room in
restaurant economics for higher pay and
benefits — if customers are willing to pay a
little bit more.

Ask top executives at Chipotle Mexican
Grill. The burrito chain is red hot, achieving
record margins and robust sales in recent
years as Americans (and Europeans and Ca
nadians) embrace its “Food with Integrity”
motto. The company does offer its employ
ees some luxuries rare in its industry —
quick advancement, health insurance, regu
lar fulltime shifts, for instance — but its av
erage wage for nonmanagers works out to
be just slightly above $9 per hour (including
bonuses).

Yet, in discussing proposals for a $10
minimum wage, Chipotle’s chief financial
officer, Jack Hartung, shrugged it off. “A
move to $10 would have an effect, but not
too significant,” Hartung told analysts last
January. In other words, an extra buck an
hour isn’t a major threat to Chipotle’s bot
tom line, but the chain is also in no hurry to
get there. For the Chipotle “crew member”
trying to support a child, a raise to $10 rep
resents a 11 percent pay hike and can mean
the difference between making rent and be
ing evicted, paying the gas bill, even putting
enough food on the table.

Already, plenty of eateries and smaller
chains in the Boston area — up and down
the price spectrum — have committed to
compensating hourly employees more than
the bare minimum: Shake Shack, Boloco,
the Salty Pig, and Coda in the South End,
Canary Square in Jamaica Plain, Porters
Bar and Grill near North Station, Haley
House Bakery Cafe in Roxbury.

In addition to a minimum wage of $10,
Boloco offers employees at its burrito
joints other perks, including 401(k)
matching, transportation subsidies,
and Englishlanguage courses.
Virtue isn’t the only reward:
“There are quantifiable sav
ings in terms of lower
turnover and training
costs,” said CEO Pat
rick Renna. “Happier
employees mean bet
ter service and higher
customer satisfac
tion.”

But customers shouldn’t wait for other res
taurant owners to figure that out on their
own. The dining public must show that it
wants better treatment for workers. Here’s
how:
RDemand intelligence. Unlike health

code violations, an eatery’s bad labor prac
tices aren’t regularly catalogued in any city
run online databases. For now, the US De
partment of Labor’s “Eat Shop Sleep” app is

one of the best tools available,
listing past citations for wage
theft or other labor violations.
It allows users to search by lo
cation or a restaurant’s name,
but the results are still limited.
R Patronize the good guys.

There’s not yet a Yelp rating or
a widely used “fair trade” label
to identify restaurants whose
managers take pride in treat
ing workers well. But a simple
Google search can provide

some help. Pay attention to online reviews
that mention good labor practices. Tell
owners that’s why you are there. Tell your
friends, too. (Boycotting bad apples is hard
er to do — see above — but an admirable
goal nonetheless.)
R Tip in cash. Servers who make the

tipped minimum wage ($3 in Massachu
setts as of Jan. 1) often must rely on gener
ous tippers to make up most of their take
home pay. And, as backwards as it sounds
in an electronic age, wait staff report that
leaving cash is the best guarantee your tip
will end up in the right pocket.
R Push for higher wages and workers

rights. The Fight for $15 campaign contin
ues. Polls suggest most Americans support
an increased minimum wage, so be vocal
about it. Sign petitions, attend hearings,
join protests, confront politicians about
their stances, trumpet the issue on social
media.

Being amore conscientious consumer will
pay off in unexpected ways. Restaurants to
day lie at the heart of 21stcentury Ameri
can life. These employers aren’t headed
overseas; for the foreseeable future, mil
lions of Americans will wait tables, cook
food, or wash dishes for their livelihoods.

Meanwhile, an evermorefrazzled public
eats out instead of cooking at home. Neigh
borhood development and redevelopment
plans increasingly hinge on attracting new
restaurants. Having that local eatery on the
corner, or a perhaps short drive away, has
become an intrinsic part of what makes a
community feel liveable.

That’s all the more reason for customers
to make sure their friends, neighbors, and
family members who work in these vital
businesses earn enough to live on. And
when restaurateurs, from small chef
owners to fastfood giants, see cus
tomers paying closer attention to
equity in their industry,
they’ll know what to do.

Diners should pay attention
to workers, not just the food

Letters to the Editor

JIM MORIN

A REPORT from the Massachu
setts Center for Health Infor
mation (CHIA) is tremendous
news for those suffering from
addiction, and for treatment
providers. Despite alarms
raised by health insurers, the
report estimates that the cost of
mandated coverage of addic
tion treatment will be lower
than many expected and that
insurers are capable of covering
these critical services.

In July, the Massachusetts
Legislature passed historic ad
diction treatment legislation in
response to the opioid epidem
ic, which has ravaged our com
munities. Before the passage of
this legislation and over the
past few months, insurance
providers have repeatedly ex
pressed concern about the cost
impact of the new law, which
requires coverage of vital addic
tion treatment services.

Under the new law, which
will take effect in October 2015,
insurers will be responsible for
covering proven lifesaving ser
vices to those struggling with
addiction. These services in
clude detoxification programs
and stepdown services, alcohol
and drug counseling, and
abusedeterrent opioids.

The CHIA report shows that
coverage for addiction treat
ment will cost insurers pennies
per month to provide. For ex
ample, covering individuals’
visits to licensed alcohol and
drug counselors will cost from
$0.02  $0.17 per premium.
Consider also that 58 people in
Massachusetts died from opi
oid overdoses during the first
half of December. A small in
crease in premiums should

cause no hesitation.
The behavioral health care

community is encouraged by
CHIA’s findings. We are ready
to work with families and indi
viduals struggling with addic
tion, insurers, and providers to
find solutions and to stop this
epidemic.

VIC DIGRAVIO
Natick

The writer is president and
CEO of the Association for Be
havioral Healthcare.

Addiction
treatments are
affordable

Editorial

PATRIC SANDRI FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE

SERVICE NOT
INCLUDED
This is the last installment
of a Globe editorial series
on workers in the food
service industry. Previous
articles, available at
bostonglobe.com/opinion,
explore wage theft, human
trafficking, tipping, fast
food wages, and unions.

I SPENT 26 years as a State Po
lice officer fighting the drug
war, 14 of those years as an un
dercover officer working every
kind of case, including billion
dollar heroin trafficking con
spiracies. I have seen the ravag
es of both drug use and current
drug policy.

The consequences of addic
tion in an illegal marketplace
are far greater than the addic

tion alone. Users don’t know
how much of their purchase is
heroin or whether it has been
cut with an agent such as Fen
tanyl, a drug many times stron
ger than heroin.

Over the past year, the
Globe has published dozens of
similar articles discussing the
appalling increase in heroin
overdose deaths. Yet there
hasn’t been a significant dis
cussion of solutions to this
problem.

If we want to stop overdose
deaths, we must legalize and
regulate drugs. Once this hap
pens, drug users will know
what they are consuming and
overdose deaths will plummet.
Drug users are our children,
our parents, and our neigh
bors. Providing compassionate
treatment during their addic
tion, rather than incarceration,
will keep them alive long
enough for a chance at sobriety.

JACK A. COLE
Medford

The writer is cofounder
and board chair of Law En
forcement Against Prohibition.

Drug police must
change radically

AS LONGTIME residents of
Jamaica Plain, we are heart
ened by the plans for develop
ment of housing along the Or
ange Line, as expressed by the
Walsh Administration. (“Mayor
Walsh’s plan links housing to
transit,” Metro, Dec. 10).

We anticipate working with
the Boston Redevelopment Au
thority on guidelines for zoning
that respect the neighborhoods
surrounding this transit corri
dor.

Several projects are now un
der development or BRA re
view, however, without a state
ment of policies or goals for
height and density at individual
sites or in the area. These proj
ects exceed the existing zoning
envelope, but do not increase
the percentage of affordable
units beyond City of Boston
minimums.

Forest Hills and Jackson
Square have been the focus of
extensive planning. We request
that the BRA expand those ef
forts to address the differing
characters of Washington
Street and Columbus/Tremont
Extension, and to set overall
targets for housing density and
affordability for the corridor,
thoughtfully incorporated into
the neighborhoods. While un
derutilized, these areas are far
from “desolate” — the word

used to describe them in the
Globe article.

Sustainable communities
consist of more than highden
sity housing focused on transit
centers. They require walkable
retail, public open space and
amenities, improvements to
bus service, and access beyond
the T. Parking ratios should
consider not only the distance
to transit, but existing parking
shortages, the type of units and
families, and access to other
necessary services.

DANIEL THOMAS
SUSAN PRANGER

Jamaica Plain

J.P. housing needs
careful planning

COLUMNIST JAMES Carroll
got it wrong when he wrote
that US intervention in the Ko
rean War was a “foundational
mistake” (“CIA’s poisonous leg
acy starts with who we are,”
Oped, Dec. 22). The United
States was right to intervene,
with UN support, to thwart the
invasion of South Korea by the
North Korean army in June
1950. Captain John C. Hastie,
my older brother, was among
the troops sent to rescue South
Korea.

The major mistake came
later in 1950 after North Kore
an troops were pushed back
across the border. US forces,
supposedly in hot pursuit of
the enemy, invaded the north,
an action that provoked inter
vention by the Chinese army
and a stalemate that lasted 2½
years.

My brother, still on the
front lines in November 1950,
and by then deep into North
Korea, was wounded and cap
tured the day that the Chinese
began a massive offensive.
During the bitterly cold winter,
John succumbed to dysentery,
malnutrition, gangrene, and
pneumonia, one of too many
stillgrieved, needless deaths.

CORNELIUS HASTIE
Jamaica Plain

Intervention in
Korea justified—
at first

BANCO SANTANDER and
other lending institutions are
under investigation because
they are making loans to high
risk buyers and then packag
ing the loans and selling them
to Wall Street (“State presses
auto lender,” Page A1, Dec.
26). This practice shows that
we have not learned from the
similar problem with home
mortgages. We need to change
our laws so that the originators
of loans remain responsible for
the losses should the buyer de
fault.

EDWARD H. SONN
Concord

Let banks
bear the risk

ONGOING DRUG CRISIS

JOHN TLUMACKI /GLOBE STAFF

A friend visits the grave of Jimmy Bradshaw, who died in
2012 of a heroin overdose in Taunton at the age of 24.

A
mericans have started to care 
deeply about how their food came 
to be. At restaurants, we ask prob-
ing questions: Are the greens or-

ganic? Were the cows grass-fed? We fret over 
whether our chicken could run around the 
farmyard. We take comfort in knowing that 
the pickles were prepared in-house, and that 
the cucumbers came from just an hour away. 
In short, we’ve come to demand high quality 
and sustainable sourcing in every part of a 
restaurant’s operation.

Well, except in how the employees who 
work there are treated.

In a series of editorials over the past 
year, the Globe has detailed the challenges 
that food service workers routinely face: wag-
es too low to live on, minimal job security, 
few organizing rights, the risk of wage theft, 
and even human trafficking.

These are all indecencies that, theoret-
ically, should fall to lawmakers to address. 
But political will in Washington to raise 
the minimum wage has stalled, and labor 
enforcement, at both the federal and state 
levels, has been ineffectual.

No, more humane working conditions 
in restaurants aren’t likely to arrive until 
patrons start demanding them as part of 
their dining experience, too.

Contrary to the protests of industry 
bigwigs and some politicians, there 
is room in restaurant economics for 
higher pay and benefits — if cus-
tomers are willing to pay a little bit 
more.

Ask top executives at Chipotle 
Mexican Grill. The burrito chain is 
red hot, achieving record margins 
and robust sales in recent years as 
Americans (and Europeans and Cana-
dians) embrace its “Food with Integri-
ty” motto. The company does offer its 

employees some luxuries rare in its industry 
— quick advancement, health insurance, 
regular full-time shifts, for instance — but its 
average wage for non-managers works out to 
be just slightly above $9 per hour (including 
bonuses).

Yet, in discussing proposals for a $10 
minimum wage, Chipotle’s chief financial 
officer, Jack Hartung, shrugged it off. “A 
move to $10 would have an effect, but not 
too significant,” Hartung told analysts last 
January. In other words, an extra buck an 
hour isn’t a major threat to Chipotle’s bottom 
line, but the chain is also in no hurry to get 
there. For the Chipotle “crew member” trying 
to support a child, a raise to $10 represents 
a 11 percent pay hike and can mean the 
difference between making rent and 
being evicted, paying the gas bill, 
even putting enough food on 
the table.

Already, plenty 
of eateries and 
smaller 
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A
MERICANS HAVE started to care
deeply about how their food came
to be. At restaurants, we ask prob
ing questions: Are the greens or

ganic? Were the cows grassfed? We fret
over whether our chicken could run around
the farmyard. We take comfort in knowing
that the pickles were prepared inhouse,
and that the cucumbers came from just an
hour away. In short, we’ve come to demand
high quality and sustainable
sourcing in every part of a
restaurant’s operation.

Well, except in how the
employees who work there
are treated.

In a series of editorials
over the past year, the Globe
has detailed the challenges
that food service workers rou
tinely face: wages too low to
live on, minimal job security,
few organizing rights, the risk
of wage theft, and even human trafficking.

These are all indecencies that, theoreti
cally, should fall to lawmakers to address.
But political will in Washington to raise the
minimum wage has stalled, and labor en
forcement, at both the federal and state lev
els, has been ineffectual.

No, more humane working conditions in
restaurants aren’t likely to arrive until pa
trons start demanding them as part of their
dining experience, too.

Contrary to the protests of industry big
wigs and some politicians, there is room in
restaurant economics for higher pay and
benefits — if customers are willing to pay a
little bit more.

Ask top executives at Chipotle Mexican
Grill. The burrito chain is red hot, achieving
record margins and robust sales in recent
years as Americans (and Europeans and Ca
nadians) embrace its “Food with Integrity”
motto. The company does offer its employ
ees some luxuries rare in its industry —
quick advancement, health insurance, regu
lar fulltime shifts, for instance — but its av
erage wage for nonmanagers works out to
be just slightly above $9 per hour (including
bonuses).

Yet, in discussing proposals for a $10
minimum wage, Chipotle’s chief financial
officer, Jack Hartung, shrugged it off. “A
move to $10 would have an effect, but not
too significant,” Hartung told analysts last
January. In other words, an extra buck an
hour isn’t a major threat to Chipotle’s bot
tom line, but the chain is also in no hurry to
get there. For the Chipotle “crew member”
trying to support a child, a raise to $10 rep
resents a 11 percent pay hike and can mean
the difference between making rent and be
ing evicted, paying the gas bill, even putting
enough food on the table.

Already, plenty of eateries and smaller
chains in the Boston area — up and down
the price spectrum — have committed to
compensating hourly employees more than
the bare minimum: Shake Shack, Boloco,
the Salty Pig, and Coda in the South End,
Canary Square in Jamaica Plain, Porters
Bar and Grill near North Station, Haley
House Bakery Cafe in Roxbury.

In addition to a minimum wage of $10,
Boloco offers employees at its burrito
joints other perks, including 401(k)
matching, transportation subsidies,
and Englishlanguage courses.
Virtue isn’t the only reward:
“There are quantifiable sav
ings in terms of lower
turnover and training
costs,” said CEO Pat
rick Renna. “Happier
employees mean bet
ter service and higher
customer satisfac
tion.”

But customers shouldn’t wait for other res
taurant owners to figure that out on their
own. The dining public must show that it
wants better treatment for workers. Here’s
how:
RDemand intelligence. Unlike health

code violations, an eatery’s bad labor prac
tices aren’t regularly catalogued in any city
run online databases. For now, the US De
partment of Labor’s “Eat Shop Sleep” app is

one of the best tools available,
listing past citations for wage
theft or other labor violations.
It allows users to search by lo
cation or a restaurant’s name,
but the results are still limited.
R Patronize the good guys.

There’s not yet a Yelp rating or
a widely used “fair trade” label
to identify restaurants whose
managers take pride in treat
ing workers well. But a simple
Google search can provide

some help. Pay attention to online reviews
that mention good labor practices. Tell
owners that’s why you are there. Tell your
friends, too. (Boycotting bad apples is hard
er to do — see above — but an admirable
goal nonetheless.)
R Tip in cash. Servers who make the

tipped minimum wage ($3 in Massachu
setts as of Jan. 1) often must rely on gener
ous tippers to make up most of their take
home pay. And, as backwards as it sounds
in an electronic age, wait staff report that
leaving cash is the best guarantee your tip
will end up in the right pocket.
R Push for higher wages and workers

rights. The Fight for $15 campaign contin
ues. Polls suggest most Americans support
an increased minimum wage, so be vocal
about it. Sign petitions, attend hearings,
join protests, confront politicians about
their stances, trumpet the issue on social
media.

Being amore conscientious consumer will
pay off in unexpected ways. Restaurants to
day lie at the heart of 21stcentury Ameri
can life. These employers aren’t headed
overseas; for the foreseeable future, mil
lions of Americans will wait tables, cook
food, or wash dishes for their livelihoods.

Meanwhile, an evermorefrazzled public
eats out instead of cooking at home. Neigh
borhood development and redevelopment
plans increasingly hinge on attracting new
restaurants. Having that local eatery on the
corner, or a perhaps short drive away, has
become an intrinsic part of what makes a
community feel liveable.

That’s all the more reason for customers
to make sure their friends, neighbors, and
family members who work in these vital
businesses earn enough to live on. And
when restaurateurs, from small chef
owners to fastfood giants, see cus
tomers paying closer attention to
equity in their industry,
they’ll know what to do.

Diners should pay attention
to workers, not just the food

Letters to the Editor

JIM MORIN

A REPORT from the Massachu
setts Center for Health Infor
mation (CHIA) is tremendous
news for those suffering from
addiction, and for treatment
providers. Despite alarms
raised by health insurers, the
report estimates that the cost of
mandated coverage of addic
tion treatment will be lower
than many expected and that
insurers are capable of covering
these critical services.

In July, the Massachusetts
Legislature passed historic ad
diction treatment legislation in
response to the opioid epidem
ic, which has ravaged our com
munities. Before the passage of
this legislation and over the
past few months, insurance
providers have repeatedly ex
pressed concern about the cost
impact of the new law, which
requires coverage of vital addic
tion treatment services.

Under the new law, which
will take effect in October 2015,
insurers will be responsible for
covering proven lifesaving ser
vices to those struggling with
addiction. These services in
clude detoxification programs
and stepdown services, alcohol
and drug counseling, and
abusedeterrent opioids.

The CHIA report shows that
coverage for addiction treat
ment will cost insurers pennies
per month to provide. For ex
ample, covering individuals’
visits to licensed alcohol and
drug counselors will cost from
$0.02  $0.17 per premium.
Consider also that 58 people in
Massachusetts died from opi
oid overdoses during the first
half of December. A small in
crease in premiums should

cause no hesitation.
The behavioral health care

community is encouraged by
CHIA’s findings. We are ready
to work with families and indi
viduals struggling with addic
tion, insurers, and providers to
find solutions and to stop this
epidemic.

VIC DIGRAVIO
Natick

The writer is president and
CEO of the Association for Be
havioral Healthcare.

Addiction
treatments are
affordable

Editorial

PATRIC SANDRI FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE

SERVICE NOT
INCLUDED
This is the last installment
of a Globe editorial series
on workers in the food
service industry. Previous
articles, available at
bostonglobe.com/opinion,
explore wage theft, human
trafficking, tipping, fast
food wages, and unions.

I SPENT 26 years as a State Po
lice officer fighting the drug
war, 14 of those years as an un
dercover officer working every
kind of case, including billion
dollar heroin trafficking con
spiracies. I have seen the ravag
es of both drug use and current
drug policy.

The consequences of addic
tion in an illegal marketplace
are far greater than the addic

tion alone. Users don’t know
how much of their purchase is
heroin or whether it has been
cut with an agent such as Fen
tanyl, a drug many times stron
ger than heroin.

Over the past year, the
Globe has published dozens of
similar articles discussing the
appalling increase in heroin
overdose deaths. Yet there
hasn’t been a significant dis
cussion of solutions to this
problem.

If we want to stop overdose
deaths, we must legalize and
regulate drugs. Once this hap
pens, drug users will know
what they are consuming and
overdose deaths will plummet.
Drug users are our children,
our parents, and our neigh
bors. Providing compassionate
treatment during their addic
tion, rather than incarceration,
will keep them alive long
enough for a chance at sobriety.

JACK A. COLE
Medford

The writer is cofounder
and board chair of Law En
forcement Against Prohibition.

Drug police must
change radically

AS LONGTIME residents of
Jamaica Plain, we are heart
ened by the plans for develop
ment of housing along the Or
ange Line, as expressed by the
Walsh Administration. (“Mayor
Walsh’s plan links housing to
transit,” Metro, Dec. 10).

We anticipate working with
the Boston Redevelopment Au
thority on guidelines for zoning
that respect the neighborhoods
surrounding this transit corri
dor.

Several projects are now un
der development or BRA re
view, however, without a state
ment of policies or goals for
height and density at individual
sites or in the area. These proj
ects exceed the existing zoning
envelope, but do not increase
the percentage of affordable
units beyond City of Boston
minimums.

Forest Hills and Jackson
Square have been the focus of
extensive planning. We request
that the BRA expand those ef
forts to address the differing
characters of Washington
Street and Columbus/Tremont
Extension, and to set overall
targets for housing density and
affordability for the corridor,
thoughtfully incorporated into
the neighborhoods. While un
derutilized, these areas are far
from “desolate” — the word

used to describe them in the
Globe article.

Sustainable communities
consist of more than highden
sity housing focused on transit
centers. They require walkable
retail, public open space and
amenities, improvements to
bus service, and access beyond
the T. Parking ratios should
consider not only the distance
to transit, but existing parking
shortages, the type of units and
families, and access to other
necessary services.

DANIEL THOMAS
SUSAN PRANGER

Jamaica Plain

J.P. housing needs
careful planning

COLUMNIST JAMES Carroll
got it wrong when he wrote
that US intervention in the Ko
rean War was a “foundational
mistake” (“CIA’s poisonous leg
acy starts with who we are,”
Oped, Dec. 22). The United
States was right to intervene,
with UN support, to thwart the
invasion of South Korea by the
North Korean army in June
1950. Captain John C. Hastie,
my older brother, was among
the troops sent to rescue South
Korea.

The major mistake came
later in 1950 after North Kore
an troops were pushed back
across the border. US forces,
supposedly in hot pursuit of
the enemy, invaded the north,
an action that provoked inter
vention by the Chinese army
and a stalemate that lasted 2½
years.

My brother, still on the
front lines in November 1950,
and by then deep into North
Korea, was wounded and cap
tured the day that the Chinese
began a massive offensive.
During the bitterly cold winter,
John succumbed to dysentery,
malnutrition, gangrene, and
pneumonia, one of too many
stillgrieved, needless deaths.

CORNELIUS HASTIE
Jamaica Plain

Intervention in
Korea justified—
at first

BANCO SANTANDER and
other lending institutions are
under investigation because
they are making loans to high
risk buyers and then packag
ing the loans and selling them
to Wall Street (“State presses
auto lender,” Page A1, Dec.
26). This practice shows that
we have not learned from the
similar problem with home
mortgages. We need to change
our laws so that the originators
of loans remain responsible for
the losses should the buyer de
fault.

EDWARD H. SONN
Concord

Let banks
bear the risk

ONGOING DRUG CRISIS

JOHN TLUMACKI /GLOBE STAFF

A friend visits the grave of Jimmy Bradshaw, who died in
2012 of a heroin overdose in Taunton at the age of 24.
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Diners should pay attention to 
workers, not just the food
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A
MERICANS HAVE started to care
deeply about how their food came
to be. At restaurants, we ask prob
ing questions: Are the greens or

ganic? Were the cows grassfed? We fret
over whether our chicken could run around
the farmyard. We take comfort in knowing
that the pickles were prepared inhouse,
and that the cucumbers came from just an
hour away. In short, we’ve come to demand
high quality and sustainable
sourcing in every part of a
restaurant’s operation.

Well, except in how the
employees who work there
are treated.

In a series of editorials
over the past year, the Globe
has detailed the challenges
that food service workers rou
tinely face: wages too low to
live on, minimal job security,
few organizing rights, the risk
of wage theft, and even human trafficking.

These are all indecencies that, theoreti
cally, should fall to lawmakers to address.
But political will in Washington to raise the
minimum wage has stalled, and labor en
forcement, at both the federal and state lev
els, has been ineffectual.

No, more humane working conditions in
restaurants aren’t likely to arrive until pa
trons start demanding them as part of their
dining experience, too.

Contrary to the protests of industry big
wigs and some politicians, there is room in
restaurant economics for higher pay and
benefits — if customers are willing to pay a
little bit more.

Ask top executives at Chipotle Mexican
Grill. The burrito chain is red hot, achieving
record margins and robust sales in recent
years as Americans (and Europeans and Ca
nadians) embrace its “Food with Integrity”
motto. The company does offer its employ
ees some luxuries rare in its industry —
quick advancement, health insurance, regu
lar fulltime shifts, for instance — but its av
erage wage for nonmanagers works out to
be just slightly above $9 per hour (including
bonuses).

Yet, in discussing proposals for a $10
minimum wage, Chipotle’s chief financial
officer, Jack Hartung, shrugged it off. “A
move to $10 would have an effect, but not
too significant,” Hartung told analysts last
January. In other words, an extra buck an
hour isn’t a major threat to Chipotle’s bot
tom line, but the chain is also in no hurry to
get there. For the Chipotle “crew member”
trying to support a child, a raise to $10 rep
resents a 11 percent pay hike and can mean
the difference between making rent and be
ing evicted, paying the gas bill, even putting
enough food on the table.

Already, plenty of eateries and smaller
chains in the Boston area — up and down
the price spectrum — have committed to
compensating hourly employees more than
the bare minimum: Shake Shack, Boloco,
the Salty Pig, and Coda in the South End,
Canary Square in Jamaica Plain, Porters
Bar and Grill near North Station, Haley
House Bakery Cafe in Roxbury.

In addition to a minimum wage of $10,
Boloco offers employees at its burrito
joints other perks, including 401(k)
matching, transportation subsidies,
and Englishlanguage courses.
Virtue isn’t the only reward:
“There are quantifiable sav
ings in terms of lower
turnover and training
costs,” said CEO Pat
rick Renna. “Happier
employees mean bet
ter service and higher
customer satisfac
tion.”

But customers shouldn’t wait for other res
taurant owners to figure that out on their
own. The dining public must show that it
wants better treatment for workers. Here’s
how:
RDemand intelligence. Unlike health

code violations, an eatery’s bad labor prac
tices aren’t regularly catalogued in any city
run online databases. For now, the US De
partment of Labor’s “Eat Shop Sleep” app is

one of the best tools available,
listing past citations for wage
theft or other labor violations.
It allows users to search by lo
cation or a restaurant’s name,
but the results are still limited.
R Patronize the good guys.

There’s not yet a Yelp rating or
a widely used “fair trade” label
to identify restaurants whose
managers take pride in treat
ing workers well. But a simple
Google search can provide

some help. Pay attention to online reviews
that mention good labor practices. Tell
owners that’s why you are there. Tell your
friends, too. (Boycotting bad apples is hard
er to do — see above — but an admirable
goal nonetheless.)
R Tip in cash. Servers who make the

tipped minimum wage ($3 in Massachu
setts as of Jan. 1) often must rely on gener
ous tippers to make up most of their take
home pay. And, as backwards as it sounds
in an electronic age, wait staff report that
leaving cash is the best guarantee your tip
will end up in the right pocket.
R Push for higher wages and workers

rights. The Fight for $15 campaign contin
ues. Polls suggest most Americans support
an increased minimum wage, so be vocal
about it. Sign petitions, attend hearings,
join protests, confront politicians about
their stances, trumpet the issue on social
media.

Being amore conscientious consumer will
pay off in unexpected ways. Restaurants to
day lie at the heart of 21stcentury Ameri
can life. These employers aren’t headed
overseas; for the foreseeable future, mil
lions of Americans will wait tables, cook
food, or wash dishes for their livelihoods.

Meanwhile, an evermorefrazzled public
eats out instead of cooking at home. Neigh
borhood development and redevelopment
plans increasingly hinge on attracting new
restaurants. Having that local eatery on the
corner, or a perhaps short drive away, has
become an intrinsic part of what makes a
community feel liveable.

That’s all the more reason for customers
to make sure their friends, neighbors, and
family members who work in these vital
businesses earn enough to live on. And
when restaurateurs, from small chef
owners to fastfood giants, see cus
tomers paying closer attention to
equity in their industry,
they’ll know what to do.

Diners should pay attention
to workers, not just the food

Letters to the Editor

JIM MORIN

A REPORT from the Massachu
setts Center for Health Infor
mation (CHIA) is tremendous
news for those suffering from
addiction, and for treatment
providers. Despite alarms
raised by health insurers, the
report estimates that the cost of
mandated coverage of addic
tion treatment will be lower
than many expected and that
insurers are capable of covering
these critical services.

In July, the Massachusetts
Legislature passed historic ad
diction treatment legislation in
response to the opioid epidem
ic, which has ravaged our com
munities. Before the passage of
this legislation and over the
past few months, insurance
providers have repeatedly ex
pressed concern about the cost
impact of the new law, which
requires coverage of vital addic
tion treatment services.

Under the new law, which
will take effect in October 2015,
insurers will be responsible for
covering proven lifesaving ser
vices to those struggling with
addiction. These services in
clude detoxification programs
and stepdown services, alcohol
and drug counseling, and
abusedeterrent opioids.

The CHIA report shows that
coverage for addiction treat
ment will cost insurers pennies
per month to provide. For ex
ample, covering individuals’
visits to licensed alcohol and
drug counselors will cost from
$0.02  $0.17 per premium.
Consider also that 58 people in
Massachusetts died from opi
oid overdoses during the first
half of December. A small in
crease in premiums should

cause no hesitation.
The behavioral health care

community is encouraged by
CHIA’s findings. We are ready
to work with families and indi
viduals struggling with addic
tion, insurers, and providers to
find solutions and to stop this
epidemic.

VIC DIGRAVIO
Natick

The writer is president and
CEO of the Association for Be
havioral Healthcare.

Addiction
treatments are
affordable

Editorial

PATRIC SANDRI FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE

SERVICE NOT
INCLUDED
This is the last installment
of a Globe editorial series
on workers in the food
service industry. Previous
articles, available at
bostonglobe.com/opinion,
explore wage theft, human
trafficking, tipping, fast
food wages, and unions.

I SPENT 26 years as a State Po
lice officer fighting the drug
war, 14 of those years as an un
dercover officer working every
kind of case, including billion
dollar heroin trafficking con
spiracies. I have seen the ravag
es of both drug use and current
drug policy.

The consequences of addic
tion in an illegal marketplace
are far greater than the addic

tion alone. Users don’t know
how much of their purchase is
heroin or whether it has been
cut with an agent such as Fen
tanyl, a drug many times stron
ger than heroin.

Over the past year, the
Globe has published dozens of
similar articles discussing the
appalling increase in heroin
overdose deaths. Yet there
hasn’t been a significant dis
cussion of solutions to this
problem.

If we want to stop overdose
deaths, we must legalize and
regulate drugs. Once this hap
pens, drug users will know
what they are consuming and
overdose deaths will plummet.
Drug users are our children,
our parents, and our neigh
bors. Providing compassionate
treatment during their addic
tion, rather than incarceration,
will keep them alive long
enough for a chance at sobriety.

JACK A. COLE
Medford

The writer is cofounder
and board chair of Law En
forcement Against Prohibition.

Drug police must
change radically

AS LONGTIME residents of
Jamaica Plain, we are heart
ened by the plans for develop
ment of housing along the Or
ange Line, as expressed by the
Walsh Administration. (“Mayor
Walsh’s plan links housing to
transit,” Metro, Dec. 10).

We anticipate working with
the Boston Redevelopment Au
thority on guidelines for zoning
that respect the neighborhoods
surrounding this transit corri
dor.

Several projects are now un
der development or BRA re
view, however, without a state
ment of policies or goals for
height and density at individual
sites or in the area. These proj
ects exceed the existing zoning
envelope, but do not increase
the percentage of affordable
units beyond City of Boston
minimums.

Forest Hills and Jackson
Square have been the focus of
extensive planning. We request
that the BRA expand those ef
forts to address the differing
characters of Washington
Street and Columbus/Tremont
Extension, and to set overall
targets for housing density and
affordability for the corridor,
thoughtfully incorporated into
the neighborhoods. While un
derutilized, these areas are far
from “desolate” — the word

used to describe them in the
Globe article.

Sustainable communities
consist of more than highden
sity housing focused on transit
centers. They require walkable
retail, public open space and
amenities, improvements to
bus service, and access beyond
the T. Parking ratios should
consider not only the distance
to transit, but existing parking
shortages, the type of units and
families, and access to other
necessary services.

DANIEL THOMAS
SUSAN PRANGER

Jamaica Plain

J.P. housing needs
careful planning

COLUMNIST JAMES Carroll
got it wrong when he wrote
that US intervention in the Ko
rean War was a “foundational
mistake” (“CIA’s poisonous leg
acy starts with who we are,”
Oped, Dec. 22). The United
States was right to intervene,
with UN support, to thwart the
invasion of South Korea by the
North Korean army in June
1950. Captain John C. Hastie,
my older brother, was among
the troops sent to rescue South
Korea.

The major mistake came
later in 1950 after North Kore
an troops were pushed back
across the border. US forces,
supposedly in hot pursuit of
the enemy, invaded the north,
an action that provoked inter
vention by the Chinese army
and a stalemate that lasted 2½
years.

My brother, still on the
front lines in November 1950,
and by then deep into North
Korea, was wounded and cap
tured the day that the Chinese
began a massive offensive.
During the bitterly cold winter,
John succumbed to dysentery,
malnutrition, gangrene, and
pneumonia, one of too many
stillgrieved, needless deaths.

CORNELIUS HASTIE
Jamaica Plain

Intervention in
Korea justified—
at first

BANCO SANTANDER and
other lending institutions are
under investigation because
they are making loans to high
risk buyers and then packag
ing the loans and selling them
to Wall Street (“State presses
auto lender,” Page A1, Dec.
26). This practice shows that
we have not learned from the
similar problem with home
mortgages. We need to change
our laws so that the originators
of loans remain responsible for
the losses should the buyer de
fault.

EDWARD H. SONN
Concord

Let banks
bear the risk

ONGOING DRUG CRISIS

JOHN TLUMACKI /GLOBE STAFF

A friend visits the grave of Jimmy Bradshaw, who died in
2012 of a heroin overdose in Taunton at the age of 24.

chains in the Boston area — up and down 
the price spectrum — have committed to 
compensating hourly employees more than 
the bare minimum: shake shack, Boloco, the 
salty pig, and Coda in the south End, Canary 
square in Jamaica plain, porters Bar and 
Grill near North station, Haley House Bakery 
Cafe in roxbury.

In addition to a minimum wage of $10, 
Boloco offers employees at its burrito joints 
other perks, including 401(k) matching, 
transportation subsidies, and English-lan-
guage courses. Virtue isn’t the only reward: 
“There are quantifiable savings in terms of 
lower turnover and training costs,” said CEo 
patrick renna. “Happier employees mean 
better service and higher customer satisfac-
tion.”

But customers shouldn’t wait for other 
restaurant owners to figure that out on their 
own. The dining public must show that it 
wants better treatment for workers. Here’s 
how:

• Demand intelligence. Unlike health 
code violations, an eatery’s bad labor prac-
tices aren’t regularly catalogued in any 
city-run online databases. For now, the US 
department of labor’s “Eat shop sleep” app 
is one of the best tools available, listing past 
citations for wage theft or other labor viola-
tions. It allows users to search by location or 
a restaurant’s name, but the results are still 
limited.

• Patronize the good guys. There’s not 
yet a Yelp rating or a widely used “fair trade” 
label to identify restaurants whose managers 
take pride in treating workers well. But a 
simple Google search can provide some help. 
pay attention to online reviews that mention 
good labor practices. Tell owners that’s why 
you are there. Tell your friends, too. (Boycot-

ting bad apples is harder to do — see above 
— but an admirable goal nonetheless.)

• Tip in cash. Servers who make the 
tipped minimum wage ($3 in Massachusetts 
as of Jan. 1) often must rely on generous tip-
pers to make up most of their take-home pay. 
And, as backwards as it sounds in an elec-
tronic age, wait staff report that leaving cash 
is the best guarantee your tip will end up in 
the right pocket.

• Push for higher wages and workers 
rights. The Fight for $15 campaign contin-
ues. polls suggest most Americans support an 
increased minimum wage, so be vocal about 
it. sign petitions, attend hearings, join pro-
tests, confront politicians about their stances, 
trumpet the issue on social media.

Being a more conscientious consumer will 
pay off in unexpected ways. restaurants to-
day lie at the heart of 21st-century American 
life. These employers aren’t headed overseas; 
for the foreseeable future, millions of Amer-
icans will wait tables, cook food, or wash 
dishes for their livelihoods.

Meanwhile, an ever-more-frazzled public 
eats out instead of cooking at home. Neigh-
borhood development and redevelopment 
plans increasingly hinge on attracting new 
restaurants. Having that local eatery on the 
corner, or a perhaps short drive away, has 
become an intrinsic part of what makes a 
community feel liveable.

That’s all the more reason for custom-
ers to make sure their friends, neighbors, 
and family members who work in these vital 
businesses earn enough to live on. And when 
restaurateurs, from small chef-owners to 
fast-food giants, see customers paying closer 
attention to equity in their industry, they’ll 
know what to do.


